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u 
- William Craig 

A new year at Shawe marks new experiences, and new friendships to be 

made, along with an array of other possibilities. Starting the school year students were 

ecstatic , nervous about being in a new school, and happy to be home again. Whether 

Mrs. Bridget Fry gets a mouthful of a Zebra Cake dunng the eating contest 
at this year's Shawe Games Day. Photo By Barb Doughtery 

it be accomplishments 

in academics, sports, 

school clubs and the 

brand-spanking-new 

classroom additions, 

students barely had 

t ime to take it all in. 

The amount of many 

new things to take 

part in was an endless 

list, and students 

couldn't wait to get 

started. 

When asked what the most memorable part of this year was, Tyler Canada 

said, "Shawe games this year was the most memorable part of the year, especially my 

classes' Shawe games intro. with our ninja fight. Where you all know, I won, of course." 

As yet another year came to a close, students began to experience a new 

kind of excitement. Seniors heading 

off to college, saying goodbye to 

their high school days and going 

into the real world, juniors looked 

forward to being seniors and finally 

getting to get all the little perks 

seniors get to enjoy. Eighth graders 

were ove~oyed about becoming a 

high schooler, and the sixth graders 

from Pope John were nervous, 

anxious, and elated to be seventh 

graders. Students were ready for 

another year of memories to be 

made at Shawe Memorial. 
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Jordan Chandler, Tyler Deeg, 
Mackenzie Lewis, Lauren Goebel, 
Connor Applegate, Alex Reuss, and 
Saerelia Rios lean to the right for one 
of their acts in "Guys and Dolls".This 
play was a total hit and had 
people talking about 
it all over town. 
photo by Trent 
Scroggins 

Showing their true hispanic 
spirit, Spencer T orline, 

Eamon Fry, Jesse Ball and a 
few others paint their 

torsos to read "Justo!" for 
the Justo Llamas concert. 

photo by Bailey Davis 

WE SEA SUCCESS-OPENING 

Playing around in Wal-Mart like many 
students do, Trent Scroggins and Billy 

Cole dress up in Nascar apparel. 
These two were always seen 

goofing off and having a great 
time. photo by Chose 
Heaton 



Getting ready to 
toss their caps to 
celebrate the 
ending of t hei r 
senior year; the 
Class of 20 I 2 
smiles with 
excitement. 
photo by Brandi 
/aria 
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., ~f, new year 
brought on new changes. 
Students were finally able 
to enjoy the brand new 
addition onto the school 
that housed the new 
engineering and Spanish 
rooms. W ith construction 
finally over and everyone 
settled in permanent 
classrooms, students and 
faculty alikawere ready to 
kick off an ~fit ing year. 
From winning.toys Varsity 
Soccer Sectionals to the 
Academic Teams advancing 
to state, the Shawe 
Memorial family 
accomplished the exciting 
year they set out fon When 
asked what the most 
memorable moment w as 
t his year; Taylor Rhott!rl 
said, ''Winning Soccer 
Sectional was the most 
memorable moment. N 
one was expecting it." 
Lustig added, "The trips 
Kaelie Davis and I took t o 
our internship at the 
Hospital were the most 
merqprable . We laughed 
and snared our gruesome 
ER exPf!'i~nces.'' 
-Caitlin Kell},' 



Getting soaked on the way to 
Wednesday's Mass was not on the 
agenda for students. Making the 
best out of the unfortunate 
events. students hung their clothes 
out to dry on their 
lockers. photo 
by Liz Gro e 

Dances at Shawe were the 
highlight of the school year: 

This year students got to 
participate in a MORP. Abby 
Mclnteer gives t he "Bernie," 
a common dance move, her 
all as friends watch and give 

encouragement. photo by 
Katie McGee 

LET 'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDE 

Ian Vandewater raises his hand for a high five 
from one of his friends. Weekends were a 

great time for students to hang out 
together: It was a t ime for relaxation 

and getting to see friends from 
surrounding schools that weren't 
seen on a regular basis. 
photo by Colin 
Deaton 



Kaelie Davis, 
Caitlin Kelly and 
Ashley Josephsen 
enjoy their 
chocolate 
Frosty's on an 
eat out day. 
Juniors and 
Seniors loved 
eat out days, 
because it was a 
time to get away 
from school and 
spend some 

quality time with 
classmates. photo 

by Taylor Davis 

U J f, at Shawe was 
ful l o, excitement and 
variety. In the school 
atmosphere, students 
were found participating 
in numerous sports, clubs, 
and student led activities. 
Outside of school, kids 
could be seen hanging 
out at Taco Bell, walking 
downtown or hitting up 
the lanes at the bowling 
alley. 
Dances at Shawe proved 
to be one of the things 
students liked to 
participate in most 
Madison Drumm 
commented, "I love 
dances because I like 
being around al l of my 
friends just thrashing 
around goofing off." Sarah 
Sanders added, "I love e 
school dances, like 
Homecoming and the 
Back t o School dance, 
because I like to see the 
school come together in 

1 kind of environment.' ' 
In an kind of activity, 
students always found a 
way t o pave fun. -Caitlin 
Kelly 



Nick Craig and Doug Totten keep the crowd pumped up during halftime at the varsity game. photo by Trent Scroggins 

is one of the most important and valued trarts to have at Shawe. Having strong spirit shows 
how much something really means to a person.The students and faculty always show that wrth great effort 
"My favorrt:e thing about spirit week is all the excrtement and preparation for the big game that week," said 
David Grote. 

Not only is spirit shown in school, but also at every game,'' I like seeing all the support at our basketball 
games;' said Jordan Olandler. When you have this much spirit, rt's hard not to feel like one big family. -Katie 
Hayden 

Shelby Greene, I 0th 
" I love being a cheerleader and 
having the ability to really stand 

out and cheer for my team." 

Miss Jenny Nigg 
"I admit it. f love coming to 

school dressed down! Jeans, pj 
pants and other themes all 

make spirit week an easier 5 
days of school." 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

Jesse Ball, I I th 
'Twin dqy is awesome, its 
always fun to see people 

dressed up together, and rock 
some twin outfits with my bros." 



Angela Goley and Cassey 
Higdon, along with the rest of 

the cheerleaders, keep the 
crowd fired up and louder 

than everl 
photo by Trent Scroggins 

Ian Vandewater and a friend hold 
blown up face portrarts of boys 
from the Varsrty Basketball Team to 
show their support. 
photo by Trent Scroggins 

Amelia Koehler holds up a can of green paint to Mr. Jerome 
Bomhott's hair, as she helps him prepare for one of many spirit 

days. photo by Erm Poyner 

lne students sit together in the 
gymnasium showing off there 
aloha spirit as they listen to a 
guest speaker. photo by Tammy 
Martin 

SPIRIT 



Pro-Life March Participants: front - Madison Drumm and Kalyn Robison. middle - Mrs. Bonnie Wentworth, Liz Grote, Kaelie 
Davis, T aytor Grote, Ashley Josephsen, Caitlin Kelly, Allison M11.JZek, Liz Stucker and Jalynn Copeland. back - Eamon Fry, Sarah 
Sanders, Sam Boone, Johnny Grady, Katie McGee, T aytor Davis, Spencer T ortine, Laura Hesse, Brittney Snodgrass, Billy Cole 
and Mrs. Bridget Fry. (not pictured Mr. Steve Hesse) photo by Steve Hesse 

students and three adults traveled this past January to be a part of one of the largest 
protests 1n Washington, · .C. This past year marked the thirty-ninth annNersary of the Supreme Court's ruling on Roe v. 
Wade, which legalized abortion. "[ attended the march this year because I wanted to show what I so strongly believe in 
regarding_l ife itself." commented Sarah Sanders. 

ror some students, this was not their first time attending. Caitlin Kelly added, "I've attended the march several 
years, because it is something I feel strongly about It's an amazing feeling to think that one day, it could change history:· 
-Brittney Snodgrass • 
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Katie McGee, I I th 
'Just being in the environment 

of the march and bonding 
with the other people on the 

trip was my favorite part." 

Billy Cole, I 0th 
"Seeing the hundreds upon 
thousands of people at the 

march who were all 
supporting the same cause 

was my {avorite part.'' 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

Ashley Josephsen, I 2th 
"I really got a lot out of the 
Holocaust museum, and it 

means that much more when 
I thought of why we were in 

Washington, DC." 



Wrth much excitement, Johmy 
Grady holds on to the railing 

while the metro takes off. This 
was Johnny's first time nding 

the metro 1n DC. and he 
seemed to enjoy rt. "The best 

part about riding the metro 
was getting out of the cold for 
a while," added Kalyn Robison. 

photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Part of the group participants 
pose for a quick picture before 
beginning their march. Madison 
Drumm, Katie McGee, Kalyn 
Robison, Kaelie Davis, Ashley 
Josephsen, Taylor Davis, Sarah 
Sanders, Spencer T orline and 
Caitl in Kelly all hold up their signs 
showing their support of life. 
Eamon Fry commented, "The best 
part about attending the march 
was being able to be present with 
thousands of other people who 
feel as passionate about the same 
cause." photo by Bonnie Wentworth 

Laura Hesse and Jalynn Copeland huddle under an umbrellas 
showing off their signs before the march started. Although 

the rainy weather was an annoyance, It didn't stop an 
astonishing turn out of all the participants. Liz Stucker 
added, "The weather was awful, and we all t soaked, 

but nothing could dampen our spirits! We all had an 
amazing t ime! photo by Bnttney Snodgrass 

Billy Cole sits down next to a 
concrete statue in one of the 
museums. On Sunday, participants 
were given free time to sight see, 
visrt museums and shop. photo by 
Madison Drumm 

PRO-LI FE MARCH 



T aytor Grote, Liz Grote, Abby Mclnteer, Caitlin Kelly, Madison Drumm and Addie Davis pull their friendships together to show 
their support of the soccer team by spelling out "Stiawe Babes!" on their sweatshirts. photo by Nico Mmg,one 

friends t,ou make at Shawe are ones that you will have for a lifetime. By the time you're a senior; like 
Sam Boone, you II have a vast array of memories to keep forever. W hen asked what his favorite one was, Sam 
said, ' 'Going on roadtrips to Hooter's with my buddies, and then going back to David's and just hanging out are 
the t imes the BEST memories were made. Its so simple, but so many crazy things happened that I wilf for sure 
never forget' ' 

Getting to go to the same school as your best friend is a perk most Shawe students enjot Kaelie Davis 
commented,' 'It makes the school day way easier to get through. If you have a problem, they're ri t there. If r,ou 
need to laugh, you can count on them. I wouldn't be able to make rt through school without my est friends. 'As 
students get older and college carries them away, they stay true to a quote once said by W innie the Pooh,' 'If 
there ever comes a day when we can't be together keep me in your heart, I'll stay there forever". - C.Oidin Kelly 

0 ° 0 
0 0 0 
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Cassey Higc;!on, I I th 
"My favorite quality in Angela is 
that we've been friends since 
3rd grade. When we hang out 
we always have a great time 
and ay laughing/We're so 

much ahke, we love the same 
things. and she just gets me. 
And of course we're country!" 

Nicholas McCubbin, I 2th 
"Ben always trades me pizza 
slices at lunch when his are 
burnt and mine aren't (I like 
burnt pizza). It's one or the 

best qualities he has, he would 
do anything for his buds." 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

DJ. Scoggins, I I th 
"Mr,'. favorit~ qu_ality in my _best 

fnend, S,an, 1s tiiat she 1s 
always there [or me. She can 
make me smile on the worst 

days." 



Josie Grote leans 1n and gives her 
best fnend, Riley Boone, a 

smooch on the cheek. You 
could regularly see these two 
together: They seemed to be 
inseperable. photo by Maddie 

Woller 

Getting into the sp1nt of soccer 
sectionals, friends Ian Vandewater, 
Michael Muessel, Aczael Rios, Alex 
Reuss, Chris Peterson, Trent 
Scroggins and Luke Higgins all 
dress up as different characters. 
This group of guys could be seen 
doing all kinds of shenanigans all 
year round. photo by Bailey Dav,s 

Best friends Ivy Schafer, Meghan Scroggins, and Amelia Koehler act 
like goofballs before attending their volleyball game. These three 

were always laughing and being silly with each other: Anyone 
could see that they were constantly having a good t ime. 

photo by Stephanie Snodgrass 

Celebrating a point dunng a 
soccer match, Sam Boone pulls 
William Oaig in for congratulatory 
noog1e. These two had been 
friends since kindergarten and 
their chemistry on the field 
portrayed that. photo by Barb 
Daugherty 

FRIENDS 



Cousins, Ben Craig and William Craig spend free t ime t ogether while enjoying Pancake breakfast in religion. Photo by Taylor Davis. 

of the students at Shawe would agree that one of the greatest things about attending a school so 
small is the family oriented environment Since many of the students are related, it's easy to have the close knit 
bond they all have with one another. With so many siblings there is always bickering. but with that comes the 
love. Lauren Goebel said, "Megan is always there for me, so when I have a bad day she's just down the hall, and 
we talk about everything!" 

Franklin Belt said, "I really like that Joey is at Shawe now, he's pretty funny and we laugh a lot together.'' 
No matter how distant in age, the Shawe sibl ings are always there for one another; sharing laughs, and creating 
memories.- Taylor Davis 

Cristian Rios, I 0th 
"Out of all my siblings, Sarelia 

is the one Im closest with. 
Mainly because my brother is 
always off with his friends, but 
also because she's there for 

me." 

Sarelia Rios, 8th 
"I am closest to Aczael, 

because we both have a lot in 
common, and we tell each 

other everything!" 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 
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Aczael Rios, I I th 
"Of my siblings, I am closest to 
Sare/ta for sure. She is one of 
my best friends, and I can tell 

her about anything. She's 
always there for me. She's 

great" 



Laura Hesse prepares 
herself while her father; Mr. 
Hesse, goes to show her 
love. Photo By Taylor Davis 

Cousins, Sam Boone and 
Cailtin Kelly_ share a hug. It 
was a surprise to see the 
love shared as Sam could 
often be seen terrorizing 
Caitlin. Photo by Liz Grote. 

Brothers, Taylor and Grayson Rhoten spend some 
family time tubing on the Ohio River. Even though 

there is a four year difference, they both enjoy 
each others presence greatly. Photo by Ann-Marie 

Rhoten. 

If theres one Grote, there will 
surel}' be another one nearby. 
The Grotes are so close and 
always looking out for one 
another. Here Whit and Liz help 
Taylor off the court after injuring 
herself in the Trimble County 
game. Photo by Taylor Davis 

FAMILY 



During religion class, Chris Petersen helps his girlfriend, Julia Wtse, work on some homework Chris and Julia could always be 
seen helping each other out and en1oying one another's company. photo by Liz Grote 

in high school, while enjoyable, had its pros and cons. Cassey Higdon explained some of 
these for dati someone from another school. "Yes, it's difficult dating someone who doesn't go to the 
same school. But then again, I like it better because I'm so close with everyone at Shawe that I can't see 
myself with anyone here.'' 

Other couples, like Branden Callis and Mariah Scott were able to be with each other each day at 
school. Branden noted, "It has its ups and downs, but you always know you're loved at the end of the day, 
and I love seeing her everyday." - Liz Grote • 

Kaelie Davis, 12th 
"I never imagined that I would 
date a county boy, but I love 
everything about him, and 
every moment we spend 

together." 

Bailey Davis, I I th 
"The hardest part of not going 
to the same school as Aaron 
is probably that I don't get to 
see my best friend everyday, 

and that he doesn't know who 
I'm talking about when I try to 

ten him stories." 
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Caitlin Kelly, I 2th 
'The best thing about Nico is 

that not only is he my 
boyfriend, he's also my best 
friend. We always have so 
much fun, and no matter 

what, we re always there for 
each other." 



Freshman, Ivy Shafer, and 
Junior; Aczael Rios, share a 

moment laughing together 
during the MORP dance 

that took place in the 
gym. The dance required 

that younger classmen 
ask upperclassmen, and 

lucky enough for this 
couple, that was easy. photo 

by Cassey Higdon 

During a Pro-Life rally in 
Indianapolis, Jarrod Rampy 
and Madison Drumm share 
their belief against abortion 
by holding signs along the 
street. The couple traveled 
with a group from Shawe on 
a Sunday afternoon for t he 
event This proved to be a 
fun way for Jarrod and 
Madison to spend time 
together; while also 
supporting a cause they 
both bel ieve in. photo by 
Bridget Fry 

Couple, Franklin Belt and Brittney ?nodgrass pose for a 
picture together before the Christmas Dance. These 

two could be seen walking from class to class, . 
eating lunch, and spending time together outside 
of school. photo by Lisa Hesse 

Eamon Fry and Abby 
Mdnteer share a laugh with 
each other during a passing 
period. There was never a 
dull moment in between the 
two as they always enjoyed 
one another's company. 
photo by LJz Grote 



r Loving 
Option 

Sarah Sanders, Emalee Copeland, Shannon Fry and Dalton Jones stand on an Indianapolis street awarti ng the next car to pass. 
A small group of students from the school traveled to participate in this march promoting life. photo by Bndget Fry 

~ f! ) I/flt the community could be done 1n many different ways. The biggest of these opportunit ies 
was the Community Vacation Bible School. Students enJoyed this event, as they received the chance to bond 
with the younger children of the community, and teach them about things that they, themselves, were very 
familiar with. Julia Wise added, "I liked getting to watch the kids at Vacation Bible School learn Bible stories 1n 
a fun way." 

While students participated ,n service hours, they were helping others and not expecting anything in 
return. In doing this, the school hoped to instill life long memories and lessons to its students who 
participated. "I love volunteering. It really makes me feel like I am doing my part to help others and the 
community," commented Chloe Storm. -Brittney Snodgrass 

Doug Totten, 12th 
'The best memory that I have 
from participating in service 
hours was planning the Crop 

Walk. It is aJwQys fun!" 

Sammie Tilley, 8th 
'Working at the school festival 

was my best memory from 
partiopatmg ,n service hours 
this year: r got to hang out 

and have fun with my f nends 
and help the school at the 

same time." 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

Gayton Elsbury, 9th 
'The best memory that I have 
from participating ,n service 
hours was gettm_g to spend 
times with my friends and 

meeting new people." 



Josie Grote talks to one of 
her group members during 

Vacation Bible School. This 
year. the Community 

Vacation Bible School was 
held at the Ohio Theatre in 
downtown Madison. This 

led for interesting 
activities and different 

opportunities for learning. 
photo by Bridget Fry 

Jarrod Rampy volunteers 
through History Makers. This 
group showed a class of 
elementary students from 
out of town around the city 
of Madison, particif)ating in 
serveral activities. Jarroa 
Rampy commented, "My 
favorite part about 
participating in History 
Makers this year was getting 
to teach the little kids about 
our wonderful town, and its 
part in the history of the 
United States itself." photo 
by Bridget Fry 

Katie McGee, Garrett Grimes, Spencer T orline and 
Luke Higgins hold signs promoting life along a street 

in Indianapolis. A few students traveled to 
participate in a Pro Life Mass and a march that 
would try to raise awareness of abortion. 'The 
best part about going to the Pro Life mass and 
march was having the wonderous opportunity 
to enjoy the Pro Life structures of the chapel." 
commented Luke Higgins. photo by Bridget 
Fry 

Branden Callis assists Mrs. 
Lou Ann Center in moving 
her classroom items to her 
new room. After the 
building of the new addition 
was complete, a lot of hard 
work was needed to get 
~ng back to normal. 
photo by Erin Poyner 

SERVICE HOURS 



Cassey Higdon's horses, Dan and Prince, greet each other at the fence for a friendly gesture. Photo by Cosey Higdon 

matter what kind of day you've had or what kind of mood you are in, rt's always so awesome to be able 
to come home to the warm welcome of a funny. happy. energetic pet' 'It cracks me up when my 801b labrador 
thinks he's a Sib lap dog," said Ivy Schafer. 

While some people see pets just as animals, others see them as close friends and a part of their family. 
"Its nice to always have a companion around", said Taylor Kelly. Having a pet comes with a great deal of 
responsibility and patience, but at the same time teaches love and friendship. -Katie Hayden 

DaltDn Jones, 9th 
"/ love my pet because he's 
always happy a_~d ready to 

play. 

Angela Goley, I I th 
"I ltke having pets; because 

they can keep you entertained 
when you're bored, and ore 
always happy to see you." 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

Christian Rios, 9th 
"I love my pet because he's 
cool and fun to chill with." 



Cassey Higdon keeps warm 
by snuggling up wit~ h~r 
dog, wffen Cassey 1sn t 
taking care of her dog, 

she's usually doing 
something else to help 

around the farm. 
photo by Cassey Higdon 

Winston, Mrs. Ailine 
Schafers adorable, beloved 
shih tzu, shows off his new 
sweater, but doesn't fail to 
be his usual silly self carrying 
around a sock in his mouth. 
photo by Aline Schafer 

Addie Davis tries to stay serious for her photo as a 
cat playfully wonders upon her lap. Animals always 

love getting attention and being playful. photo by 
Bailey Davis 

Taylor Davis' dog lazily 
lounges in his chair after a 
long day. Taylor has a lot of 
responsibilities, but taking 
care of her pet is more of a 
opportunity than a chore. 
photo by Taylor Davis 

PETS 



During the 'Bernie' dance, Doug Totten dances with chaperone, Melissa Ruess, while David Strange, Billy Cole, and Casey 

Applegate watch. Almost all students knew this classic dance, as it was an easy one to learn. photo by Caitlin Kelly ., 
Christmas Dance turned out to be a very fun night fo r all who attended. W hether dancing the 

night away or just enjoying t ime with friends, every one had a good time. Freshman, Caroline Wehner, 
noted, "My favorite part of the Christmas Dance was getting to hang out with my friends." 

Other students, such as Laura Hesse, favored the dancing. "The best part of the Christmas Dance 
was the dancing! I love just going crazy during the fast songs, even though neither my date nor I are the 
best dancers;· she said. - Liz Grote 

David Grote, I I th 
"My favorite part of the 

Christmas Dance was when 
Sam Boone and I danced to 

I'm Sexy and I Know It" 

T ayf or Rhoten, I I th 
"I really like the fact that all 

the dancing took place It was 
fun!" 

LET'S HAVE A WHALE OF A TIME - STUDENT LIFE 

Katie McGee, I I th 
'My favorite part of the 

Christmas Dance was dancing 
the night away with everyone 

and my pretty awesome 
date!" 



Shelby Greene and Trent 
Scroggins share a laugh 

while dancing to a slow 
song. For some this was a 

serious time, while for 
others, it was seen as a 

time to joke around and 
have some fun. photo by 

Madison Drumm 

Freshman, Meghan Whitham 
and Jordan Wentowrth, 
dance together during a 
slow dance. This was the first 
semi-formal dance for the 
freshmen class and proved 
to be both a nervous and 
exciting experience for all. 
photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Angela Goley and Myles Hesse pose for a picture after 
being crowned Snow Princess and Prince.The two 

were voted for the honor by the Senior class, who 
put on the dance as well. photo by Madison 
Drumm 

Sam Boone struts his stuff 
while sporting Batman briefs. 
He and David Grote had 
this surprise to go along with 
a dance routine they 
planned for a song. photo by 
Madison Drumm 

CHRISTMAS DANCE 



Besides using regular chapst1cks, senior. Caitlin Kelly, found a new way to moisturize her lips with colored Baby Lips Chapst1cks. 

Many of her friends caught on, and the discovery was trendsetting. photo by Taylor Davis ., 
start of the 2012 year was a new beginning when rt came to trends. New styles appeared in all 

different ways, putting a creative twists on t he norm. Some trends from past years lingered, while fresh 
new ones made their way through the Shawe student body. When asked if he was a student that follows 
trends or sets them, Nick Craig said," I like to do my normal routine of wearin~ long sleeve shirts and 
shorts year round, but my favorite of all is my no make-up and sweatpants day.' 

Shawe students were known for showing their unique personalrties through what they wore. Kate 
Elliott said," I like to think I set trends and do my own thing. I'm Kate, I don't try to be anyone else. I think 
thats very trendsetting." - Taylor Davis 

Bailey Dav;s, II th 
, think that lace has become a 

bii thing this year. I love the 
skJrts, dresses, and shirts that 
I've seen people wear: They're 

dressy, casual, simple, and 
dassy." 

Jesse Ball, I I th 
"The sweater with a shirt and 

tie is one of my favorite 
trends, and it's caught on 

pretty well." 
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Addie Dav;s, I 0th 
"My favorite trend is 

moccasins. Thy keep my feet 
warm and they look good with 

jeans or school pants." 



One of the other trends 
followed by select few was 

camouflage jackets. 
Dakota Weaver and 
many of his friends' 
wardrobe consisted 

solely of camo. photo by 
Taylor Davis 

Strutting their stuff, David 
Grote, Joey Mingione, Kyle 
Daugherty, Jesse Ball, and 
Taylor Rhoten wear their 
letterman jackets proudly 
while joking around with one 
another. The letterman 
jackets were a big trend 
amongst the junior boys 
who sported the jackets 
almost everywhere they 
went. photo by Taylor Davis 

Adding some of their own personality to the school 
uniform, many students accessorized with colorful, 

unique shoes. Kaelie Davis and Katie McGee show 
off their cute patterned Toms. photo by Taylor 
Davis 

One of the most popular trends 
of the year was different colored 
stretchy~ headbands. Friends, 
Oaire Higgins, and Megan Hill 
were known for spreaaing the 
style. photo by Taylor Davis 

TRENDS 



During his lunch break. senior, Nicholas McCubbin scarfs down a Pop-Tart and a Mountain Dew for a quick shot of energy to 
help him finish his homework. Many students take this time to do forgotten or unfinished homework. photo by William Craig 

break for many of the students is not only a time to quiet those mid-day hunger pains, but a time to catch 
up with their friends in other grades, along with their classmates whom they don't see often throughout the day. When 
asked what his favorite part of lunch break is, Mr. John Kalb said," It is interesting to see all of the drfferent. unhealthy eating 
habits. Myself included:' 

During this time the students are often seen gathering in their friend's "designated" spots in the lounge area. Ryan 
Cox said, '' My favorite part about lunch break is definitely eating. Other than that. it is getting prettY old:' -William Craig 
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Jordan Chandler, I I th 
"My favorite part about lunch 
is the shenanigans my friends 
and I do, during lunch in the 

lounge." 

Tyler Deeg, I I th 
"My favorite part about lunch 
is that I enjoy talking_ with my 

great friend Tyler Edward 
[anada during my lunch 

break" 
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Madison Drumm, I 0th 
"My favorite part about lunch 
is that I like being around my 
friends, and it gives me time 
to cram if I have a religion 

test!" 



Shawe couple, Michael 
Elburg and Nikki Fitton, 

spend their time during ,--..1.., 
lunch together. This lunch 

period seemed to be a 
nap time for the two. 

Many students caught up 
on their sleep during their 

lunch. photo by William Craig 

Zack Tingle during his lunch 
t ime, decides t o surf the 
internet. Zack. like many 
other students at Shawe has 
a love and fascinat ion w ith 
computers and video games. 
Zack has a plethora of 
gaming consoles, and is a 
mastermind when it comes 
to the world of gaming and 
technology. photo by William 
Craig 

While enjoying their lunch period, Collan Henderson 
and Nici< Craig have a satisfactory conversation 

with one another over whatever it is these two 
unique students discuss during their free time. 
photo by Wimam Craig 

Durin_g lunch on Valentine's 
Day, S-am Boone plays Cupid, 
and passed out Valentines 
that the students bought 
from Student Council for 
their friends and teachers. 
photo by William Craig 

LUNCH 



Homecoming Court- Amelia Koehler;Whit Grote, Conner Boone.Taylor Grote.Joey Mingione.Angela Goley. Caitlin Kelly. Doug 

Totten.Taylor Davis, Franklin Belt.Ashley Josephsen, Sam Boone, Chloe Stonn and Nick Craig. photo by Barb Doughtery 

# 
out the red carpet was the theme of Homecoming, and the stars really stood out from the 

crowd! The H omecoming Court, whether they won or lost, all had bright smiles through the whole event, 
and were really the stars of the night. When asked how she felt when the news came that she had won 
Homecoming Queen, Caitlin Kelly said, "It didn't feel real. I was completely surprised and 1t didn't sink in 
until later, and when it did 1t felt great! I felt very loved." 

When asked what it felt like winning Homecoming Prince, Joey Mingione said, "It was nice knowing 
that so many of my fellow students like and respect me enough to vote for me for Prince!" -Wifliam Craig 
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Jesse Ball, I I th 
''lvfy favorite part was 

celebrating a great w,n with 
my teammates, but dancing 

with my best friend, LJz Grote, 
was the best!'' 

Carson Hambri~ 7th 
"My favorite port of the 

Homecoming dance was when 
the 'Dougie· came on, I love 

doing the Dougie!" 
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Madalyn Waller; 8th 
"My favorite part of 

Homecoming was dancing 
with all of my friends." 



Two best friends, Taylor 
Davis and Ashley 

Josephsen, get their photo 
snapped so the two 

could remember their 
last homecoming at 

Shawe forever. 
photo by Barb Daughtery 

Driving hard to the basket, 
Joey Mingione makes easy 
work of the New 
Washington Mustang's 
defense-:--The evening started 
off slow for the Toppers, but 
in the end they found t heir 
mojo and put the game 
away. photo by Baro 
Daughtery 

Showing of their mill ion dollar smiles, the 2012 
Homecoming Court pose on the stage for f?idures 

for parents, friends, family and faculty.The Prince 
and Princess Joey Mingione and Angela Goley, 

and t he King and Queen Caitlin Kelly and Doug 
Totten. photo by Barb Daughtery 

When the news came that 
she had won Homecoming 
Queen, Caitlin Kelly smiles 
from ear to ear while her 
chivalrous partner; Nick 
Craig, applauds her success. 
photo by Barb Daughtery 

HOMECOMING 



During Catholic Schools Week. the seniors get up 1n front of the whole school assembly to talk about their teachers. Chloe 

Storm shares a few words about Mrs. Rachel Baudendistel whi le other students and teachers listen along. photo by Ca,tlm Kelly 

Schools Week is one of the biggest times of the year for Shawe Memorial and every other 

Catholic School in the United States. It is a great time for students to enjoy doing fun activities and to show the 

community what Catholic Schools are all about 
A lot of the activities get reused each year: but if students could pick any new activity to do, Joe Nchia 

suggested, "If we could do a new ad:lvit.y dunng Catholic Schools Week. It would have to be a movie field tnp day." 

Much work goes into making Catholic Schools Week possible. Miss Jenny Nigg commented, "A huge challenge is 

organrz1ng new events into the schedule when we have several fun tradltlons that we want to keep every year. It was 

hard not to do the Paper Football Superbowl when we have done it for years!" Catholic Schools Week proved to be 

the one week students looked forward to. -Caitlin ly 

Lauren Geslinski, 7th 
"My favorite part about 

Catholic Schools Week is doing 
games instead of school 

work." 

Billy Cole, I 0th 
"Going over to Pope John is 
my favorite port. It was fun 
making a new friend and 

learning what they liked, and 
what we have in common.'' 
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Karen Aguilar, 9th 
"My favonte port is playing 
Bmgo, even though I usually 
never win! Everyone gets so 

excited." 



Teaching students how to 
do simple banking, Mrs. 

Angela Miller shows Ben 
Ratcliff, Christ~her 

Grote and Bailey Davis 
how to write a check. 

photo by Miss Jenny Nigg 

Mr. Steve Hesse and son, 
Myles Hesse, share tactics on 
how to win Bingo during 
Catholic Schools Week. 
Bingo was an annual 
tradition that all of the 
students enjoyed. Some _of 
t he prizes included $5 gift 
cards t o McDonald's, 
Subway, and Circle K along 
with candy, white boards, and 
much more. photo by Caitftn 
Kelly 

Starting out t he week for Catholic Schools Week. 
students got to participate 1n "mini-life lessons." . 

Jordam Wentworth learns to play the drums while 
fellow classmates Sebastian Livomo, Sarah 

Sanders and Whit Grote watch and wait their 
turn. Some other lessons were how to tie a t ie 
and how to open and dnnk a coconut. photo 
by Miss Jenny Nigg 

Mrs. Rachel Baudendistel listens 
closely t~ Chloe Storm. tell her 
appreciation of h~r dunng the . 
teacher apprec1at1on ceremony 1n 
the afternoon. Mrs. Laura 
Scroggins and "."lrs, Erin_ Poyner 
listen along while en;oy,ng snacks 
provided oy the senior class. photo 
by Caidin Kelly 

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS WEEK 



Students on the Spain trip in Toledo: Front - Spencer Torline, Cody Canada, Jesse Ball, Eamon Fry, David Grote and Taylor 
Rhoten. Back - Franklin Belt, Brittney Snodgrass, Noah Hall, Ben Craig, T yter Canada, Michael Muessel, Julia Wise, Chloe Storm, 
Laura Hesse, Liz Grote and Hope King. photo by Mrs. Evans 

Evans and a group of 22 students and chaperones ventured overseas to S_pain during Spring 
Break They visited many cities includin~ Madrid.Toledo, Seville, Cordoba, and Malaga. Franklin Belt 
expressed his favorite part of the trip. 'For me, it was definitely the Toledo visit. It was like walking in a 
Medieval city." 

For others, simply being oversees on a new continent was the best part. Brittney Snodgrass stated, 
"I liked being able to travel to another country with my friends, It was an amazing experience.' ' - Liz Grote 
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Noah Hall, 'I I th 
'"'1y favorite part of Spain was 
having Paco drive us around 

and seeing all of the historical 
sites." 

Laura Hesse, I I th 
"I loved getting a taste of the 
new culture in Spain. Walking 

through the Jewish streets with 
the white-washed buildings 
and hanging flowers was 

definitely one of my favorite 
memories." 
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Spencer Torline, I I th · 
'J\.1y favorite part of Spain was 

visiting the Mesquita. Paco 
was a big deal too." 



Jesse Ball and Taylor 
Rfioten share a laugh 

during some down time 
at the Mesquita in 

Cordoba This was a 
mosque originally built by 

Muslims, and later; a 
Catholic church was built 
<:Ner it photo by Uz Grote 

Before leaving the Malaga 
airport to fly back t o Madrid, 
Michael Muessel, Taylor 
Rhoten, Spencer T orline, 
Eamon Fry, David Grote, 
and Ben Craig line up with 
Paco Barranco to take a 
picture . Paco was a bus 
driver on the t rip and had an 
immediate bond with the 
group and Mrs. Evans. He 
acted as a hero when Mrs. 
Hall's purse was stolen and 
the bus broke down. Paco 
ended up coming back to 
visit with the group several 
times before their final 
departure. photo by Brittney 
Snodgrass 

After a night at the Flamenco Dinner; Julia Wise, 
Brittney Snodrass, Liz Grote, Chloe Stom,, Hope 

King, and Laura Hesse pose for a picture along the 
Guadalcanal River with their abenicas before 
getting on the disco boat. Mrs. Evans bought 
the fans for the girls prior to the evening and 
taught them the art of Spanish flirting with 
the fans. photo by Franklin Belt 

Junior, Brittney Snodrass, 
opens her arms to absorb 
the Meditterranean breeze 
during a morning walk The 
~roup was allowed to wade 
1n the water during their stay 
in Malaga photo by Fronk/in 
Belt 

SPAIN 



Kalyn Robinson, Angela Goley, Kelsey Sachleben, Taylor Davis, Kyle Daugherty, Ashley Josephson, Jesse Ball, Kaelie Davis, Sam 
Boone, Katie Hayden, Connor Boone, Caitlin Kelly, Abby Mdnteer, Taylor Grote, Uz Grote, Taylor Rhoten, Molly McGarry and 
Jordan Chandler gather around for a quick picture before heading off to the dance. photo by Barb Doughtery 

some people go all out for the Spring Fling, others tend to show up dressed a little more casual. 
However you choose to dress, the Spring Fling is always a blast Getting together and having a great time dancing 
with friends is what rt's all about ' 'My favorite part is going out to eat with all of my friends, rt gives us a chance to 
relax before the dance:' said Connor Boone. 

The themes for Spring Fling are always fun and creative to make a lightened mood and keep everyone 
dancing. "My favorite part was my date, we had a ton of fun together,' said Katie McGee. Students enjoy having 
great time and dancing 'Under the Sea' -Katie Hoyden 

William Craig, 12th 
•~y favorite part of the Spring 
Fling was the awesome time 1 

had with my senior class." 

0 

Jesse Ball, I I th 
"I rea7ly enjoy dancinf with 

all of my friendsI" 
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Sam Boone, I 2th 
"I loved the fact that everyone 

,n my class went because it 
was our last formal before 

prom." 



Taylor Davis and Eamon Fry 
stop to strike a pose for a 
friendly picture together. 

photo by Trent Scroggins 

Strutting their stuff, Sarah 
Sanders, Janey Seaver, 
Madison Drumm, Addie 
Davis, Casey Higdon, Kalyn 
Robison, Shelby Greene and 
Joe Nchia get together for a 
picture to remember the 
night photo by Trent Scroggins 

Exchanging flowers before the dance, Ashley losephson 
and Kyle Daugherty are joined by Jesse Balf and Sam 

Boone to share the fun moment 
photo by Liz Grote 

Putting their hands in the air. 
Kyle Wisman, Caleb Deeg and 
Connor Boone break it down 
on the dance floor. 
photo by Trent Scroggins 

SPRING FLING 



8th Grade Trip Participants: front - Yesenia Morales, Ava Lohrig, Bailey Wolf, Mary Strange, Jenna Armstrong, Katelyn Moore, 
Emalee Copeland, Janice - tour guide, Kylee Ashbury, McKay Burdette, Sarelia Rios, Maddie Waller, Shannon Fry, Morgan 
Koehler and Sammie Tilley. back - Jesse Frtton, Daniel Canillo, Skip Maas, Kaelan Jines, Bradley Koehler, Grayson Rhoten, 
Patrick Bear, Cameron Rampy, Conner Applegate, Taylor Kelly and Garrett Grimes. photo by Tammy Martin 

Ottet again, the eighth grade students were given the opportunity to travel to our nation's capital. Each 
day. the students were able to tour and visit different parts of the city, delving into its history. Ava Lohrig 
commented, "The best part of being able to travel to D.C. was going to the Holocaust Museum. Seeing how 
many people died, and how they died for no reason became a reality for me." 

The students were only in D.C. for a few days, but many enjoyed trip and being out of school away 
from their normal lives. The trip was still very educational for both the students and adults, and as they 
returned, their knowledge of the capital and history proved it "I really enjoyed touring the capital and visiting 
all of the museums. It was very interesting, and I learned a lot," added Sarelia Rios. -Brittney Snodgrass 
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Conner Afiplegate, 8th 
'My favorite part had to be 
when all of us were hanging 
out in our hotel rooms dftet 

the long days. It seemed like 
we got closer to each other." 

Sammie TIiiey, 8th ,, 
· 'My favorite pdrt of the trip 

was eating at 8uw di Beobo 's 
with all df my_ friends. rlie 

food was G[flazing!''.4-l 
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Skip Maas, 8th 
"The entirety of the trip was 

memorable. I could not 
pinpo)nt one sf?e.cific exarryt?,le 

· of fun ." 



Skip Maas and Jesse Fitton 
stand and admire the wall 
built as a memorial of the 
soldiers who were killed 
in the Vietnam War. The 

Wall has more then 
50,000 names on it and 
shows the bravery of all 

the soldiers who lost their 
lifes for our country. photo 

by Tammy Martin 

Pausing a second for a funny 
~icture, Daniel Carrillo, 
Garrett Grimes, Kaelan Jines, 
Patrick Bear, Kylee Ashbury 
and Conner Applegate get 
close with some of the 
statues. Although the trip 
included a lot of educational 
stops, there was time to 
have some fun as well. photo 
by Tammy Martin 

Garrett Grimes, Conner Applegate, Ava Lohrig and 
Mckay Burdette walk up with the soldiers, assisting 

them with the placement of a wreath on the Tomb 
of t~e Unknown Sol_dier in Arlington Cemetery. 
This was very special honor for the school, as its 
name was clearly placed on the ribbon hanging 
off the wreath. photo by Tammy Martin 

Students on the trip walk up 
the steps to enter their next 
museum. They were able to 
sport their bnght orange 
bags which allowed them to 
be easily spotted from all the 
other groups. photo by 
Tammy Martin 

8TH GRADE TRIP 



The faculty of Shawe Memorial High School wait patiently for the Awards Day program to begin. Many teachers gave high classroom 
achievement awards, and communt1y members honored students wrth scholarships. Photo by Trent Scroggins 

4, f given for the 2012 Shawe Memorial Awards Day: Elizabeth Hoffman Memorial Scholarship: McKay 
Burdette. Sister Thomasita Hayes Honorary Scholarship: Alex Reuss. Matthew and Clara Hoffman Scholarship: Sarah Sanders. 
Class of 1956 Scholarship: Shannon Fry. Herman and Rozella Hoffman Catholic Servie Award: Spencer Torline. Grace Rose Stem 
Memorial Scholarship: Chase Heaton. Marge Schafer Tandy Scholarship: Sarelia Rios. Ted and Cathy W inkel Scholarship: Emalee 
Copeland. American Red Cross Scholarship: Taylor Davis, Ashley Josephson and Nicholas McCubbin. Jefferson County 
Association of Realtors Scholarship: Bailee Koehler, Amelia Koehler and Brad Koehler. K of C Essay Scholarships: Skip Maas and 
Doug Totten. K of C Scholarship: Kaelie Davis. Outstanding Catholic Youth Award. Caitlin Kelly. Madison Histoncal Society Art 
Contest: Ben Ratcliff and Cassey Higdon. Indiana Council ofTeachers of Mathematics Award: Doug Totten. Sierra Club of 
Indianapolis Altar Service Award: Cameron Rampy, Katelyn Moore, Sammie Tilley, Skip Maas, McKay Burdette, Patrick Bear and 
Jesse Frtton. Bausch and lamb Science Award: laura Hesse. Perfect Attendance: Gayton Elsbury and Cameron Rampy. Hoosier 
Girls and Boys State: Eamon Fry, David Strange. and Laura Hesse. Un1versrty of Rochester Awards: George E Smrth Leadership 
Award Uz Grote, Fredrick Douglass and Susan B. Anthony Award - Joe Nchia, Xerox Award - Spencer T orline. National Ment 
Scholarship: Alex Reuss and Laura Hesse. National Merit Scholarship Finalist: Doug Totten. Academic Excellence Award: Josie 
Grote, Patrick Bear, McKay Burdette, Rebekah Israel, Stephanie Snodgrass. Jalynn Copeland, Spencer T orline. Allison Mruzek, 
Alex Reuss, Uz Grote, Elizabeth Stucker, laura Hesse, Ashley Josephson, Caitlin Kelly, Michael Muessel, and Doug Totten. Hugh 
O'Brien Youth Leadership Award: Chase Heaton. Principal's Award: Doug Totten. Indiana Academic All Star· Doug Totten. 

Mcl<;ay Burdette, 8th 
'The Hoffman scholarship was 
my favorite award to receive, 

because I was given money for 
school." 

Skip Maas, 8th 
"I was surprised, amazed and 
happy that I was awarded a 

scholarship." 
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Josie Grote, 7th 
''lv1y favorite award that I 

received was the math award, 
because I love Mrs. Torline." 



Mr. Jerome Bomholt gives 
out his final Prinicipal's 

Award at Shawe 
Memorial High School. 

He chose Doug Totten 
to recieve the prestigious 

award. Doug was an 
Indiana Academic All Star 

as well as a National Merit 
Scholarship finalist. 

photo by Trent Scroggins 

Franklin Belt Ben Craig, Nick 
Craig, Ashley Joeshpson, and 
Chloe Storm wait paitently 
for their recognition and gift 
from Mrs. Michelle Evans. 
They each recieved a blanket 
to use in their college dorm 
room.The gift is to remind 
them that Mrs. Evans loves 
them. photo by Trent 
Scroggins 

Jack Heitz displays his award winning artwork. His 
artwork was featured on a 30 X 16 foot outdoor 

screen in Manhattan during the National Art 
Education Association annual convention. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Taylor Davis smiles brightly 
after rec1ev1ng a classroom 
award from Mrs. Aline 
Schafer. Taylor was honored 
for enrolling in French 4, 
and her mastey of the 
French language. photo by 
Trent Scroggins 

AWARDS 



Dancing to a rap song, Kaelie Davis, Sam Boone, Kate Elliott, Allie Lustig, Caitlin Kelly and William Craig bust out their most 
hip dance moves. photo by Mrs. Bonnie Wentworth 

~ year prom proved to be one of the most fun filled nights the student body had experienced all year 
long. Walking into the Livery Stable, Juniors, seniors and their dates were immediately taken to a rock concert 
atmosphere. Making sure every little detail was perfectly in place was Junior class r:,resident, Liz Grote's goal. 
'The hardest part about planning prom was living up to everyone's expectations. Prom is supposed to big and 
extravagant. I wanted to create that for the seniors and juniors;· she noted. All who attended prom were 
beyond impressed with what the junior class prom committee created. When asked what her favonte part of 
prom was, Kaelie Davis commented, 'The photo booth! My best friend Caitlin Kelly and I were in it all night 
taking goofy pictures. It was a blast!" -Caitlin Ke/Ir. . e 
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Brittney Snodgrass, I I th 
"The best part about having 

Fron/din at prom with me was 
being able to make lots of 

memories between us and our 
other friends as well." 

Midlael Elburg, 12th 
"I loved gettJng to spend six 
hours with Nickie, and she 

looked beautiful. We had fun 
dancing and being together." 
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Bailey Davis, I I th 
"This was the f,rst dance I got 

to go to with my boyfriend, 
Aaron, and the best part was 
getting to,dance with him and 

just goof off while being 
surrounded by classmates." 



DJ Scoggins, Julia Wise, 
Bizabeffi Stucker, and 

Laura Hesse take part in 
the Cha Cha Slide.This 

was a common line 
dance and almost 

everyone participated in 
it. photo by Mrs. Bonnie 

Wentworth 

Posing for the camera, king 
and queen, Tyler Canada 
and Ashley Josephsen, and 
grince and princess, Tyler 
Deeg and Laura Hesse smile 
w ith enthusiasm. These four 
magnificent students were 
crowned at 9 o 'clock in the 
evening during prom in front 
of t heir fellow classmates, 
family. and friends. photo by 
Kathy Chandler 

Alex Reuss, Jordan Chandler and Aczael Rios serenade 
prom attendants w ith a BackStreet Boys song. They 

captured the attent ion of everyone 1n the room, 
even the chaperones. It was t he highlight of the 

night for the box-s. It would be something that 
no one would forget. photo by Mrs. Bonnie 
Wentvvorth 

Showing off his slick moves, Jesse 
BaJI shal<es his body while the 
prom attendants watch with 
amusement Students gathered in 
big circles for some songs and 
individuals took turns moving to 
the music in the middle. 
t,hoto by Mrs. Bonnie 
Wentworth 



Juniors, Alex Ruess and Liz Grote wart for the next doubles team, after winning their first match in round one of Shawe games. 

photo by Barb Doughtery 

battle to win Shawe Games becomes even more intense every year. While everyone loves the day off 
from busy schoolwork, it's still a day taken seriously by many. The competrtion, however, never gets in the way of 
having fun. Chloe Storm said. "Shawe Games can be taken however people want it to. I'm competitive, so I like 
to push my class to be number one. Even though we got second this year it was so much fun running out with 
my class like ninjas:· 

The day is filled with a variety of activities so that everyone is guaranteed to have a blast. Kalyn Robison 
said, "When I'm done playing my games, I can walk around and root for my team and hang out with my friends. 
It's never a bonng day." Shawe games will alwa. be a tradition loved by all. - Taylor Davis. 
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Joey Mingione, I I th 
"My favorite activities to play 
1n Showe Games ,s volleyball 
and dodgebo/1 because they 

are intense." 

Jack Heitz, 9th 
"My favorite activity in Shawe 
games is soccer; because the 

freshman ore beasts at it" 
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Kate Elliot, I 2th 
"My favorite thing about Shawe 
games is the competitmn. We 
con play an intense game and 

still have fun doing it" 



Junior Ryan Cox walks off 
the court after finishing 

the volleyball game with 
an incredible spike. photo 

by Taylor Davis 

Tangled one by one, Abby 
Mclnteer, Allie Lustig, Riley 
Boone, Maddie Waller, 
Garrett Grimes, David 
Strange, and Gare! Blanchard 
compete in an int ense game 
of twister. photo by Taylor 
Davis 

Nash Uebel and Paul Koronkevich take a t ime out 
during the first round of Shawe Games to cheer for 

their sophomore t eam during a tough volleyball 
game against the juniors. photo by Taylor Davis 

Ripping into the snack cake, 
Connor Applegate stuffs his 
face in hopes of winning_ the 
eating contest. photo by Taylor 
Davis 

SHAWE GAMES 



Clapping for their classmates, Doug Totten, Chloe Storm, Sam Boone, Taylor Davis, and Tyler Canada beam with excitement 
after receiving their diplomas. photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Class of 2012 graduated eighteen bright young adults on Sunday, June 3rd. The Class receNed an astonishing 
amount of scholarship money for such a small class. A total amount of $23,000 was received on their senior 
scholarship night $27,000 on graduation day, and $270,000 from colleges and universrties.This totaled $320,000. On 
top of those amounts, the Class of 20 12 had two 21 st Century Scholars and a National Merit Scholarship recipient 
Nine students graduated with an Academic Honors diploma and nine graduated wrth a Core 40 diploma. 

The scholarships awarded at graduation were: Fr: Charles Walsh Memorial Scholarship- Olloe Storm, Myrna 
& Leslie Dattilo Memorial Scholarship- Doug Totten, Lucille Pratt Memorial Scholarship- Kaelie Davis, Chuck Hall 
Family Memorial Scholarship- Franklin Belt, john & Mary Dierkes Memonal Scholarship- Caitlin Kelly, Karen Dierkes 
Ihle Memorial Scholarship- Doug Totten, Fr: Hilary G. Meny Scholarship- Kaelie Davis, Louis A. Ernst Family 
Scholarship- Franklin Belt, Mount joy Family Memorial Scholarships- Franklin Belt, Kaelie Davis, and Michael Elburg. 
Yunker Foundation Scholarships- Franklin Belt, Kaelie Davis, Caitlin Kelly, Chloe Storm an~ Doug Totten. -Caitlin Kelly 

Kaelie Davis, I 2th 
"/ loved Mr. Hesse 's speech. 

I'm so glad we chose him. The 
tassel turnin_g was another 

favorite of mine. It was 
bittersweet" 

Michael Muessel, I 2th 
''The best part about 
graduation was pnalfy 

graduating! · 
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Ashte Josephsen, 12th 
''.r\11y avonte part about 
gra uation was having 

everyone come together to 
celebrate. I loved having all of 
my family and friends there." 



Taking part in the tassel 
turning ceren::io_ny. William 
Craig turns Caitlin Kelly's 

tassel, finalizing their 
graduation from seniors 

to college freshmen. 
photo by Brittney 

Snodgrass 

Preparing his attire for 
graduation, Frankl in Bett 
straightens out his National 
Honor Society sash. The 
graduating seniors were 
given a few moments to get 
ready for the ceremony. 
Some were found shaking 
out t heir nerves whi le 
others were found laughing 
like it was any other day. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Nick Craig, being t he creative young man that he his, 
walks into the gym for the Commencement 

ceremony pointing to his family and friends. He 
was the first one out on the floor and wanted to 

start things off with a laugh. photo by Brittney 
Snodgrass 

Mr. Steve Hesse talks to the 
seniors as their Commencement 
speaker. He delivered a speech 
that every single graduate could 
relate to, and when he was 
finished, he received an enormous 
round of applause. photo by 
Ms. Erin Poyner 

GRADUATION 



Luke Higgins, Joey Mingione, Jesse 
Ball, Eamon Fry, David Grote and 
Sam Boone all gather around Liz 
Grote and show their outstanding 
support as she participates in 
swimming sectionals. 
photo by Maria 
Grote 

Some of the French students, 
Trent Scroggins, Ivy Schafer 

and Shelby Greene get in 
line to make a plate of food 

on Fat Tuesday in Ms. 
Schafer's room. 

photo by Ms. Aline Schafer 

ALL OF THE FISH IN THE SEA- PEOPLE 

The Boys Varsity Basketball Team huddle 
together to get each other pumped up 

before a big game. 
photo by Trenton Scroggins 



Taylor Grote, 
Liz Grote, Abby 
Mclnteer, Caitlin 
Kelly and 
Madison 
Drumm, along 
with a number 
of other 
students, show 
off their Topper 
Pride after 
winning soccer 
sectionals. 
photo by Leslie 

Grote 

Wktk, you 
like football or ballet, 
comedies or horror films, 
it's never a task to put our 
differences aside and be 
the family we've always 
been. "I love how close 
everyone is, and how easy 
rt is to fit in and just be 
myself, '' said Garel 
Blanchard. Yoo never have 
to look farto1ind a friend 
in Shawe, and that really 
helps when you're having a 
bad day or looking to make 
a good day better. "I love 
my class!" said David 
Strange," we're al l good 
friends, and for the most 
part we get along very 
wel l." We're not a perfect 
school, but working 
together to improve is 
what keeps us close and 
motivated. -Katie Hayden 

PEOPLE DIVISION 



Senior class officers: T aytor Davis, 
secretary; Caitlin Kelly, president; 
Doug Totten, vice president; 
Ashley Josephsen, treasurer: photo 
by December Miles 

The quote by George Bernard Shaw that says, "Life isn't about finding 
yourself. Life is about creating yourself." is something the Class of 2012 
took to heart throughout their twelve years of change, hardship, 
learning and enjoyment. Although the students came out as single 
indNiduals, it was through the unrty and bonds created with classmates 

that got them through it, and made them the unique people they are 
today. 

Senior year really embraced the growth of each student through the 
pnveleges and expectations given to seniors that very first day in August, 

when they start their last year of high school. To fit the number of years of 
schooling, the seniors had twelve reasons why senior year was the best year 

of al l. The first reason that the seniors thought was the most important was 
being looked at as the top leaders of the school. "I love having teachers look to us as 

responsible and having underclassmen looking up to us for guidance," stated Chloe 
Storm. The second reason, a little less serious, was not having to be a Junior any 
more. Caitlin Kelly commented, "A lot of pressure came with being a Junior., 
especially being president. We had to work concessions, plan prom, work 
Baccalaureate and Graduation and whatever else came up. It was A LOT of work"
Toylor Dov,s and Co,tltn Kelly 

The third reason why students thought their senior year was the best one yet was getting to have free days, like helping set up 
for the annual Prince of Peace festival. Getting to do Just that William Craig, Doug Totten, Ben Craig and Michael Muessel 
en1oy a break before getting further instructions on what Job to do next Along with the topic of pnvileges. the seniors fourth 
reason for thinking twelfth grade was the best year was getting to to go first for certain activities, like the Thanksgiving meal put 
on by the teachers each November. photo by Caitlin Kelly 
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Kate Lynn Elliott 

Franklin Richard Belt 
Samuel Robert Boone 
Tyler Edward Canada 

Beniamin Joseph Craig 
James William Craig 
Nicholas Ryan Craig 

Kaelie Kristine Davis 
Taylor McKenzie Davis 
Michael John Harry Elburg 

SENIORS 



Alexander Edward Feltner 
Ashley Ann Josephsen 

Caitlin Michelle Kelly 

Alexandrea Alys Lustig 
N icholas Kevin McCubbin 

Michael Craney Muessel 

Chloe Larissa Storm 
Douglas Josiah Totten 

Laughing because they know they are doing something 
they aren't supposed to, Kaelie Davis and Ashley Josephsen , 
pretend to ride the alligators while helping set up for the 
festival. This fit right in with the seniors' fifth reason for 
loving senior year; which was being able to get away with 
more. Wearing senior shirts on Mondays blended nght into 
this category to create the sixth reason why senior year is 
the best one so far. photo by Ca,tlm Kelly 
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Forming lasting bonds with each 
student was the tenth reason 

why senior year was the most 
amazing. Echoing that reason, 

Kate Elliot and Nick Craig 
huddle together during a skit 

on senior retreat. photo by 
Kaelie Davis 

One of the biggest reasons why senior year proved to be the best was 
getting to part1c1pate in senior retreat. Living up to their seventh 

reason, Tyler Canada, Doug Totten, Alex Feltner, William Craig, 
Michael Muessel, Michael Elburg. Nicholas McCubbin, Ben 

Craig, Nick Craig, Franklin Belt, Samantha Swartz Ashley 
Josephsen, Chloe Storm, Kate Elliott. Taylor Davis, Kaelie 

Davis, Caitlin Kelly, Kelly Laskowski, and Sam Boone 
posed for a picture after senior retreat. Coming back 
from retreat. seniors felt as though teachers looked at 
them more as young adults and less as silly teenagers. 
This became their eighth reason for en1oying life as a 
senior. photo by Mr. 
Steve Hesse 

Alex Feltner relaxes and shares a 
joke With his classmates in his 
senior English class. The ninth 
reason for loving senior year was 
having the easiest classes and 
getting to goof off ,n them. photo 
by Kaelie Davis 

Dancing the night away as a class, Nicholas McCubbin, 
William Craig, Caitlin Kelly, Kaelie Davis, Ben Craig. Taylor 
Davis and Chloe Storm come together and move to the 
fast beat of the music. Sti ll wanting to do something 
productive their senior year, students were excited to get 
to plan the Christmas dance. This was their eleventh 
reason. It wasn't as extravagant as planning prom, but 1t was 
still a fun and enjoyable task. To conclude their last and final 
year; seniors chose Baccalaureate and Graduation to be 
their twelfth reason for loving senior year. photo by Bonnie 
Wentworth 

SENIORS 



Jesse Ball 
Branden Callis 
Cody Canada 

Jordan Chandler 

Jalynn Copeland 
Ryan Cox 

Kyle Daugherty 
Bailey Davis 

Tyler Deeg 
Eamon Fry 

Lauren Goebel 
Angela Goley 

ALL OF THE FISH IN THE SEA - PEOPLE 

Junior Class Officers: Jarrod Rampy, vice president; Liz 

Grote, president; Spencer T orline, secretary/treasurer. 

photo by Erin Poyner 

Junior year provided a chance for many 

students to become closer and more accepting of one 

another. With a class so large, it had been easier in 

years past to segregate into different social groups, but, 

with only one year left, students began to understand 

the importance of everyone's 1ndiv1dualrty and uniting 

as one. "I enioy having so many people in our Junior 

class because there is a greater variety in the 

personalities, and it keeps the school day interesting," 

mentioned Jalynn Copeland. 

Other students found the most interesting 

part of this year was the fact that 1t meant high school 

was almost over. John Valkovci noted, "The most 

important part of Junior year 1s knowing that there is 

only one year left until Senior year." - /Jz Grote 
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During spare time in Religion class, Joey Mingione and Ian VandeWater question a statement made by classmate, Eamon Fry. 

These two could be recognized as one of the closest friendships, or; as the two called it, '"bromances," in the Junior class. The 

duo helped spread smiles and laughs, not only between each other, but most often, with everyone around them as well. photo 

by L,z Grote 

David Grote 
Liz Grote 
Noah Hall 
Laura Hesse 

Cassey Higdon 
Luke Higgins 
Katie McGee 
Abby Mdnteer 

December Miles 
Joe M1ng1one 
Al lison Mruzek 
Joe Nchia 

JUNIORS 



Chris Peterson 
Jarrod Rampy 

Alex Reuss 
Taylor Rhoten 

Aczael Rios 
Kalyn Robison 

D.J. Scoggins 
Mariah Scott 

Brrttney Snodgrass 
David Strange 

Liz Stucker 
Hannah Tilley 

Left:: Jordan Chandler and Jarrod Rampy hustle down the 
field to defend their goal and keep the other team from 
scoring. photo by Barb Daugherty 
Below: Alex Reuss and Katie McGee are seen playing with 
a turtle they found while on vacation in Missouri. photo 
by Mindy McGee 
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Branden Callis, Cassey Higdon, David Grote, Ryan Cox and Kyle Daugherty gathered around Cassey 
Higdon at the Boys Soccer Sectionals pep rally. Cassey handed the boys silry glasses to wear during the 
mummy-wrapping contest photo by Barb Daugherty 

Spencer Torline 
Abby Valkovci 

John Valkovci 
Ian Vandewater 
Dakota Weaver 
Julia Wise 
(not pictured: 
Sam Huffman) 

JUNIORS 



Casey Applegate 
Garel Blanchard 
Connor Boone 
Kayla Cieslinski 

Billy Cole 
Addie Davis 
Caleb Deeg 

Madison Drumm 

Ray Fair 
Nikki Fitton 

Megan Goebel 
Shelby Greene 

Sophomore officers: co-presidents, Sarah Sanders and 
Madison Drumm, secretary, Kayla Cieslinski. photo by Erin 
Poyner 

Becoming closer as a class and as a family the 
sophomore students have learned a lot through the years, 
as the sophomores get older and prepare for college they 
started to realize we're not going to be together in high 
school for much longer. Madison Drumm said, "We are all 
pretty close, so we can tease each other and goof off 
without making each other mad." 

Sophomres are taking advantage of the times we 
have to spend as a class as much valued opportunities. 
Shelby Greene said, "By having such a small class we are 
able to be closer to each other." School functions such as 
Shawe games, mini Shawe games, and dances give the class 
opportunities to work as team and as a class. -Katie 
Hayden 

ALL THE FISH IN T H E SEA- PEOP LE 



Supporting the 20 I I soccer pep rally activities, Shelby Greene, Kayla Cieslinski, Garel Blanchard and Casey Applegate work 

together, as fast as possible, to be the first team done wrapping their contestant with toilet paper, the team that got the most 

cheers from the fan section won. photo by Barb Daugherty 

Nash Uebel 
Sian Versweyveld 
Paul Wyman 

Taylor Grote 
Katie Hayden 
Chase Heaton 
Paul Koronkevich 

Sarah Sanders 
Trent Scroggins 
McKayla Thornsberry 
Zack Tingle 

SOPHOMORES 



Freshmen Class Officers: treasurer: Megan 
Whitham, secretary, Kaitlyn Boehm, vice 
president, Hannah Storm, and president, 
Colian Henderson. photo by Erin Poyner 

Karen Agui lar 
Kait lyn Boehm 
Andrew Eigel 

Clayton Elsbury 

Whitten Grote 
Collin Hambrick 

Jack Heitz 
Colian Henderson 

Myles Hesse 
Rebekah Israel 

Dalton Jones 
Amelia Koehler 

The 20 I 1-2012 school year was one for new 
opportunities for the freshman class. For t he first time, they 
were able to play high school sports and participate in high 
school classes. Stephanie Snodgrass said, "It is a lot of fun. I 
got to meet all the upperclassmen and get to know them." 
It was a change, but it was fun and excit ing. 

So many activities are available to freshmen that 
were not an option before high school. While there isn't 
anything big that freshmen do, many small t hings add up to 
equal a great year. Freshmen were final ly able to attend the 
formal dances, the Christmas Dance and Spring Fling, and 
many other activities that were fun and enjoyable. 

Collin Hambrick said, " My favorite part of freshman 
year is finally being out of junior high and into high school." 
All freshmen had a different perspective about finally being 
a high school student, but all can agree t hat the experience 
was a wonderful one! -Myles Hesse 
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The freshman gym class, including 
Amelia Keeler, Caroline Wehner, 
Destiny Lock, and Ivy Schafer, 
experience the Shawe blackout 
during a PE. class. This year 
exploded with fun and 
excitement, and it seemed like 
anything but normal. 
photo by Myles Hesse 

Bailee Koehler 
Destiny Lock 
Max McGee 
Hannah Miller 

Jasmin Morales 
Crystal Rios 
Cristian Rios 
Ivy Schafer 

Meghan Scroggins 
Stephanie Snodgrass 
Hannah Storm 
Gillian Watkins 

Carline Wehner 
Jordan Wentworth 
Megan Whithan 
Kyle Wisman 

FRESHMEN 



Eighth Grade Officers: president; Patrick Bear, 
secretary; Daniel Carrillo, vice president; 
Taylor Kelly. photo by Erin Poyner 

Conner Applegate 
Jenna Armstrong 

Kylee Ashbury 
Patrick Bear 

McKay Burdette 
Daniel Carrillo 

Emalee Copeland 
Jesse Fitton 

The eighth grade class was a happy and united 
class, whose school spirit was present at most sporting 
events. The eighth graders could be seen just about 
anywhere helping each other out with homework or 
other school materials. When asked what her favorite 
part of eighth grade was, Shannon Fry said , "I love 
getting to see Maddie W aller everyday." 

The class was a little anxious, but very excited to 
leave junior high and get to high school. Many students 
in the eighth grade looked forward to coming to school 
and seeing their friends. When asked what she enjoyed 
most about eighth grade, Sammy Tilley responded,"! like 
enjoying time with my friends." -Caroline Wehner 

l 
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Shannon Fry 
Garrett Grimes 

Andrew Huff 
Kaelan Jines 

1 
I 
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Madalyn Waller 
Bailey Wolf 

During a passing period Maddie 
Waller and Morgan Koehler 
spend a few minutes talking. Many 
students look forward to passing 
periods where they have time to 
talk with their friends. 
photo by Caroline Wehner 

Taylor Kelly 
Bradley Koehler 
Morgan Koehler 
Ava Lohrig 

Gregory Maas 
Katelyn Moore 
Yesenia Morales 
Cameron Rampy 

Grayson Rhoten 
Sarel ia Rios 
Mary Strange 
Samantha T illey 

8TH GRADE 



Seventh Grade Class Officers: Aaron Peterson, Vice President; 
Carson Hambrick. President; Joel Carillo, Secretary IT ressurer: 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Joseph Belt 
Jacob Binzer 
Riley Boone 
Joel Carrillo 

Lauren Cieslinski 
Connor Deeg 
Caleb Denton 

Brrttany Durham 

Christopher Grote 
Josephine Grote 

Keefer Hagan 
Carson Hambrick 

ALL OF THE FISH IN THE SEA - PEOPLE 

As the Seventh graders made their trans1t1on into 

Shawe, they encountered many new experiences. Most can 

attest that there are many changes from Elementary School 

to Junior High, from lockers, to new teachers, to a different 

routine in general. "My favorite part about coming to 

Shawe this year has been being able to learn about God 

and the Catholic religion," added Ben Ratcliff. 

Although many of these experiences were posrt:ive, 

there were some difficult parts, as there is with any 

transrt:1on. Gabrielle Pawlak commented, "The biggest 

challenge that I have encountered with attending Shawe was 

learning to open my locker:" 

With the help of upperclassmen. the faculty and 

the staff. the seventh grade class made their first year at a 

new school a success. "A lot of people have helped me this 

past year with my transrt:1on to Shawe, but most of all was 

my aunt, Mrs. Lou Ann Center," added Ethan McCarter. 

-Brittney Snodgrass 



7th grade girls, Mackenzie Lewis, Carson 

Hambrick. Riley Boone, Megan Hill, 
Sadie Miller, Claire Higgins, Megg 
Hensler and Josie Grote pause to take a 
picture after the annual Halloween 
costume contest. The girls got together 
and planned out their costume which 

displayed their crea 1ve side. 'The best 
part about having good friends that also 

attend Shawe is that I always have 
someone to talk to 1f you are happy or 

even sad," commented Megan Hill. 
photo by Erin Poyner 

Patric Scroggins 
Sidney Thevenow 
Shelby Whitham 

Megg Hensler 
Claire H1gg1ns 
Megan Hill 
Mackenzie Lewis 

Sebastian Livorno 
Jacob Lundergan 
Ethan McCarter 
Sadie Miller 

Gabrielle Pawlak 
Aaron Petersen 
Ben1am1n Ratcliff 
Shavonne Resendiz 

7TH GRADE 



Mr. Jerome Bomholt and Sam Boone sit together and give 
everyone a big laugh at the teacher appreciation 
ceremony. photo by Trent Scroggins 

Maria Armbrecht 
Clint Burney 

John Kalb 
Travis Calvert 

LouAnn Center 
Father Chns Craig 

Luke Craig 
Chemaign Drumm 

Michele Evans 
Bridget Fry 
Bill Gordon 

Carolyn Gray 

Every year the staff of Shawe Memorial not 
only do their share of hard work and effort to run the 
school, but go above and beyond. Thats what makes 
the teachers and staff of Shawe so unique, "I love Mrs. 
T orline's strange way with words and ability to use 
them to make learning more fun,' ' said Sarah Sanders. 

Working in a school takes a lot of hard work 
and dedication, and through the years the faculty has 
shown that they have what it takes by keeping our 
faith alive and holding the school together, not only as 
an academic facility, but as a family under God. "I think 
Mrs. Schafer is super sweet and just all around 
awesome!" said Madison Drumm. -Katie Hayden 
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Carole Williams 

Not Pictured: Rachael Baudendistel, 

Jerome Bomholt. Brenda Lauderbaugh, 

Sr. Alice Marie Gronotte, Pat Murphy, 

Joe Seaver, Jane Tekulve, Larry 

Wickersham, and Jack Rampy 

Steve Hesse 
Phill Kahn 
Andie Martin 
Tammy Martin 

Charlie Meisberger 
Angela Miller 
Sally Muessel 
Jenny Nigg 

Erin Poyner 
Laura Ratcliff 
Jane Riehle 
Marie Royalty 

Aline Schafer 
Chnstine Stormer 
Teresa Torline 
Bonnie Wentworth 

Mrs. Bonnie Wentworth 
and Miss Jenny Nigg show 
off there outstanding sprit 
on twin day 
photo by Erm Poyner 

FACULTY 



Hannah Storm and Myles 
Hesse bump fists after 
dominating in their French 
game. photo by Ms. Schafer 

Multitasking, Chase 
Heaton and Franklin 

Belt, study their 
engineer ing homework, 

whi le playing a smal l 
game of chess during a 

study hall. photo by 
Taylor Davis 
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Before class starts, Jack Heitz gets 
help from senior, Nick Craig, on 

his geometry homework 
photo by Taylor Davis 



" 

During_ break 
time, Taylor 
Rhoten, Connor 
Boone, and 
Taylor Grote 
look over their 
questions 
before 
competeing 
against eight 
other schools 
during t he 
Academic 
Superbowl 
Invitational. photo 
by Taylor Davis 

~ ~'IWt is known 
for their student participation 
in clubs, involvement in 
extracurricular actitives, their 
support of family and friends, 
and, most of all, their 
excellence in academics. 
Teachers and students allike 
don't settle for good, but 
instead are always finding 
room for improvement 
Jalynn Copeland said, "I try 
to improve des by 
studying as h possible. I 
also make tbch,'!!ii-ft:, which 
helps a lot" Although 
balancing a social life with 
school work posed an 
obstacle to many students, 
they had help from teachers. 
Mr. Hesse said, "I really · 
to make sure the stude 
learn the information an 
recieve e of my 
profou d wi m!" Many 
teachers we known for 
spending countless hours 
after school helping studen 

ith homework. preparing 
e next day's plan, and even 

after to help students 
excel · specific subjects in 
the I Academic 
Superbo -Taylor Davis 

ACADEM IC DIVI SION 



Senior AP students spend a 
study hall reading poems in 
their literature book Doug 

Totten, Nicholas McCubbin, 
and Ben Craig always 

enjoyed reading poems out 
loud in class. pfioto by Taylor 

Davis 

Senior; Michael Muessel 
works on his portfolio 
during his free t ime in 

class. Seniors were extra 
busy towards the end of 
the year working on AP 

classes. photo by Taylor 
Davis 

During Mr. Kalb's English class, Angela Goley and Katie 
McGee take turns reading aloud their literature 

story. photo by Taylor Davis 

Clayton Elsbury prepares for 
his English test by rereading 
the analysis of the story. Some 
students found it was the best 
way to study for an English 
test. photo by Taylor Davis 

IN A SEA OF FISH, BE A STAR FISH- ACADEMICS 



juniors, John Valkovci, Noah Hall, and Cody Canada discuss a novel the three chose to read outside of class. English was a sub
ject many didn't just take on during school, but in their free time as well. photo by Taylor Davis. 

~ ~~IJJf, students had many different options to choose from as far as scheduling for classes. In 
particular, the choices among the Language Arts classes. For many students, language arts is a required class every 
year, so wrth the variation in classes, students were able to change thin_gs up. In being able to do so, they could see 
what fit best for them and learn a different aspect of English. Senior, Caitlin Kelly said, "I like when we get to have 
time in class to work, that way we can ask for help if we need rt" 

Sophomore, Zach Tingle said, "My personal favorite thing we do in English class is have class discussions 
about the novels we read, so you get everyone's perspective. I also like when Mrs. Martin talks about her cats."The 
language arts teachers were always making class more interesting wrth background history of novels and fun stories 
of their own lives.This way students were sure to never get bored wrth reading and learning! - Taylor Davis 
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Paul Koronkveich, I 0th 
'.'My favorite book I've read 

this year is To Kill a 
Mockingbird, because I learned 

more about racism. " 

Nick Craig, I 2th 
"I read The Jungle by Upton 

Sinclair. It confronted a lot of 
things people were too scared 

to. I very much enjoyed it " 

Kate Bliot, I 2th 
'My favorite thing about 

creative writing is that it's 
different from all other 

writings. It's a lot more exciting 
tnan research papers." 

LANGUAG E A RTS 



Above, Joe Nchia gathers with the Pope John students as they come together for a French game of duck, duck, goose. 
Photo by Taylor Davis. 

'f k desire to take a foreign language class grows every year among our Shawe students, and the 
graduation requirrnent of having taken at least one foreign language class is anything but dreadful. "Although at 
times there seems like a lot of challenges with learning a foreign language, it's always worth it when you can 
carry out conversations and understand what's going on," said Ashley Josephson. 

Through different ways, the students are introduced to the new language and the culture that matches. 
Shawe foreign language classes are always doing something fun to get hands on experience and a better 
understanding of how to use the language. "We get the chance to teach Pope John students every Thursday, we 
read short French stories, and play fun games that incorporate the words like bingo. I think kids learn better 
when they're having fun,'' said Chloe Storm. Our foreign language teachers would agree. Ms. Schafers, Mrs. 
Evans', and Mrs. Gray's patience and creativity with the classroom lessons make it easier for the students to learn 
pronuciation and depth of the language. - Taylor Davis ® ® 

Myles Hesse, I 0th 
"My favorite thing about going 
to French class is that I get to 
speak to Madame in French, 

and seeing how far I have 
come from when I first came 

into French in 7th grade." 

G 
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Angela Goley, I I th 
'i\.'1y favorite thing about being 

in Spanish is when we have 
fiestas. I enjoy it becaus_e it's a 

nice break from school." 

IN A SEA OF FISH, BE A STAR FISH- FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

se,encer Torline, I I th 
'Los Tres Amigos de 

Acariciando y Cristobal." 



Sophmmore, Shelby 
Greene, and freshman, Ivy 
Schafer, spend their free 

t ime 1n French class 
looking up fun French 
phrases. photo by Ms. 

Schafer 

Juniors, Eamon Fry and Katie 
McGee laugh outside of 
Spanish class while playing 
around in their designed 
minitature sombraros. 
Spanish students were 
always proud to show off 
their handmade projects. The 
Spanish classes were 
notorious for being creative 
and crafty in learning of the 
Spanish culture with activites 
such as making sombreros as 
well as making Day of the 
Dead skeletons. photo by 
Taylor Davis. 

Senior French student, William Craig shares Euros wit h 
the first grade class as they sit eagerly, ready to learn 

about the unique French culture. The first graders 
were known for their read iness to learn, and by 
the end of the ni ne weeks they could carry on 
conversations with the French IV students. 
photo by Taylor Davis. 

Billy Cole works diligently on 
a French crossword puzzle. 
Many of the students got to 
do fun exercises and 
activities in order to learn 
the material. photo by Ms. 
Schafer. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE 



Writing down information 
for his lab, Cristian Rios 
prepares to dissect owl 
pellets with his partner, 

Caroline Wehner.These two 
were freshmen just starting 
out their high school career 

taking Biology I , which 
usuallY, proved to be 

somewhat drfficult and very 
different from their seventh 

and eighth grade science 
classes. photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Working on a science 
project for Mrs. Sally 

Muessel's eighth grade 
science class, Emalee 

Copeland, Garrett 
Grimes, and Maddie 

Waller practice levitation. 
photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Seeking help on a chemistry problem, Michael Muessel 
asks Mrs. Maria Armbrecht a question on the 

previous night's homework. When the students 
didn't understand someth ing in class, t here was 

' always someone who could help, whether it was 
their teacher or another classmate. photo by 
Caitlin Kelly 

Collin Hambrick and 
Stephanie Snodgrass work 
together as they take apart 
an owl pellet in t heir Biology 
I class. photo by Caitlin Kelly 
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Paul Koronkevich, Nick Craig, Colian Henderson, and Nash Uebel go over their notes before presenting their opinions on 
pantening genes in their Advanced Science in the Movies class. photo by Caitlin Kelly 

IJ t Shawe there was an array of different kinds of science classes. Any student could find their 
niche in t he many different atmospheres provided. Each one was unique in their own way. When asked 
what her favorite type of science was, Laura Hesse said, "My favorite type of science is chemistry because 
it is going on all around us all the t ime. It's cool to understand the reactions going on, even if we don't 
see them.'' 

When picking classes, DJ Scoggins picked Advanced Science in the Movies. She commented, "Mrs. 
Stormer is my favorite teacher, and I'm really into mental il lness/physchology. I thought this class would 
give me an opportunity to learn more about mental illnesses." Science was a class fhat almost all of the 
students at Shawe loved to take. It provided so many options and fun activities. -Caitlin Kelly 
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Hannah TIiiey, I I th 
"I've always enjoyed 

experiments and dissections. 
They're a great way to ~et 

hands-on experience. 

Doug Totten, I 2th 
"My favorite thing to do in 

Anatomy is eating, cutting up 
eyeballs and pigs, and listening 

to Mrs. Stormer's exciting 
anecdotes." 

Caroline Wehner, 9th 
''Talking to Mrs. Stormer is my 

favorite thing in my science 
class, because she brings up 

such interesting topics." 

SCIENCE 



Dunng a free moment near the end of class, Aczael Rios demonstrates his planking skills. Math takes a lot of hard work, but can also 
be fun. photo by Caroline Wehner 

~~ t~ is a subject that many students can find challenging. With numbers rumbling around in 
their brains, the students listen to the lessons, work hard on their homework and help each other to bet
ter understand the subject. The teachers of the various math classes, Mrs. Jane Riehle, Mrs. Teresa T orline 
and Mr. Jerome Bomholt, are always more than willing to help a student understand the math concepts. 
When asked what his favorite part of math class is, Myles Hesse rep lied, "I love the feeling of when a diffi
cult problem clicks." 

When asked what her favorite part of math was, Angela Goley said, "My favorite part of math 
class is getting to have it with Kaelie Davis, Sam Boone and David Grote.Their random outbursts keep 
everyone entertained."-Caroline Wehner 

Jordan Chandler; I I th 
"I enjoy the super duper long 

problems we do in math 
everyday." 

Mrs. Teresa Torline 
"/ love the look on student's 
faces when they realize that 
they understand how to do 

their math." 

IN A SEA OF FISH , BE A STAR FISH- ACADEMICS 

Karen Aguilar, 9th 
"/ really enjoy Mrs. Torline's 
way of teaching. She is very 

aeative and funny." 



Connor Boone asks a question 
so he can better understand 

the material the class is 
reviewing. Some students 

might think that math is 
challenging, but asking 

questions aids them, so they 
can comprehend the material. 

photo by Caroline Wehner 

Kaitlyn Boehm and Casey 
Applegate take dillegent 
notes ,n their Algebra 2 
class. Many of Mrs. Jane 
Riehle's students find it 
useful to work hard and take 
good notes, so they have 
something to study with 
before a test or quiz. 
photo by Caroline Wehner 

Kayla Cieslinski pays close attention to Mrs. Jane Riehle 
as sh~ gC?es over problems on the board. In order to 

ma1nta1n a good grade, all students must give I 00% 
of their attention. photo by Caroline Wehner 

Mrs. Jane Riehle tries to prepare 
her class for a test by reviewing 
some problems. Students all 
thought that examples helped 
them prepare for test. photo by 
Caroline Wehner 

MAT H 



Ms. Jenny Nigg teaches her 
class using a lecture-style. 

During_ this time, students, 
Mckayla Thornsberry, Amelia 
Koehfer, Clayton Elsbury, and 

Cristal Rios, learn how to take 
notes, which will eventually 

help to prepare them for 
co llege classes. Developing an 

ear for what is important to 
take note of. can many times 

be difficult for students to get 
the hang of. For this reason, 

many teachers find it 
important to start the process 
now and build up to the note 

taking process by using 
handouts, video guides, and 

other media forms. 
photo by Liz Grote. 

Seventh Grader, Joseph 
Belt, spends extra time at 
the end of the period to 
finish his homework. As 

long as students keep up 
on their homework, 

section quizzes are easier 
to score well on. photo by 

Josie Grote. 

Mr. Steve Hesse takes time out of his World History 
class to point out a location in South Africa. Students 

who have taken Mr. Steve Hesse's class can attest 
to the fact that he is a very visual speaker: He 

favors using power point presentations, maps, 
and hand signals to explain past events, as well 
as to ensure that his students grasp all of the 
concepts given. photo by Josie Grote. 

Whit Grote takes time 
during class to organize 
papers. Students often 
agreed that maintaining a 
neat binder was the most 
beneficial way to stay on top 
of things in class. photo by Liz 
Grote. 
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During free time in government class, Sam Boone helps Kaelie Davis on an upcoming assignment while A li Lustig. Chloe Storm 
and Kate Elliot chose to work on their own. Students often look to each other for assistance in getting through this difficult 
class. photo by Taylor Davis. 

4tt obstacle for teaching social studies this year came as getting students to participate and stay 
interested in class. Teachers, Ms. Jenny Nigg and Mr. Steve Hesse, however; had no difficulty in keeping the 
attention of students. While Mr. Steve Hesse preferred a discussion based class, Ms. Jenny Nigg used alternative 
methods. "I love that history is a story. so there are many ways to teach the subject using projects, videos.and 
simulations," she commented. 

Students enjoyed alternative learning tecniques as well. Seventh grader; Ben Ratcliffe noted, "My favorite 
part of history is doing projects and different fun things." - Liz Grote <:) 

. ---- 0 
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Ashley Josephsen, I 2th 
"I like how Mr. Steve Hesse 

involves everyone in the 
discussions. It heps keeP, me 

interested in class. ' 

Eamon Fry, I I th 
'The hardest part of AP US 

History class is definitely the 
chapter quizzes. In no other 

class could I honestly say that 
I study for mutiple hours, prior 

to recieving a D." 

T gylor Grote, I 0th 
'Well, I just like history in 

general, but my favorite part is 
having Mr. Steve Hesse as a 
teacher because I learn a lot 

from him." 

SOCIAL STUDIES 



Kat e Elliot and Alex Reuss pass out song sheets before the All School Mass celebrating the feast day of the Immaculate 
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary. photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

ei(f ~fl1h teachers, Mrs. Chemaign Drumm and Mrs. Bridget Fry, continued teaching 
students the Cathlic faith and all its entities this past year. Although the religion classes are required 
classes for students to take, a majority are having fun and learning at the same time. Katie Hayden 
commented, "The best part about attending a Catholic school is that I am always so close to my friends." 

Students enjoyed debating controversial subjects in class, participating in service hours, studying 
the history of the Church, learning the new mass, going on retreats, participating in the Pro Life March 
along with numerous other events. "One of my favorite parts about religion is debating with my entire 
religion class and of course my best friend, Joey Mingione," added Ian Vandewater. -Brittney Snodgrass 

0 Q o.Q 

Addie Davis, I 0th 
"My favorite part about 

religion class is Mrs. Drumm, 
because she is so awesome!" 

Patric Scroggins, 7th 
"Sorting out the mysteries of 

the Catholic faith is my 
favorite part about religion 

class." 

IN A SEA OF FISH , BE A STAR FISH - ACADEMICS 

Mary Strange, 8th 
'i\iy favorite part about 

religion doss is that it is like a 
family. We can learn about 

Cod, express our views, and if 
we have any questions we can 

just ask, and not be 
considered a weird person." 



Spencer T orline attenti~ely 
listens to Mrs. Chema1gn 

Dn.imm's lecture on the 
History of the Church 

during his religion class. 
After studying the basics 
of the Catholic faith for 

many years, the 
Sophomore and Junior 

classes studied the History 
of the Catholic Church. 

photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Garrett Grimes, Christopher 
Grote, Josie Grote, Claire 
Higgins along with other 
students in Junior High 
religion, listen to Mrs. Bridget 
Fry's lecture from the 
Criterion. The students 
enjoyed reading The Criterion, 
which was a newspaper 
published by the . . 
Archdiocese of Indianapolis. 
It not only published issues 
concerning people of the 
entire state of Indiana and 
the world, but also those 
that the Junior High students 
could relate to. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

Doug Totten diligently studies his booklet on the new 
translation of the Mass. On the first Sunday of Advent 

the Mass changed to a closer translation to the 
original Latin text. This chan~e was difficult for 

many, but with some clas_s time devoted to 
learning the new Mass, 1t was easier for many 
students to learn. Ivy Schafer commented, "I 
don't really think that the change of the Mass 
is that difficult. I actually like the new changes 
because it is closer to the real translation." 
photo by Taylor 
Davis 

Brittany Durham reads an 
article from The Criterion 
newspaper during a free 
moment in religion class. 
Topics covered in this included 
many controversial subjects 
and the Catholic Church's 
stance on them. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

RELIGION 



Working together on the 
assignment, Sebastian 

Livomo and Joel Carillo, 
along with their classmates, 

put the good knowledge 
Mrs. Baudendistel has given 
them to use. photo by Katie 

Hayden 

In Mrs. Baudendistel's fourth 
period health class, Joey 

Belt works on the 
assignment his teacher 
had given to the class 
photo by Katie Hayden 

Playing offense in an intense game of flag football, 
Cristian Rios prepares to make a pass to one of his 

teammates. Flag footbal l was a sport the students 
were always very competitive and involved in. 

photo by Katie Hayden 

Taylor Kelly dribbles the ball 
down the court during a 
game of basketball with his 
classmates. photo by Katie 
Hayden 
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Christopher Grote takes valuable class time that his teacher has given him to look up and find answers to match the questions 
in his book. Photo by Katie Hayden 

fltt(f kt what you might see on television shows or movies about students using any excuse to get 
out of P. E. class, the students of Shawe enjoy attending P. E. "I love getting some time out of my uniform", said Jack 
Heitz. h: also gives them a class away from the books and homework and gives them a chance to show off their sporty 
skills in different activities. While some are in P. E., others are attending a health class with Mrs. Rachel Baudendistel. 

"I like it when we have class discussions, and I get a chance to voice my opinion", said Oaire Higgins. The 
students learn how their bodies function, how to properly maintain good health, and lots of other useful knowledge. 
-Kntie Hoyden 

Taylor Kelly, 8th 
"I love to ploy pick up 
bosketbalf games, and 

dominate with Patrick Bear." 

® ® 
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Ivy Schafer, 9th 
"I love it when we ploy 

football, except we aren't 
allowed to tackle anybody" 

---0------.... 

Max McGee, 9th 
'i'v1y favorite thing to do in PE. 
is to play football, and mess 

with Mrs. Baudendistel." 

HEALTH AND P.E. 



Kyle Daughtery, Jordan Wentworth and Skip Maas go through their large binders fu ll of many formulas to fi nd the right one for 
their particular project. photo by December Miles 

E 
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hjfh€€ Mh~ is not an easy subject With the help of Mrs. Lou Ann Center, everyone caught on 
and things became easier: the students used AUTO CAD, made a Rubrik's cube, soldered random number 
generators and power supplies for breadboards, and completed many other tasks throughout the year: When 
asked what was the hardest part about taking the class, Whit Grote replied, ' 'Definitely the math. We have to 
learn about 20 new formulas a semester:' ' 

A lot of math and computer ski lls are needed in an Engineering class, and many of the students found it 
to be interesting but difficult.' 'The hardest part is remembering all of the different equations, but I love doing it,' ' 
said Spencer T orline. Some enjoyed the class so much that they are now thinking about pursuing a career in 
Engineering. -December Miles 0 
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Kyle Wisman, 9th 
"My favorite part about being 

in Engineering class is 
soldering." 

Stephanie Snodgrass, 9th 
'This class is not like any 

other class. You learn thin~s 
that most people wouldn t 

think of learninr in high 
school.' 

IN A SEA OF FISH, BE A STARFISH - ACADEMICS 

Kyle Daugherty, I I th 
"I like that we have a lot of 

hands on projects. The class is 
ran very well by Mrs. Lou Ann 

Center." 



Cristian Rios fiips through 
. his papers looking for his 

11st of equations so he can 
begin studying for his test. 
photo by December Miles 

Franklin Belt asks Mrs. Lou 
Ann Center questions about 
the upcoming test. While 
classmate, Cnase Heaton, sits 
quietly beside him studying 
on his own. photo by 
December Miles 

Trent Scroggins examines the measurement of the 
penny an-d then flips through his binder to find the 

right equation. "I love this class. It is challengiilg and 
will look great on a college resume," said Trent 

photo by December Miles 

Teacher, Mrs. Lou Ann Center, 
tells the class about the upcoming 
test and what all they will need to 
know for it. One could always find 
Mrs. Lou Ann Center helping her 
students throughout the class 
period. photo by December Miles 

PROJECT LEAD THE WAY 



Paying a visit to the Shawe 
art class, Mrs. Ann Moore 

shares some of her personal 
artwork with the students. 

She taught the class how to 
be creative with extra scraps 

of tissue paper, which many of 
the students found interesting. 

photo by Myles Hesse 

Junior, John Valkocvi cuts 
small strips of paper for a 

mosaic. It was tedious 
work, but was a favorite 
project among many of 

the students. photo by 
Taylor Davis. 

Taking her time, Ashley Josephsen, gl~es her project 
together. It was her first year of taking an art class, 

and she thoroughly enJoyed making her projects 
fixed to perfection. photo by Taylor Davis 

Jordan Chandler arranges his 
kaelidoscope in different 
ways before making a final 
decision. The kaelidoscopes 
were sold at Chautaqua and 
were a huge success. photo 
by Taylor Davis. 
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Kaelie Davis, Mariah Scott, and Abby Mclnteer have a good t ime while staying busy at work wrth their art projects. -photo by Taylor Davis 

~'lhll people would agree that taking an art class promotes a person's ability to be more 
creative and inteli ctual. The Shawe art class does just that. Cassey Higdon said," I decided to take art this 
year because I love Mrs. Williams, and the way she helps us put to use our imagination. Plus, I want to 
majo r in art at college."With the majority of the school in visual arts, there is a wide range of ideas within 
the classroom, but Mrs. Williams doesn't let the different ideas go to waste. With many different projects, 
the students' creativity and unique characters are shown. 

Each project that is assigned expresses the fu ll potential of all the art students' talents and are 
acknowledged fo r thei r greatness. Ben Ratcliff said, "I really like art and I do anything I can to improve my 
talents in it. Art class really shows me how I can improve my skills, so I knew that was a class I wanted in 
my schedule." Rather viewed as a fun elective or an educating course, art class will continue to provoke 
t he creativeness within all Shawe students. -Taylor Davis 

Sarah Sanders, I 0th 
'My favorite art project is post 

secrets. We get to show 
something personal about 
ourselves without anyone 

knowing who it is." 

e) 
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David Strange, I I th 
'The kaliedescopes project 
was my favorite project. It's 

interesting ~o see what certain 
parts ot pictures can create 

when put together. " 

Abby Mcintee,; I I th 
'My favorite art project is our 
Post Secrets. It was a creative 

and healthy way to relieve 
stress, and we realize we have 

more in common with other 
people than we think." 

VISUAL ARTS 



The two leads, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson, portrayed by Ben Craig and Sam Boone, respectively. begin the show.The first 
scene sets the tone for the ent ire play. photo by Topper 4 News 

Pt,,~ ,,.,fh~ Arts might seem like an easy class to some people, but everyone in the 
class knows that t~is class is a lot c!t'hard work The class performed a play from the I B00's for the fall, and they 
were also faced wrth a new teacher. "The change in teachers has been interesting. It was a difficult change, but I 
am glad to say everyone got into the swing of things.'' Ben Craig remarked. 

'Toe Hound of the Baskervilles" was one of the most difficult plays that Shawe has put on in a long 
time. "I enjoyed being Sir Henry in the fall play, because I liked being a prominent character and being on the 
stage a lot" said Alex Reuss. This was the first time that he was cast as a lead role, and he, along wrth all of the 
other cast did a great job wrth such a difficult play. -Myles Hesse 

Tyler Canada, 12th 
•~y experience as Assistant 

Director was interesting, because 
I took charge of everybody, and 
had responsibilities doing their 

jobs, so yeah ... " 

~ 
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Abby Mc/nteer; I I th 
"/ love being onsta~e and 

seeing the aucfiences reaction, 
but the best part is talking to 
the audience after about how 
much they enjoyed the show." 

IN A SEA OF FISH , BE A STARFISH-ACADEMICS 

Kayla Cieslinski, I 0th 
"/ love being able to express 

myself freely. It's strange 
because I express myself by 
becoming someone else on 

stage." 



Sherlock Holmes, played by 
Ben Craig, fidgets with his 

viol in. The character of 
Holmes was a restless one, 

and Ben could always be 
seen doing something on 

the stage, either pacing, 
scratching his head or just 

moving around. 
photo by Topper 4 News 

The students who worked 
the lights, sound, and made 
the set for the play. Andrew 
Eigel, Nick Craig, Trent 
Scroggins, Cale6 Deeg, Tyler 
Canada, Ben Ratcliff, Myles 
Hesse, and Tyler Deeg.are 
seated for a group photo. 
Working the technical aspect 
of theater captivates the 
interests of many students. 
photo by Topper 4 News 

Alex Reuss's character; Sir Henry Baskerville, develops 
an attraction for Beryl Stapleton, the character of 

Kayla Cieslinski. In performing arts, the students 
form bonds on and off the stage. 

photo by Topper 4 News 

Laura Hesse, portraying Dr. 
Jane Mortimer; recites a page
long monologue. With the play 
taking place in the I 800's, all of 
the actors memorized difficult 
pieces of dialogue. 
photo by Topper 4 News 

PERFORMING ARTS 



Coming together for a group 
picture, Allie Lustig, Kate 

Elliott, William Craig, Sam 
Boone, Ashlex Josephsen, 

Doug Totten, Caitlin Kelly, 
and Kaelie Davis smile 

before boarding the ride, 
The Beast. photo by Kyle 

Sherman 

Pretending to look horrified, 
Allie [ustig pretends to 

scream while going up the 
incline for the Beast. 

photo by Kaelie Davis 

Stopping to talk to students and parents before letting 
them through the gate, Nick Craig and Sam Boone 

make random conversation. The seniors had cars 
backed up to the entrance of the school, leaving 
parents and students confused and curious. 
photo William Craig 

William Craig and Sam 
Boone pose 1n chicken 
masks while waiting for the 
rest of the group to get 
done riding a ride. photo by 
Kaelie Davis 
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This was the morning aftermath of the 20 12 senior prank. It was a fun night for all of the seniors and w,11 always be remem
bered. photo by Ms. Erin Poyner 

I( €€Mk.it traditions alive was a goal for this year's senior class. Following that tactic, the 
seniors took par{ i~ tht!'senior prank. They "partied like it was the end of the world" w ith a keg of root 
beer; tubs of ice cream, hundreds of red solo cups, and twenty toilet paper rolls. On top of littering the 
school grounds, some seniors built a troll bridge to create traffic malfunctions in the parking lot. Most of 
them spent the night on the school campus and woke to greet Mr. Bomholt in the morning. 

A handful of seniors kept the senior trip tradition alive also. Eight seniors took their first day of 
summer to go to Kings Island as a group to have a day full of thrills. The day turned out to be a blast. The 
Class of 2012 had a year full of fun and adventure. -Caitlin Kelly 

® ® ® 
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Nick Craig, I 2th 
''Making the troll bridge was 
the most fun. It was a last 
minute thing, but it was 

hilarious to see people's faces 
when they couldn't get 

through." 

Ben Craig, I 2th 
'The most fun port about the 
senior prank was climbing on 

top of the roof' 

..0-----.--,-....,,.... 

Sam Boone, I 2th 
'The best part about both 

days was that I ~ot to spend a 
f ot of quality time with my 

classmates." 

SENIO R FUN 



Leaders of the Golden Rowdies, 
William Craig and Alex Reuss, get 
the fans pumped up during the 
boys basketball sectional 
championship by doing the roller 
coaster cheer: This cheer was 
favorite amongst the student fan 
section. photo By 
Trent Scroggins 

Practicing their scenes 
for the upcoming S~ring 

musical, Max McGee 
and Lauren Goebel do 

t heir best to act like 
uninterested students 

during the scene. 
photo By William Craig 

LEND A HELPING FIN - ORGANIZATIONS 

Devouring his jambon baguette, or 
ham sandwich, Billy Cole and 

many students in French Club 
enJoyed the Fat Tuesday Meal, 
put on every year during 
Mardi Gras. photo by Ms. 
Aline Schafer 



Mr. Herb 
Whitney gives 
some top notch 
journalistic advice to 
the Topper 4 News 
team. Founded by 
Trent Scroggins this 
great group of student 
journalists has come a 

_ long way since they 
began as a 4 member 
crew. 
They are covering 
stories throughout the 
whole community and 
keeping the community 
up to date on all the 
hustle and bustle of 

Shawe. photo By 
Taylor Davis 

IJ t Shawe, clubs are 
taken seriously and 
helping out others and 
the community is a big 
part of being in a club. 
Whether it be the 
Spanish Club helping run 
the Hispanic Festival 
downtown to the wildly 
enthusiasic Golden 
Rowdie Members, the 
students at e 
Memorial take pride in 
the clubs they are a part 
of. 
When asked what his 
favorite thing about being 
a part of a club at Shawe 
was, Joe Nchia said, "I've 
always loved helpfng out 
others nd my 
community. and being a 
member of many clubs at 
Shawe. I get the best of 
both worlds!" 
Caitlin Kelly said," My 
favorite thing about being 
a part of a club at Shaw 
is getting to do special 
activities, like planning 
wha everyone should 
wear t a sporting event." 
-William raig 

ORGANIZATION DIVISION 



Spell Bowl Team 
Back: Casey Applegate, Nick 
Craig, Alex Reuss, Ben Craig, 

Myles Hesse, 
Front: Hannah Storm, Bailey 

Koehler, Kaitlyn Boehm, 
Laura Hesse 

photo by Interstate Studios 

Laura Hesse, Katilyn Boehm, 
Bailey Koehler, Ben Craig 
and Nick Craig paitently 

wait to compete against 
other spellers at the Austin 
Regional Spell Bowl Meet. 

photo by Erin Poyner 

Chase Heaton puts thought into studying during an 
after school practice session of academic bowl 

wit h Mrs. Maria Armbrecht photo by Katie 
Hayden 

Alex Reuss and Michael 
Muessel entertain the group 
as they wait for the spell 
bowl contest to start at 
Austin High School. photo by 
Erin Poyner 
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Academic Superbowl Teams: back row - David Strange, Spencer T orline, Alex Reuss, Ben Craig. Uz Grote, Mytes Hesse, third 

row - Kaitlyn Boehm, Hannah Storm, Joe Nchia, Chase Heaton, Connor Boone, Abby Mclnteer, T aytor Grote, T aytor Rhoten, 

second row - Stephanie Snodgrass, Sarah Sanders, Max McGee, Laura Hesse, Uz Stucker, Jalynn Copeland, Colian Henderson, 

front row - Rebekah Israel, Whit Grote, Kyte Wisman, Zack Tingle, Nicholas McCubbin, Angela Goley, T aytor Davis, Ashley 

Josephson. photo by Interstate Studios (Not Pictured- Nicki Fitton, Doug Totten. Chase Heaton) 

itfh ~ part of an academics team isn't a choice, it's an opportunity.' 'It gives you a chance to 
learn things you wJ'dfdn't normally get to learn in class," says Sarah Sanders. The team studies after school for a 
few hours to prepare for competition. 

Spell Bowl students also meet once a week before school to give each other spelling tests. "I love 
hanging out with my friends and learning at the same time," says Myles Hesse. The students enjoy being part of 
such a determined group and having an opportunity to stand out and show off their smarts. -Katie Hayden 

~ 
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Casey Applegate, I 0th 
"I study the words I don't 
recognize or have trouble 

with." 

Doug Totten, I 2th 
"/ spell out my words and use 

study quirks." 

Hannah Storm, 9th 
'The best way to study is with 
a friend, you help each other 
learn and you have fun at the 

same time!" 

ACADEMIC TEAMS 



Topper 4 News Team: Front- Destiny Lock, Casey Applegate, Trent Scroggins, Sarah Sanders, D.J. Scoggins. Back- Patric 
Scroggins, Andrew Eigel, Billy Cole, Ben Ratcl iff, Sebastian Livomio, Connor Applegate. photo by Interstate Studios. 

'"" t IC >fh ~ moments of the 20 I 1-2012 school year can be a daunting task with many 
responsibilities {t hand. Having t'commrttee full of students eager to take pictures, write quotes, and finish pages, 
caused the stress level of the class to be decreased greatly. Liz Grote said," It's work, but it's always worth it; to fill 
the yearbook with all the great things that happens through the year; so that we can look back and remember 
the times shared together:'' 

A recent addition that has allowed the school and community to enjoy and fol low the memories made 
is the Topper 4 News website.The website was founded by sophomore, Trent Scroggins, and was created to 
allow students, faculty. and community friends to share in the current events and activities taking place. It was an 
exciting idea for the students to get involved in and be able to incorporate journalism in a different way other 
than the yearbook Destiny Lock said," h:'s new and fun. Plus it really has helped me to get involved:'- Taylor Davis 
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Sarah Sanders, I 0th 
"/ love taking pictures and 

seeing how they look on the 
website." 

Brittney Snodgrass, I I th 
"/ enjoy being a part of 

something that people will 
look back on years down the 
road. I also really enjoy taking 

pictures." 

LEND A HE LPING FIN - ORGAN IZATIONS 

Sebastian Uvomo, 7th 
"/ joined T<~per 4 News to be 

with my riends, and I have 
always ad a passion for 

journalism." 



William Craig types his 
pages in preparation for 

the final copy.There were 
many deadlines to meet, 
but students always got 
the job done. photo by 

Taylor Davis 

Yearbook Front- Taylor 
Davis, Cailtin Kelly. Back
William Craig, Katie Hayden, 
Liz Grote, Brittney 
Snodgrass. photo by Interstate 
Studios. 

Senior, Catlin Kelly, looks over the yearbook pages 
making sure they are fixed to perfection. She has 

been in journa!ism for two years and always 
helped to ed it the pages. photo by Taylor Davis. 

Creator of the Topper 4 News 
Team, Trent Scroggins, listens 
intently wh ile his team converses 
in a meeting. The members were 
always together during lunch 
time doing extra work so that 
the website looked its best. 
photo by Taylor Davis. 

JOURNALISM 



lesse Fitton, Mrs.Teresa 
T onine, Emalee Copeland, 

McKay Burdette, Myles 
Hesse and Amelia Koehler 

show off the turkeys that 
they purchased at the 

grocery store. The club 
raised money in a event 

prior that involved the entire 
student body. The students 

would buy feathers to place 
on each teacher's paper 

turkey. The teacher with the 
most feathers at the end had 

to wear a feather boa. The 
turkeys purchased were then 

donated to needy families 
through The Salvation Army. 

photo by Trent Scroggins 

McKay Burdette works 
hard to decorate a 

pumpkin to give to one 
of the teachers on staff at 

school. The club did 
many things for the 
students and faculty 

throughout the year. photo 
by Teresa Torline 

Vice President. Hannah Storm, and President, Myles 
Hesse, discuss the topics that needed to be talked 

about at the next NJHS meeting. All of the 
officers had to prepare for the upcoming 
meetings in order for the upcoming meetings to 
be productive. Skip Mass commented, "My 
favorite part about NJHS meetings is gett1n~ 
together as a group and making decisions.' 
photo by Stephanie Snodgrass 

Members of N]HS, Megan 
Whitham and Bailee 
Koehler, recite the pledge 
before starting their meeting. 
This occurred before every 
meeting the club had. photo 
by Stephanie Snodgrass 
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National Junior Honor Society Members: Hannah Storm, V,ce Pres,dent Amelia Koehler, Treasurer; Jordan Wentworth, Whit Grote, Kyte Wiseman. Ivy 
Schafer, Kaitlyn Boehm, Secretary: and Sammie Tilley. Middle - Meghan Scroggins, Stephanie Snodgrass, Histonan; Bailee Koehler, Megan Whitham, Karen 
Aguilar, McKay Burdette and Emalee Copeland. Back - Myles Hesse, President; Caroline Wehner, Oayton Bsbury, Patrick Bear, Grayson Rhoten, Jamie 
Carrillo, Skip Maas and Jesse Frtton. photo by Interstate S1ud,os 

fltt4, f) new leadership of President Myles Hesse, the National Junior Honor Society took a 
different twist. Along with focusing on annual fundraisers that the club does year after year; the club became 
more involved and came up with new and exciting activrties as well. "My favorite activity from this year was the 
cookie decorating party It was a lot of fun, and a nice thing to do for the teachers at school," commented 
Hannah Storm. 

Along with being a member of this club, came monthly meetings. Some students liked this chance of 
socialization while others enjoy their sleep. Whit Grote added, "The best part about being a member of NJHS is 
waking up at six in the morning to attend our meeting at the beginning of the day." 

In the end, members enjoyed inspiring other students to do their part in making the community and 
school a better place. -Brittney Snodgrass 

G 

Mes-an Scroggins, 9th 
"NJHS 1s very rewarding. The 
feeling you get when you do 

something good for the school 
or for the community is very 
good. I feel great that what 
we did will make an impact 

on someone's life. / love 
helping people!" 

Sammie Tilley, 8th 
"Helping others when we do 
things for the community is 

the most rewarding port about 
being_ a member of NJHS. 

Mrs. Teresa Torline he(ps us 
out a lot!" 

Colian Henderson, 9th 
'The most rewarding part 
about being a member of 
NJHS is being able to help 
and serve my community." 

NATIONAL JUNIOR HONOR SOCIITY 



National Honor Society: Front- Laura Hesse, Ashley Josephsen, Taylor Davis, Franklin Belt and Allison Mruzeck Middle- Nick 
Craig, Ben Craig, Cartlin Kelly, Julia Wise, Elizabeth Stucker and Chloe Storm. Back- Jalynn Copeland, Angela Goley, Spencer 
T orline, Abby Mclnteer, Liz Grote and Sam Boone. photo by Interstate Studios 

,,,,, ... ~ into the new school year, the officers for the National Honor Society were in a panic 
because there wasn't a s~ nsor for the chapter. Not able to hold meetings or conduct business without one, the 
search for a teacher was on. Finally Miss Jenny N igg stepped up to the plate and took over the spot. 

Many people are involved in the construction of National Honor Sooety. The hardest part for treasurer, 
All ison Mruzeck, was collecting dues. She said, "Collecting dues is the hardest part because rt's a lot of people to 
keep track of and a lot of them don't turn in their money." President Doug Totten added, " It's hard to get everyone 
to the meetings. Most don't want to wake up early unless there is a reward involved, like doughnuts, but we're 
doing great! And are doing awesome things!" -Caitlin Kelly 

~ 

Uz Stucker, I I th 
"My favorite part of National 

Honor Society was making 
Christmas cards for the elderly 
at the nursing home. It was so 
much fun bringing them some 

holiday cheer!" 

0 

Franklin Belt, I 2th 
''Just trying to get National 
Honor Society started again 
with finding a new sponsor 
was probably the most fun 
thing that has happened all 

year." 

LEND A HELPING FIN- ORGANIZATIONS 

Angela Goley, I I th 
"My favorite part of National 
Honor Society this year is that 
some of my friends are in it 
also. Everything is so much 
more fun when your friends 

are with you." 



Looking for her notes about 
the National Honor 

Society money count 
Allison Mruzeck checks 

through her class books. 
Allison had the grueling r 
responsibility of making 

sure everyone turned 
their dues in. photo by 

Caitlin Kelly 

Discussing the upcoming 
spring canned food drive, 
Ben Craig, Sam Boone, 
Ashley Josephsen and Abby 
Mclnteer listen intently to 
one another's ideas on the 
t opic. Canned food drives 
were a popular activit y for 
t he N ational Honor Society. 
photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Working on recycling for National Honor Society. Nick 
Craig, Franklin Belt and Taylor Davis show their 

leadership qualities t hat are essent ial for t he 
organization. Recycling was done the first and 
third Thursday of every month. Students stayed 
after school to make sure it was all done and 
ready to go in the morning. photo by Caidin 
Kelly 

Laura Hesse and Jalynn 
Copeland work on making 
holiday cards for a local 
nursing home. Members got 
the chance to hand deliver 
the cards to the elderly. 
photo by CaiUin Kelly 

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 



Waiting for the dance to 
begin, Bilfy Cole and Caleb 

Deeg play around. The 
French Club put on many 

dances including the 
Halloween Dance. photo by 

Madame Schafer 

W illiam Craig types a 
proposal for French Club 

week. As treasurer 
William did more than 
just the financial work. 

photo by Madame Schafer 

Ian Vandewater gets ready to gorge on his fresh pastry 
during the French Club field trip. The French Club 

- got to visit Sullivan and their bakery. photo by 
Madame Schafer 

During French club week, 
Hannah Stonn wears a beret 
and fake mustache on 
French fashion day. photo by 
Madame Schafer 

LEND A HELPING FIN- ORGANIZATIONS 



Front Row: Ian Vandewater, Ryan Cox. Joey Mingione, Mrs. Schafer, Taylor Davis, Chloe Storm, Kayla Cieslinski, and Lauren 
Goebel. Second Row: Claire Higgins, Lauren Cieslinki, Britt.any Durham, Destiny Lock. David Strange, Billy Cole, Aczael Rios, Joe 
Nchia, Ivy Schafer, Caroline Wehner, and Hannah Storm. Third Row: Garret Grimes, Taylor Kelly, Trent Scroggins, Crystal Rios, 
Karen Aguilar, Daniel Carrillo, Skip Maas, Kaitl in Boehm, Aaron Petersen, and Colian Henderson. Fourth Row: Jacob Binzer, 
Nickie Fitton, Casey Applegate, Myles Hesse, Meg Scroggins, Joel Carrillo, Ben Ratcliff, Tyler Canada, and Tyler Deeg. Fifth Row: 
Gabrielle Pawlak, Mackenzie Lewis, Madison Drumm, Shelby Greene, Kalyn Robison, and Sarah Sanders. photo by Interstate 
Studios. 

., k Shawe French Club was very creative during the 20 I 1-2012 school year wrth many different activn:ies. Some 
of these activn:ies included allowing the French classes to teach Pope John students French, celebrating St Nicholas Day, making a 
French Oub tee shirt. having a brunch for Mardi Gras, and much more. Olloe Storm said, "My favorite thing about being in 
French club was being president I got to talk wrth the officers and Mrs. Schafer about new ideas for the club:' 

Casey Applegate said," My favorite thing this year was the French club week. tt was new and fun for everyone to 
engage in the French culture:'Wrth open minds the French club is sure to grow bigger and better in years to come. -Taylor Davis 

Destiny Lock, 9th Grade 
" I liked being able to be a 

part of all the things we did, 
like dress up during French 

week ." 

~ -- ~ 
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Kalyn Robison, I I th Grade 
" My favorite part about being 
in the French Club is the little 
things we get to do, especially 

Mardi Gras day ." 

Kayla Oeslenski, I 0th Grade 
" My favorite part of being in 

French Club is the many 
dances we get to put on and 

decorate." 

FRENCH CLUB 



Spanish National Honor Society Front - Ashley Jospehsen, Nick Craig. Mrs. Michelle Evans, Ben Craig. Frankl in Belt and Chloe 
Storm. Middle - Laura Hesse, Jalynn Copeland, Angela Goley, Julia Wise, Liz Stucker, Brittany Snodgrass and Allison Mruzek. 
Back - Spencer Torline, Luke Higgins, Liz Grote, Taylor Rhoten, Katie McGee, Bailey Davis, Alex Reuss, Eamon Fry, David 
Grote and Chris Petersen. photo by Interstate studios 

~ f,~hf f ~ club took a twist wrth the addition of the Spanish National Honor Society. Becoming a 
member of ~ e SNHS is no easy feat by any means. Students are required to be in Spanish Ill Honors or above, and 
have no Spanish semester grade below 85.They must have a 90 overall average of all Spanish class semester grades, 
and have good morals, and values, doesn't that seem like a whirlwind of requirements?! 

When asked what his favorite activity that the SNHS did this year; Ben Craig said," I was very pleased wrth 
the friendship bracelet fundraiser for Jazmin. SNHS sold friendship bracelets to raise money to give her son a nice X
mas. The bracelets were a hit, and Angel had presents under the tree on Christmas morning.'' Alex Reuss said,' 'My 
favorite part about being in Spanish Club was all the fun activities that we do. Such as the Justos Llamas concert we 
are going to.'' - William Craig e::> <9 

<9 ---- • --------~ G 
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Ashley Josephsen, I 2th 
"/ like being able to help 

others in the Spanish 
community. " 

Nick Craig, I 2th 
"My favorite part of being in 
SNHS is that I am the cream 

of the crop ... the elite of 
Spanish classes. That makes 

me feel special." 

LEND A HELPING FIN-ORGANIZATIONS 

Franklin Belt. I 2th 
"My favorite part of SNHS are 
the different fundroisers that 

we have." 



Abby Mclnteer and Ben 
Craig work together in 

Spanish class on a 
translation page. Spanish 

students often have to 
translate from Spanish to 
English to further improve 
their foreign language skills. 

photo by William Craig 

Spanish Club Front- Jalynn 
Copeland, Ashley Josephsen, 
Chloe Storm and Brittney 
Snodgrass. Middle- McKay 
Burdette, Laura Hesse, Julia 
W ise, Sarah Sanders, 
Stephanie Snodgrass, Megan 
Whitam and Rebekah Israel. 
Back- Christian Rios, Daniel 
Carillo, Eamon Fry, Conner 
Boone and Jesse Frtton. 
photo by Interstate Studios 

During Spanish class, seniors, Franklin Belt and Michael 
Muessel, rehearse their lines for their Spanish skits. 

photo by William Craig 

While in Spanish class, Katie 
McGee and Ashley 
Josephsen take a break from 
Spanish and enjoy a laugh. 
These two could be seen 
with a smile on thier faces. 
No matter what it seemed 
they were always happy. 
photo by William Craig 

SPANISH CLUBS 



Front Ashley Josephsen, treasurer; Ben Craig. parliamentarian; Sam Boone, Nicholas McCubbin, vice president Liz Grote, presi
dent Taylor Davis, secretary; and Connor Boone. Middle: Casey Applegate, Sadie Miller, Chloe Storm, Bailey Davis, Myles 
Hesse, and Christopoher Grote. Back Colian Henderson, McKay Burdette, and Skip Maas. 

FI , many. Student Council provided an opportunity for students to become involved in making 
decisions that would benefit Shawe. When asked what his favorite part of student council is, freshman, Colian 
Henderson, stated, "I enjoy helping my school and volunteering in my community." 

With so many activities going on throughout the school year; from Red Ribbon Week to Homecoming to 
Shawe Games Day. there was never a shortage of events Student Council members could take part in. "My favorite 
part of Student Council is being a part of all the activities and helping coordinate some of the schools events like 
Doughnut Day and the Red Cross Blood Drive," mentioned Bailey Davis. -Liz Grote ~ 

~ ~ ~ 
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Myles Hesse, 9th 
"I wanted to be a port of 

Student Council to join 
something that would really 

help the school." 

Taylor Davis, I 2th 
'My favorite part about being 
on student council is helping 

make the events and activities 
we sponsor fun, so that the 

whole school can be involved 
and enjoy it" 

LEND A HELPING FIN - ORGANIZATIONS 

Christopher Grote, 7th 
"I enjoy being on student 

council, because we get to 
make a lot of fun decisions for 

our school." 



Joey Mingione and Angela 
Goley walk off of the gym 
fioor after being crowned 
homecoming prince and 

princess. This was the first 
t ime on the court for 

both of the Juniors. 
photo by Barb Dougherty 

Senior student council 
members, Chloe Storm and 
Ashley Josephsen, dil igently 
work on showcase 
decorations for 
Homecoming as a "Red 
Carpet'' theme was chosen 
by the council. This was one 
of the larger projects the 
council took on during the 
second semester, and it took 
many of their helping hands 
to assure everything went 
smoothly on Homecoming 
night. photo by Liz Grote 

Sam Boone and Nicholas McCubbin, senior student 
council members, perform a dual role in announcing 

the Halloween Costume Contest. This event, put 
on by the student council, was held during Red 
Ribbon Week in an effort to "scare away drugs." 
Anyone in the school, from students to 
teachers, were allowed to dress up and enter 
into the costume contest photo by Erin Poyner 

Freshman, Hannah Storm, takes a 
bite of a hot pepper during a 
spicy eating contest. This game 
took place during Mini Shawe 
Games, an event in the fall that 
the whole school gets to partake 
in. photo by Erin Poyner 

STUDENT COUNCIL 
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SIGNATURES 



Junior, Luke Higgins, 
concentrates as he begins to 
pit ch t he ball. Luke rotated 
through the pitching line-up, 
but his favo rite position was 
shortstop. photo by 
Barb Daugherty 

Laura Hesse strides to t he 
fini sh in her cross countrr 

meet during a hot Fal 
afternoon. Laura was 

always one of the top 
finishers for Shawe, and 
received All-Conference 
honors at the end of the 

season Conference meet at 
Hanover College. photo by 

Myles Hesse 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Playing at # I singles, Alex Reuss 
follows through with his 

forehand. This was Alex's first 
year p laying at number I , and 
he fin ished his season with a 
I 3-6 record. photo 
by Marta 
Belt 



Senior Soccer 
Captain, Sam 
Boone, rejoices 
after winning 
the 20 11 
Soccer 
Sectional t itle. 
The fans and 
players 
celebrated on 
the field, as this 
w as just the 3rd 
time Shawe 
Soccer had ever 

won Sectionals. 
photo by Barb 

Daugherty 

~,~,tf at Shawe 
this year came with many 
ups and downs. While 
some t eams rejoiced in 
tremendous 
accomplishments, such as 
the soccer team making it 
to the championship 
round at Regionals, other 
sports teams had a more 
difficult tim • onetheless, 
positive asp 
taken out o hletic 
events. A9lley Josephsen 
commented, "Being the 
only senior on the softball 
t eam has made me step 
up and work harder as a 
leader. This has hel~ me 
improve as a player, and it 
wi ll help me as I move 
onto the next step of y 
life, college" 
Underclassmen enjoye 
the privilege of playing 
high school ath letic tea 
also. "I like playing high 
schoo l sports, because I 
a able to spend t ime 

· my friends that are in 
ifferent grades," noted Ivy 

Sc . - Liz Grote 

SPORTS DIVISION 



Varsity Volleyball: Front- Taylor Davis, Caitlin Kelly and Ashley Josephsen. Middle- Stephanie Snodgrass, Megan Goebel, Al lison 

Mruzek, Lauren Goebel, T ayfor Grote and Liz Grote. Back- Coach Andrea Bowman, Kalyn Robison, Angela Goley, December 

Miles and Coach Dennis Kilgore. photo by Interstate Studios 
(( 

~, ftt up!"This is one of the many things the girls would chant after the" 1,2,3" in the huddle. 
The girls were a~ pumped up and ready to play before each game. Hard work and endurance is something 
they showed during practice and in each and every match.' The best win of the season was probably against 
Christian Academy." says Taylor Grote, "because it started off our Southwestern tourney great, and Christian 
Academy almost beat Southwestern that same day." 

The girls worked great together on the court and always kept each other up. "Being able to play my 
favorite sport with my best friends was the best part of my season.'' says Shelby Greene. -December Miles 

~ -- ~ ~ 
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Ashley Josephsen, I 2th 
1'.tv1y favorite part of volleyball 

is the time before a home 
game. We get to act crazy 
dancing to our songs and 

bond as a team." 

. 

Caitlin Kelly, I 2th 
'The people. My team is what 

gets me through it all. They 
make me laugh and no 

matter if we win or lose, I 
always have a good time." 

JUST KEEP SWIM MI NG - SPORTS 

Angela Goley, I I th 
"Rappin~ the song "Lose 

Yourself' by Eminem with 
Ashley Josephsen and dancing 

crazy with the whole team 
was my favorite part of the 

season." 



Junior Varsity Volleyball: Front- Allison Mruzek, Stephanie Snodgrass, Ivy 
Schafer, Meghan Scroggins and Megan Whrtham. Back- Coach Andrea 
Bowman, Lauren Goebel, Shelby Greene, Megan Goebel, Sarah Sanders 
and Coach Dennis Kilgore. photo by Interstate Studios 

Shawe Scoreboard 
Varsity 

Shawe 0 New Washington 3 
Shawe I South Decatur 3 
Shawe 0 Jac-Cen-Del 3 
Shawe 0 Rising Sun 3 
Shawe 3 Switerland County 0 
Shawe 0 Borden 3 
Shawe OT nnrty Lutheran 3 
Shawe 0 Austin 3 
Shawe 0 Southwestern 3 
Shawe 0 CIA 3 
Shawe 0 Milan 3 
Shawe I Trimble County 3 
Shawe I CIA 2 
Shawe 0 Southwestern 2 
Shawe 0 South Decatur 2 

Junior Varsity 
Shawe 0 New Washington 2 
Shawe 0 South Decatur 2 
Shawe 0 Jac-Cen-Dcl 2 
Shawe 0 Rising Sun 2 
Shawe 0 Switzerland County 2 
Shawe 2 Borden 0 
Shawe OT nnrty Lutheran 2 
Shawe 2 Austin 0 
Shawe I Southwestern 2 
Sha·we 0 Christian Academy 2 
Shawe 0 Milan 2 
Shawe 2 Tr>mble County I 
Shawe 2 Swrtzerland County I 
Shawe I Scottsburg 2 
Shawe O Madison 2 
Shawe I South Ripley 2 
Shawe 2 Rock Creek 0 

Shawe 2 Rock Creek 0 Shawe 0 Oldenburg 2 
Shawe I Southwestern 2 

Shawe 3 Swrtzerland County O Shawe 2 South Ripley 1 
Shawe 0 Scottsburg 3 
Shawe 0 Crothersv,lle 3 
Shawe 2 Seton Catholic 0 
Shawe 2 Rising Sun I 
Shawe 2 Rock Creek I 
Shawe 0 Madison 3 
Shawe I South Ripley 3 
Shawe 3 Rock Creek 0 
Shawe I Oldenburg 3 
Shawe 0 Hauser 3 

Stephanie Snodgrass and December Miles go up to 
block a hit from the opposing team, Rising Sun. The 
two are often found working the frontline together: 
photo by Bnttany Snodgrass 

To the right, Caitlin Kelly and 
December Miles stand 1n their 

receiving position 
contemplating what to do 

next. Caitl in and December 
kept great communication on 

the court. photo by Richard 
Miles 

In the huddle, the team shows off 
their support for breast cancer by 
sporting their pink T's and ribbons. 
The girls always stayed focused in 
the huddle and took the coaches 
words seriously. photo by Richard 
Miles 

VARSITY AND JV VOLLEYBALL 



Shawe Scoreboard 
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade 

Shawe I Tnmble Co. 2 Shawe I T1mble Co. 2 

Shawe O Immanuel Lu"theran 2 Shawe O Immanuel Lutheran 2 

Shawe O Southwestern 2 Shawe 2 Southwestern 0 

Shawe 2 Jac-Cen-Del I Shawe 2 Jac-Cen-Del I 

Shawe I Rising Sun 2 Shawe O Rising Sun 2 

Shawe O Austin 2 Shawe O AustJn 2 

Shawe 2 Swi12erland Co. 0 Shawe O Swrtzerland Co. 2 

Shawe 2 New Washington I Shawe I New Washington 2 

Shawe O South Ripley 2 Shawe I South Ripley 2 

Shawe O Milan 2 Shawe O Milan 2 

Shawe O Southwestern 2 Shawe 2 Southwestern I 

Sha-we OT nmble Co. 2 Shawe 2 T nmble Co. 0 

Sh.<we 2 Rock Creek O Shawe Rock Creek 0 

Snav.re O South Dearborn 2 Shawe O South Dearborn 2 

Shawe O South Ripley 2 Shawe I South Ripley 2 

Shawe O Henryville 2 Shawe O Henryville 2 

Emalee Copeland prepares 
to bump the volleyball 

back to her coach during 
warm-ups. This, along 

with other drills, helped 
the girls get into the 

swing of things before it 
was game time. photo by 

Maddie Waller 

Seventh Grade Volleyball: Front - Mackenzie Lewis, Ellen Frede and Meg 
Hensler. Middle - Josie Grote, Joey Bennet Lily Boone and Megan Hesse. 

Back - Coach Kelly Hill, Riley Boone, Megan Hill, Gabrielle Pawlack and 
Coach Susan Frede. (Not Pictured: Lauren Cieslinski) 

photo by Interstate Studios 

The Eighth Grade Volleyball Team comes together 
during a time out for some final words of 
encouragement from thei r coach, Mrs. Susan 
Frede. Sometimes, it only took a few pointers 
and words of encouragement to carry this 
team onto a victory as the mental battles 
would prove the hardest to overcome. If the 
team displayed confidence and determinat ion, 
wins easily followed. photo by Liz Grote 

Eighth Grader; Shannon Fry, 
prepares her serve. A 
consistent serve most often 
infiuenced the t eam's 
decision of a win or loss in 
the game. photo by Liz Grote 

)UST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 



6ghth Grade Volleyball: Front - McKay Burdette and Sammie Tilley. Middle - Oaire Higgins, Jenna Armstrong, Ava Lohrig, Josie Grote 
and Bailey Wolf. Back - Shannon Fry, Coach Kelly Hill, Katelyn Moore, Emalee Copeland, Coach Susan Frede and Kylee Ashbury. photo 
by Interstate Studios 

If new year provided new players for the Junior High Vol leyball team. The majority of the girls 
were completely foreign to the sport. Many could have looked at this as an obstacle, but Coach Susan 
Frede explained, "It was an opportunity to teach the girls the basics and fundamentals of participating and 
succeeding in volleybal l." 

"Serving was one of these fundamentals that became key to winning games. If there was one thing 
I improved on the season, it was my serve. I love scoring aces in the game!" stated Josie Grote. - Liz Grote 

Riley Boone, 7th 
"My favorite part was in the 
last game getting my first 

overhand serve over!'' 

~ ~ 0 -----~--- C 
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Jenna Armstrong, 8th 
"My favorite part of Junior 

High Volleyball was getting my 
firstjump serve over. 

Katelyn Moore, 8th 
"My favonte part was playing 
front rD'-(V and getting ,~o spike 

it over the net 

JUNIOR HIGH VOLLEYBALL 
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Sadie Miller paces herself as she nears the end of the race.This 1s an important step to all runners. photo by Soro Leveille 

., Mf year the Jr: High Cross Country team was a success due to teamwork on several levels.The team 
worked hard to get in shape for the meets. They helped each other; encouraged each other; and pulled together 
showing great teamwork and school spirit at each event Great teamwork was also present when the runners on the 
Pope John team jumped in and helped out, by having some of their athletes run for the Shawe team. 

When asked what she liked most about being on the cross country team, Kate Grote replied "My favorite 
part of cross country was getting to be with all the older kids. I felt so grown up!"The team suffered some injuries 
but were able to pu ll through having a great season regardless. When asked Cayden Hambrick what the hardest part 
was, she replied, "The hardest part of cross country would have to be in practices when we did intervals." -Caroline 
Wehner 

Sadie Miller, 7th 
"The cross country meet I 

found most memorable was 
when we rode the bus home 

in the dark The lights kept 
~ashing, and it gave me a 

headacfie." 

Jacob Binzer, 7th 
"I have eryjoyed running. When 

I run I feel like I am free." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- SPORTS 

Conner Applegate, 8th 
"/ chose to run cross country 

because runnin~ is in my 
blood.' 



Top row- Josie Grote, Skip Maas, T risten Kelsey, Jacob Binzer. Bottom- Jobe Miller, Devin Russell, Kate Grote, 
Hope Miller. Not pictured Conner Applegate, Cayden Hambrick. and Sadie Miller. photo by Interstate Swd,o 

Josie Grote runs towards the 
finish line after a long meet. 

All the runners did their 
best and accomplished a 

lot during the season. 
photo by Sara Leveille 

Skip Maas prepares himself to fin ish the long race 
against Switzerland County. Many of the Shawe 
runners had a great meet and improved their 
times. photo by Sara Leveille 

Conner Applegate puts on 
his best camera face as he 
finishes the cross country 
course. All the runners 
looked forward to and 
enjoyed the meets. 
photo by Sara Leveille 

JUNIOR HIGH CROSS COUNTRY 



Shawe Scoreboard 
Chris Peterson 
David Strange 
Collin Hambrick 
Kyle Daughtery 
Hannah Miller 
Kayla Cieslinski 
Chloe Storm 
Hannah Storm 
Laura Hesse 
Liz Grote 

24:43 
22:10 
24:32 
21:09 
24:31 
23:39 
23:31 
27:55 
24:02 
23:07 

Chloe Storm tries to 
run ahead of an 

opf)osing runner. All 
of the players ran 

their very best 
during each meet. 

photo by Myles Hesse 

Top: Hannah Storm, Chloe Storm, Kayla Cieslinski, Laura Hesse, 
Hannah Miller, and Sara Leveille Bottom: Coll in Hambrick. 

David Strange, Chris Peterson. (Not pictured: Kyte 
Daughtery and Liz Grote) photo by Interstate Studios 

Laura Hesse, David Strange, and Hannah 
St orm, rest after running a long race. Running 
3.1 miles made runners exhausted, and the 
competitors often needed a cup of water 
afterwards. photo by Myles Hesse 

Chris Peterson crosses the 
finish line after completing 
the Cross Country course. 
Every runner felt incredibly 
accomplished at the end of 
t he race. photo by Myles 
Hesse 

JUST KEEP SWI MM INGS- SPORTS 



Hannah Stonn and Kayla Geslinski run hard dunng a meet Both ran for their first time this year and experienced a great season. 
photo by Myles Hesse 

e '4hhfll ~ 3.1 miles can be an immensely difficult task to accomplish. Not only do runners have 
to run over three miles, the~ ave to run quickly as well. Who would want to go through this?The answer is simple: 
Cross Country runners. 'The main reason I chose to run Cross Country was because my mom made me, besides I 
knew that they needed more people for the girls to have a complete team,'' said Hannah Storm. 

Most of the other runners ran because they love the sport When asked what he liked most about the 
meets, Oiris Peterson replied, "I liked to see how my times got better after each meet" All of the players enjoyed 
seeing themselves improve. After many hours of practice, the runners' times were much better. Running 3.1 miles 
can be difficult, but Cross Country runners love rt -Myles Hesse 

Collin Hambrick, 9th 
"My favorite part was pushing 
myself to gra~uallr, improve 

my time. 

~ 
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Chloe Storm, I 2th 
'The best part was being the 

captain of the best team 
Shawe has had in years." 

Laura Hesse, I I th 
'The hardest part of cross country 

is building up the physical and 
mental endurance necessary to 

push your body to its limits for the 
whole three miles." 

VARS ITY CROSS CO U NTRY 



Junior High Soccer: Front- Ethan McCarter, Keefer Hagan, Jack Lyle, Ryan Storm, Caleb Denton, and Christopher Grote. Middle- Aaron 
Petersen, Sebastian Livomo, Patrick Bear, Maddie W aller, Sarelia Rios, Jacob Lundergan, and Cameron Rampy. Back- Jaime Kelsey, 
Tristan Kelsey, Jesse Fitton, Sidney Thevenow, Grayson Rhoten, Skip Maas, Josie Grote, and Joeseph Belt photo by Interstate Studios 

'f k junior high soccer team took the saying "dynamite comes in smal l packages" to heart. This 
team may have been made up of youngsters, but they tackled the field like pros. 

There were many things the team had to overcome in order to move forward. When asked what 
one of t hem was, Skip Maas commented, "The hardest part was probably just getting in the swing of 
th ings. There were a bunch of new players and it was a hard adjustment." 

At the junior high level, three girls participated in a sport that usually only boys played in. The girls 
were constantly up against boys who were sometimes a lot bigger than they were. Sarelia Rios stated, "I 
love being up against the guys. It shows that we are just as tough or to ugher than they are ." 

At the end of the season, the team was proud of what they had accomplished and couldn't wait 
for next year. -Caitlin Kelly <9 <9 

0 -- -----0 ----~-- 0 
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Grayson Rhoten, 8th 
"I'd have to say that my favorite 
port of the season was winning 

the Switzerland County 
Tournament. It was awesome. We 
did some work up there. Beating 

South Ripley was cool, too." 

Patrick Bear, 8th 
'My favorite part of the 

season was definitely winning 
the Switzerland County 

Tournament. It felt great!" 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- SPORTS 

Jesse Fitton, 8th 
"Beating the teams in the 

Switzerland County 
Tournament was the best 

thing that happened to us this 
season. We were all excited." 



SHAWE SCOREBOARD 
Shawe 3 Switzerland County I 
Shawe 3 South Ripley I 
Shawe 2 Southwestern 2 
Shawe 2 Jac-Cen-Del 2 
Shawe 5 Scottsburg I 
Shawe I Christian Academy I 
Shawe 3 Switzerland County 2 
Shawe 3 Jac-Cen-Del I 
Shawe 2 Madison 2 
Shawe I South Ripley 4 
Shawe O Madison I 
Shawe 4 Jac-Cen-Del 3 
Shawe I Switzerland County I 

Connor Applegate prepares to kick the ball to one of his waiting 
teammates. Connor was just one of the many who gave every game 
their all. photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Turning on his agressive 
side, Cameron Rampy 

pushes a Southwestern 
player aside in order to 

get t he ball to take it to 
the goal. photo by 

Caitlin Kelly 

Running to put the bal l back into play for the Toppers, 
Maddie Waller quickly manages to navigate around a 

Southwestern defender. The game proved to be an 
endurance test for the team as each side tried to 
gain the advantage. photo by Caitlin Kelly 

Coming in as a sixth grader; 
Nicholas Weatherbee takes 
a breather while waiting for 
the ball to come back to his 
side of the field. photo by 
Gwen Kelly 

JUN IOR H IGH SOCCER 



Bottom row: Max McGee, Kyle Wisman, Jack Heitz, Jordan W entworth, Connor Boone, Garel Blanchard and Christian Rios. 

Middle row: Eamon Fry, Jarrod Rampy, Jesse Ball, Kyle Daugherty, Whit Grote, Spencer Torline, Cody Canada and Tyler 

Canada Top row: Cameron Willoughby, Coach John Stack, Sam Boone, Jordan Chandler, Taylor Rhoten, Joe Nchia, Will iam 

Craig, Coach Kevin Fry and Coach David Beddingham. (not pictured: Casey Applegate) photo by Interstate Studios 

(<h 
V ~II by day, we get better and better; untill we cant be beat" this is only part of a quote the 

boys said to get p!rnped up before each game.The team always worked together and kept each other 
motivated. This year the boys made it farther than they ever have by advancing to sweet I 6 in regionals. 

"I love being on the team, having a great time and just enjoying the sport" says Kyle Daugherty.The team 
always seems to improve, not only individually but as a whole. -Katie Hoyden 

0 
0 ------- 0 
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Eamon Fry, I I th 
't\11y favorite part was winning 

sectionals at Switzerland 
County. its something I'll never 

forget" 

Jordan Oiandler, I I th 
"ffunning up and giving my 
girlfriend a hu8e hug and 
flanging out w,th my boys 

after was my favorite part of 
sectionals." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Jack Heitz, 9th 
't\11y favorite part was playing 
and scoring as a freshmen in 

a regional game." 



Shawe Scoreboard 

Shawe I Jennings Co. 5 
Shawe O Terre Haute 6 
Shawe 3 Evansville Day 2 
Shawe 3 Evansville Bosse 2 
Shawe O South Ripley I 
Shawe I Southwestern 0 
Shawe 2 Jae Cen Del 4 
Shawe 3 Swrtzerland Co. 0 
Shawe 8 Milan I 
Shawe 2 Southwestern 2 
Shawe I Rising Sun 0 
Shawe 6 South Ripley I 
Shawe I Seymour 3 
Shawe I Rising Sun 3 
Shawe O Jae Cen Del 4 
Shawe 6 MIian 2 

Shouting it to the world the boys celebrate their sweet 16 sectionals victory 

photo by Barb Daugherty 

Shawe 2 Switzerland Co. I 
Shawe 2 Southwestern I 
Shawe 2 Rising Sun 0 
Shawe 4 Salem 0 
Shawe I Lawrenceburg 2 

Keeping the opponent from 
kicking the ball, Jordan 

Chandler moves in for a steal 
against the opposing team. 

photo by Barb Daugherty 

Giving it all he's got, Tyler Canada keeps the ball from the 
opponent to make a pass to another teammate, Tyler always 

gave soccer I IO percent. He played defense as a senior and 
always kept the team going, "He's an inspiration t o the 
players" says Eamon Fry "and will most definitely be 
missed when he graduates". photo by Barb Daugherty 

Blowing off some steam, 
William Craig gives the crowd 
a number one after scoring a 
!)Oint against Switzerland 
County, this was something a 
lot of the players did during 
games, it always got the 
crowd pumped up. 
photo by Barb Daugherty 

VARSITY SOCCER 



Boys Varsity Tennis: Front - Alex Reuss, Raymond Fair and Noah Hall. Back - Coach Steve Hesse, Franklin Belt, Michael 

Muessel, Ben Craig, Nicholas McCubbin, Doug Totten and Coach MaryKay McCubbin. photo by Interstate Studios 

4 f a small team of primari ly seniors, the boy's tennis team was bound for a successful season. 
Freshman, Raymond Fair stated, "Learning the fundamentals of tennis was the hardest part of the season 
for me because I had never played before." A winning season of I 0-8 might not have been what the 
team was looking for, however the season was still successful. "Watching this group of seniors that did 
not win a match their freshman 1-ear, turn into a competitive tennis team was one of the best parts of 
coaching this year," commented Coach Steve Hesse. 

The team will struggle next year with only three returning non-senior players. Noah Hall added, "I 
am a little nervous for next season mostly with the fact that Alex Reuss, Aczael Rios, Luke Higgins and I 
will probably make up the entire team!" The team is hoping to recruit more players and have yet another 
successful season. -Brittney Snodgrass ~ () 

0 
0(:) (:) 

Doug Totten, I 2th 
'The best part about playing 
tennis this year was playing 

Southwestern on Senior Night 
and miraculously comin~ back 

to win the match. 

Michael Muessel, I 2th 
'The Oldenburg match was 

my favorite part about playing 
tennis this year. Afr.er we won 
the match, we went to eat at 
Gold Star Chilli as an entire 

team." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

---------

Ben Craig, 12th 
'The best part about playing 

tennis this year was 
exclaiming "Huzzah-Amen!" 
after every single point on 

senior night" 



SHAWE SCOREBOARD: 

Shawe O Austin 5 
Shawe 2 Lawrenceburg 3 
Shawe 4 Madison I 
Shawe O Milan 5 
Shawe 5 New Washington 0 
Shawe 3 Oldenburg 2 
Shawe 3 Southwestern 2 
Shawe 3 Milan 2 
Shawe 2 Jennings Co. 3 
Shawe 4 Hennryville I 
Shawe I Trinrty Lutheran 4 
Shawe 3 Charleston 2 
Shawe 2 Southwestern 3 
Shawe 2 Trinity Lutheran 3 
Shawe 3 Oldenburg 2 
Shawe 5 New Washington 0 
Shawe 3 Southwestern 2 
Shawe O Jennings Co. 5 

The team g~thers before the mate~ _for some encouraging words and 
a prayer. This was a pre-game trad1t1on. photo by Marta Belt 

Nicholas McCubbin quickly 
returns the serve and gets 
back to his position for the 
next hit "The hardest 
part about this season 
was our sectional match. 
Doug Totten and I had 
to finish our doubles 
match after everyone else 
had played hard but lost 
We still played very well." 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Alex Reuss serves to his opponent to then win the game. 
Alex was? stron~.server a~d overall player on the 

team this year: _My favo_nte part about p_laying 
number one singles this year was bonding with my 

fellow teammates .. Hitting Doug Totten in the 
face dun_ng_ pract1~e. bo~g1e board surfing with 
Luke H1gg1ns during midnight madness, playing 
Chubby -Bunny and Breakfast Club every week 
were all events that we participated in as a 
team," commented Alex Reuss. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

Franklin Belt carefully watches the 
ball for an overhead shot during his 
doubles match with Raymond Fair. 
"I _liked playing doubles with Ray 
this season because he made an 
effort to hit the ball and improved 
a lot over the season," commented 
Franklin Belt photo by Marta Belt 

BOYS VARSl1YTENNIS 



Junior High Cheerleading
McKay Burdette I Sheloy 

Whitham, Kylee Ashubury, 
Mackenzie Lewis, and Sadie 

Miller. photo by Interstate 
Studios. 

Sarah Sanders attentively 
stands awaiting the 
outcome of a free throw. 
photo by Trent Scroggins 

Madison Drumm and Angela Goley walk flowers and 
balloons out for senior night. The girls always had fun 

doing this. It was a great way to celebrate the time 
the seniors had spent being part of the team. 

photo by Trent Scroggins 

Joined by the rest of the 
cheerleaders, Cassey Higdon 
and Caitlin Kelly get the 
crowd going during a time 
out. photo by Trent Scroggins 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- (HEERLEADING 



High School Cheerlead1ng: First Row-Ivy Schafer, Madison Drumm, Sarah Sanders, and Nickie Fitton. Second Row-Taylor Davis, Caitlin Kelly, 
and Kaelie Davis. Third Row-Angela Goley, Cassey Higdon, Casey Applegate, Katie McGee, and Shelby Greene. Fourth Row- Megan 
Whitham, Rebekah Israel, Bailee Koehler, and Destiny Lock (not pictured- Mariah Scott) photo by Barbaro Doughtery. 

'k,f, )(f,//4" fh ~ might not be considered a sport by some, but rt most definitely is a 
job. That is, a job that is well worth~ . Casey Applegate said,' 'There were some tough games, but when we 
get the crowd exerted rt really shows our support for our team, rt makes rt that much more rewarding:' 

Ivy Schafer said, ''The most rewarding thing for me, is to see the parents that come to the away games. 
We always have people that are willing to cheer along wrth us." Caitlin Kelly said, ''The most rewarding part is 
seeing how the actions we take pump up the crowd. It's our job to get the fans exerted, and, when we do, I can't 
help but smile." -Taylor Davis 

0 
0 ---- --------- 0 0 ~ 

Megan Whitham, 9th 
"/ like cheering for our team 
and being with friends . I like 

getting the crowd involved. Go 
Shawe!" 

McKay Burdette, 8 
"My favorite thing about Junior 
High cheerleading was 6eing 

with my friends. I also enjoyed 
going to all the games.' 

Mariah Scott; I I th 
" My favorite part of 

cheerleading was the bus 
rides! I always sit with my 

muffin, and we have awesome 
talks.'' 

SPORTS 



Seventh Grade Scoreboard: 
Shawe 31 Crothersville 13 

Shawe 27 New Washington 26 
Shawe 40 Rising Sun 14 

Shawe 17 St. Lawrence 27 
Shawe 29 lac-Cen-Del 12 
Shawe 38 5outh Ripley 12 

Shawe 18 Austin 32 
Shawe 29 Rising Sun 6 

Shawe 26 Switzerlana Co. 8 
Shawe 26 Milan 9 

Shawe 29 Immanuel Lutheran 24 
Shawe 36 Switzerland Co. 31 
Shawe 17 Southwestern 30 

Eighth Grade Scoreboard: 
Shawe 33 Crothersville 21 

Shawe 3 I Rock Creek 7 
Shawe 29 New Washington 38 

Shawe 37 Rising Sun I 8 
Shawe 24 Switzerlana Co. 34 

Shawe 22 Jac-Cen-Del 14 
Shawe 39 Medora 20 

Shawe 38 South Ripley 21 
Shawe 16 Austin 44 

Shawe 29 Rising Sun I 0 
Shawe 27 Switzerlana Co. 36 

Shawe 21 Milan 27 The JH coaches, Mr. Chuck Hensler and Mr. Steve Hesse, call a time 
Shawe 34 Immanuel Lutheran 27 out to refocus their seventh grade team. photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Shawe 13 Switzerland Co. 27 
Shawe 4 3 Southwestern 4 

Riley Boone fights to keep 
the ball away from a gir 

on the New Washington 
team. Although it was 

Junior High, the intensity 
was still present. photo 

by Brittney Snodgrass 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Carson Hambrick watches to see if the girl on the 
opposing team would make her free throw. Both 

Coaches instructed the girls on plays and other 
strategies of the game. "The best part about 

coaching is seeing the girls learn everyday 
They are a great group of _girls and are fun to 

be around," added Coach Steve Hesse. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Jenna Armstrong goes up to 
shoot a layup during her 
warmup. Whi le some 
prefered practicing shots, 
others prefered to stretch or 
get mentally ready for their 
game during this time. photo 
by Brittney Snodgrass 



JH Girls Basketball: Front - Brittany Durham, Megg Hensler, Riley Boone and Carson Hambrick. Middle - Gabrielle Pawlak, 
Claire Higgins, Maddie Waller, Erin Cooper and Jenna Annstrong. Back - Bailey Wolf, Katelyn Moore, Shannon Fry, Emalee 
Copeland, Megan Hesse and Sarelia Rios. photo by Interstate Studios 

Wf f ~ the addition of two new coaches, Mr. Chuck Hensler and Mr. Steve Hesse, both the 
seventh and eighth grade teams flourished. Finishing out the year with a good record, the team had a 
winning season. Bailey Wolf commented, "Having a new coaching staff was not really hard once I got used 
to it Coach Hensler made practice fun!" 

This season came with a lot of hard work from both players and coaches. "The hardest part 
about this season was having my dad as a coach. He was the hardest on me," added Megg Hensler. 
-Brittney Snodgrass O (:) 

0 (:) ---- C) (:) -------- C) • . 

Sarelia Rios, 8th 
''lv1y favorite part about 

ploying basketball this year 
was spending time at practice 

with my friends ." 

Oaire Higgins, 7th 
"Having the new coaches was 
my favorite part about playing 

bosketbalf this year. I also 
loved hanging out with all of 

my friends and winning!" 

Emalee Copeland, 8th 
''lv1y favorite port about 

ploying basketball this year 
was re5ounding. I love to get 

in there and fight the other 
players for the boll."" 

GIRLS JH BASKETBALL 



7th Grade Record 8-8 8th Grade Record 16-3 

Southwestern 21 Shawe 30 Southwestern 16 Shawe 55 
South Ripley 19 Shawe 20 South Ripley 28 Shawe 39 
Swrtz Co. 35 Shawe 12 Swt1z Co. 17 Shawe 36 
Crothersville 15 Shawe 36 Rising Sun 25 Shawe 32 
New Washington 35 Shawe 9 Swrtz Co. 32 Shawe 41 
Jac-Cen-Del 18 Shawe 22 Crothersville 31 Shawe 46 
St Barts 36 Shawe 27 New Washington Shawe 35 
Swrtz Co 34 Shawe 22 Jac-Cen-Del 22 Shawe 27 
Rising Sun 30 Shawe 14 St. Barts 42 Shawe 30 
Austin 25 Shawe 18 Switz Co. 17 Shawe 39 
Southwestern 20 Shawe 24 R1s1ng Sun 34 Shawe 33 
lmman. Lutheran 20 Shawe 15 Medora 16 Shawe 52 

Austin 24 Shawe 41 
Southwestern 37 Shawe 39 
lmman. Lutheran 49 Shawe 26 

Blocking out his man, 
Grayson Rhoten prepares 
to crash the board for a 

rebound. Blocking out is a 
key essential to any 

basketball player's game, 
and these group of guys 

seem to have it down. 
photo by Morie Rhoten 

Showing off their well deserved hardware that the boys 
fought for in the Switzerland County Tournament, was well 
worth all the pain and sweat for these guys. As Coach 
Tom Bear, Coach Van Wye, Skip Maas, Kaelin Jines, 
Grayson Rhoten, Patrick Bear, Brad Koehler, Andrew Huff 
and Sid Thevenow rejoice in this victorious tournament 
sweep. photo by Marie Rhoten 

During a weekend round robin tournament Coach 
Mike Koehler give his squad a breather during a full 

t imeout, and lets his team know that they are 
switching to man defense. photo by Kathy Bear 

Patrick Bear gets set up for the 
original 3 point play, a basket and 
a free throw. Shawe's Junior High 
boys continued to keep the 
Shawe legacy of having great 
free throw shooters throughout 
their season. Making free throws 
seemed to help the team secure 
wins during their season. 
photo by Kathy Bear 

)UST KEEP SWIMMING - JUNIOR HIGH BASKETBALL 



Boys Junior High Basketball Front - Caleb Denton, Cameron Rampy, Sedbastian Livomo, Patrick Bear, Aaron Petersen, T ayfor 
Kelly and Christopher Grote. Back - Coach Mike Koehler, Kaelin Jines, Jesse Frtton, Skip Maas, Daniel Carri llo, Sid Thevenow, 
Grayson Rhoten, Brad Koehler, Joel Carrillo and Coach Gary VanWye. (<,, .. ~ ,~t14{Atf&,hf to the Junior High boys basketball team on winning last 
night's game," was o~ he morning announcements on more than one occasion. The Jr. High boys had an 
outstanding season winning 18 and only losing 3 of their games, along with being crowned the 
Switzerland County Tournament Champs! 

These guys are rousing the attention of many parents and fans, warting in anticipation for these 
players to get to the high school level and show what they really have! When asked what his most 
memorable in-game moment was, Kaelin Jines said, "H is most memorable in-game moment was, his huge 
block against Medora.Then Grayson Rhoten coming up and screaming, "Get that outta here!!!" We rated it 
block of the year." -William Craig 

Taylor Kelly, 8th 
"My favorite highlight during 

the season was when we beat 
Southwestern by 40 points!" 

Sid Thevenow, 7th 
"My favorite high/ i~ht during 
the season was winning the 

Switzerland Count Tournament 
over Rising Sun." 

Patrick Bear, 7th 
"My favorite highlight during 
the season was the South 

Ripley game because it was a 
tough game and we ended up 

winning by IO." 

SPORTS 



Shawe Scoreboard 

Shawe 33 Oldenburg Academy 41 
Shawe 35 Crothersville 30 
Shawe 24 Clarksville 37 
Shawe 21 Providence 46 
Shawe 14 Milan 53 
Shawe 18 Southwestern 52 
Shawe IO Christian Academy 45 
Shawe I 6 South Ripley 56 
Shawe I 2 Borden 54 
Shawe 38 Crothersville 34 
Shawe 19 Hauser 78 
Shawe 12 New Washington 62 
Shawe 45 Rock Creek f 6 
Shawe 16 Oldenburg Academy 55 
Shawe 19 Trinity Lutheran 62 
Shawe 30 Rising Sun 57 
Shawe 29 lac-Cen-Del 68 
Shawe I 6 Trimble Co. 68 
Shawe 32 South Decatur 58 
Shawe 26 Henryville 44 
Shawe 26 Switzerland County 47 
Shawe 20 Jac-Cen-Del 67 

While looking for who's open 
on the court, freshman, 

Stephanie Snodgrass dribbles 
the ball up the court 

Stephanie was the team's 
point guard after previous 
point guard, Taylor Grote, 

suffered an ankle injury. 
photo by Brittney Snodross 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Before the game begins, Senior Captain, Chloe Storm, 
offers good luck to her fellow teammates. Chloe was 

the "lone Senior" and held the task of motivating 
her entire team, as most of them had never 
played a varsity game before the season. Chloe 
ended the season as the leading scorer and 
received All-Conference honors. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

Hannah Storm sprints to get 
back on defense. Hannah 
was one of the five freshmen 
that were on the team. Each 
of them faced the challenge 
of having never played 
varsity basketball before. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 



Varisty Basketball: Front- Taylor Grote, Meg Scroggins, Amelia Koehler, and Allison Mruzek Back - Coach Bob Hill, Coach 
Rachel Baudendistel, Stephanie Snodgrass, Chloe Storm, Kayla Cielinski, Kaitlyn Boehm, Hannah Storm, and Coach Aaron 
Copeland. photo by Interstate Studios 

Qt, twtf,h a small number of players, injuries, and a majority of the team compi led of 
underclassmen, it was no doubt that Shawe's Varsity Girls Basketball team would face some obstacles. That 
being said, accomplishments could be seen in aspects of the game besides just winning and losing. Taylor 
Grote commented, "Even though we had some rough times, my favorite part was the games that we 
played our best and showed improvement in.Those games may have resulted in a loss, but it felt like a win." 

Junior; Allison Mruzek, also saw a big improvement in her team. "I hated being sick this year and not 
getting to play. but I was able to see how far my team had come and that was awesome." - Liz Grote 

~ 
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Meg Scroggins, 9th 
"/ really enjoyed playing 

basketball this year. Even 
though it was a tough season, 

I learned a lot!" 

Amelia Koehler, 9th 
"My favorite part of this 

basketball season was being 
with all of my friends!" 

Chloe Storm, 12th 
'This year was very_ exciting. It 
was my last year of basketball. 

Although our team was 
younger; I thought everyone 

improved a lot from the 
beginning of the season." 

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' BASKETBALL 



Shawe Scoreboard 
Shawe 45 Hauser 65 
Shawe 46 Horizon Christian 62 
Shawe 42 Rock Creek 38 
Shawe 57 Southwestern 51 
Shawe 5 I Evansville Day 60 
Shawe 44 Trimble County 50 
Shawe 30 South Ripley 50 
Shawe 39 Crothersvi lle 56 
Shawe 53 South Decaur 50 
Shawe 40 Oldenburg Academy 38 
Shawe 29 Providence 60 
Shawe 64 Trimble County 52 
Shawe 40 New Washington 29 
Shawe 44 Jac-Cen-Del 49 
Shawe 50 Charlestown 68 
Shawe 45 Rising Sun 49 
Shawe 41 Switzerland County 49 
Shawe 42 Rock Creek 50 
Shawe 46 Seton Catholic 52 
Shawe 41 Milan 71 
Shawe 48 Risin_g Sun 46 
Shawe 59 jac-Cen-Del 55 
Shawe 67 Hauser 79 

Pumping themselves up for 
a home game, Taylor 

Rhoten and Raymond Fair 
participate in the team 

huddle. The huddles were 
a time for the team to 
come together and get 

ready to take part in the 
game. photo by Trent 

Scroggins 

Showing the utmost excitement after winning the first game of the Class I A 
Sectional, Franklin Belt, Eamon Fry, Sam Boone, Aczael Rios, Kyle Daugherty and 

Jesse Ball jump up off the bench to congratulate their teammates. The 
excrtement was astounding and carried into each one of their next 

two games. photo by Trent Scroggins 

Battling as hard as he could, Jesse Ball shoots a 
three hoping to put the team ahead in the 

game. The game against Rising Sun was tough, 
but the boys managed to go out with a bang. 
Luke Higgins scored a career high of thirty 
points in a single game during the match up. 
photo by Trent 
Scroggins 

Jordan Chandler flies through 
the air to make a basket in 
the heated game against 
Rock Creek.The game 
proved to be an endurance 
run for the players as they 
battled for points. photo by 
Trent Scroggins 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- SPORTS 



JVNarsity boys: Front- Jack Heitz, Cristian Rios, Garel Blanchard, Whit Grote, Chase Heaton, Kyte Wisman, Connor Boone and 

Trent Scroggins. Middle- Brandon Callis, David Grote, Jesse Ball, Joey Mingione, Kyte Daugherty, Franklin Belt and Aczael Rios. 

Back- Blake Deuser, Drew Kring, Luke Higgins, Sam Boone, Jordan Chandler, Taylor Rhoten, Eamon Fry, Chris Peterson and 

Matt Traylor. (Not pictured: Raymond Fair) photo by Interstate Studios 
(( 

~ '1411ft, old stuff just a different year" was the motto that the basketball boys lived by 

throughout the season. They had lost five seniors coming into the new year. Those five had carried the team in 

the previous year all the way to the second game of Regionals. Before even entering the season, the team had 

very big shoes to fill. ''The hardest part of the season was coming so close to a sectional t itle but coming up one 

game short," Luke Higgins commented. 
Senior Franklin Belt added, "I felt like I had bigger responsibilities being one of the oldest on the team." 

Although the boys were unable to bring home the sectional title for a third year in a row, they still made 

everyone proud. This year was one of the toughest the team had to go through and they still managed to make rt 
to the very last round. -Caitlin Kelly ® 

® -------- G 
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David Grote, I I th 
'The most rewarding part of 
this year was being able to 
battle through tough times 
and learn a whole different 

system of basketball." 

Taylor Rhoten, I I th 
"Coming so close to winning 

Sectional when no one thought 
we would was definitely the 

most rewarding." 

Eamon Fry, I I th 
'The most rewardin~ part of 

this season was gettmg to not 
only play Junior Varsity but 

Varsity as well." 

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL 



Caitlin Kelly, Taylor Grote, Bailey Davis, Angela Goley, Katie McGee, Chloe Storm, and Liz Grote share a laugh while waiting 
for the Shawe Invitational Tournament to resume after a downpour of rain. photo by Taylor Davis 

NI team shows the philosophy of. 'practice makes perfect' better than the girls tennis team.Two years 
ago the team was fortunate enough to get a coach that was dedicated and determined. As the first year started off 
rough, it was clear that the team had a long way to go.The tennis team really showed their progress in their 
achievements of this past year. Katie McGee said, "I think what helped us the most was our amazing coach. He always 
had patience when we talked too much, but he got on us too and made us work." 

From winning just one match two years ago to winning over half of their matches this year; the growth and 
hard work has all paid off. Chloe Storm said, 'Toe most rewarding time in tennis this past season was winning against 
most of the teams that usually beat us every year. It was a real testament to see how far we've really come.' 'The girls 
finished their season by winning the first match in the sectional against Madison. Next years season is set for definite 
success.- Taylor Davis ei ------~ 
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Uz Grote, I I th 
"I love ploying tennis because it 

can be ployed as a leisure 
social sport, but playing for 

Shawe, gives me a chance to 
play competitively, which is 

awesome." 

Bailey Davis, I I th 
"I love being with all my friends. 

We all have a lot of fun 
together with our ABC 5wag! I'll 

always remember the crazy 
things we did during the season. 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Angela Goley, I I th 
"I loved being able to spend the 
season with the seniors before 

they graduate, and joking 
around with Steve and his best 

friend was a lot of fun too." 



Shawe Scoreboard 

Milan- 1-4 Loss 
Jennings County- 0-5 Loss 
Southwestern- 1-4 Loss 
Lawrencburg- 5-0 Win 
New Washington- 4-1 Loss 
Christian Academy- 3-2 Win 
Austin- 2-3 Loss 
Austin- 2-3 Loss 
Milan- 3-2 W in 
New Washington- 4-0 Win 
Henryville- 1-4 Loss 
Charlestown- 1-4 Loss 
Milan- 3-2 W in 
Southwestern- 2-3 Loss 
Oldenburg Academy- 2-3 Loss 
Madison- 4- 1 W in 
Madison Sectional- 5-0 Win 
Jennings County Sectional- 1-4 Loss 

Girls Tennis: Front- Taylor Davis, Chloe Storm, Caitlin Kelly, Coach Steve Sims, Taylor 
Grote, Liz Grote, Angela Goley, Katie McGee, Bailey Davis, and Brittney Snodgrass. 

Enjoying a nice win against 
New Washington, Coach 

Steve Sims shares a smile 
with baby Tanner. Coach 

. _Sims _always had a 
pos1t1ve mindset, which 

helped push the team to 
do their best in every 
match. photo by Debbie 

Snodgrass 

Proud of their personalized tennis signs, Brittney 
Snodgrass, Chloe Storm, and Taylor Grote pose 

for a picture before the big sectional match 
ag_ainst Madison High School. photo by Steve 
S,ms 

Senior, Caitlin Kelly, stands 
ready to finish the game 
after Milan's number three 
singles serves the ball. Caitlin 
ended on a winning score of 
6-4. photo by Taylor Davis 

TENNIS 



Sarelia Rios, Maddie Waller, 
Josie Grote, and Shannon 

Fry spend some time goofing 
off between events. 
Photo by Joel Carrillo 

Individual times not avai lable. 

Josie Grote takes a short 
jog around the school. 

photo by Erin Poyner 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Conner Applegate, Josie Grote, Sariela Rios, and Daniel 
Carrillo relax after school before heading to track 

practice. These students needed some down time 
before working hard at practice. photo by Erin 
Poyner 

Joel Carrillo stretches before 
practice. Joel knew the 
importance of warming up 
before a hard practice. photo 
by Erin Poyner 



Junior high track team: Back - Joel Carrillo, Christopher Grote, Daniel Carrillo, Conner Applegate, Sebastian Livomo Front- Skip 
Mass, Sarelia Rios, Josie Grote and Cameron Rampy. photo by Erin Poyner 

'T k track season was off to a rocky start, as team members were panicked to find a new 
coach. Xavier Jackson stepped up, and was named the Junior High, as well as the High School. track coach. 
Due to the small numbers of students participating, Shannon Fry was asked to fill in for a meet. This was 
Shannon's first track meet, she stated, "My favorite part was throwing shot put for the first time and getting 
3rd place!" 

Maddie Waller was also asked to participate in a relay race, even though she was not officially part 
of the team. Maddie said, "My favorite part of participating was being with all my friends." - Erin Poyner 

0 -------- 0 00 
0 0 ~ 

Conner Applegate, 8th 
"My favorite part of track had 
to be the 800 meter dash. I 
have never won that event. 
and I won it every time!" 

Daniel Carrillo, 8th 
"My favorite part of track was 

the meets. They were very 
competitive and it was a 

challenge to improve your best 
time at every meet Track also 

let me spend time with my 
friends." 

.---:::,-------

Sarelia Rios, 8th 
'i'\lly favorite part of track this 
year was getting to hangout 
with my friends and be silly." 

JH TRACK 



High School Track - Front: Hannah Storm and Laura Hesse. Back - Garel Blanchard, Zack Tingle, Aaael Rios and Myles Hesse. 

photo by Erm Poyner 

., k High School Track team faced a challenge this year. as the number of participants was small. 

With a new track coach from Hanover College, Xavier Jackson, the runner·s still had much to look forward to. 

Laura Hesse shared her favorite part of competeing, 'The most exciting part of track is at the end of a race. 

Occasionally, it will come between two people that have to sprint it out in the end." 
A highlight of the season also came at the ORVC Meet. For the first time in three years, the girls were 

able to pull together a relay team with the help of Chloe Storm and Liz Grote. "I came over to Madison after 

our tennis match, because I heard they needed help. It was my first track meet since Junior High, so I thought 

we put in a good effort," noted Chloe Storm. - Liz Grote ~ 

• . -------- 0 
00 ~ 

Zach Tingle, / 0th 
"My favorite track event is the 

I 00 meter dash. I really like 
sprint events, because it is all 

mental." 

David Strange, / / th 
"Sectionals was definitely the 

most exciting part of track this 
year. There atmosphere gives 

you so much adrenaline, and it 
helps to make you run faster." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Gare! Blanchard, / 0th 
"The 800 meter would hove 

to be the event I like to 
participate in the most, 

because it's a good medium 
distance event" 



At the Sectional Track Meet, 
Hannah Storm rounds the 
corner as she prepares to 

sprint the last stretch of 
her event. Hannah was 
one of two girls on the 

tracl< team and 
accounted for a majority 

of the points. photo by 
Steve Hesse 

Sophomore, Zack Tingle, 
focuses on a long stride 
durir:1g the lo_ng jump. Zack 
participated 1n the event 
occasionally to make up for 
Shawe's lack of Boy's Track 
members, even t hough he 
favored sprints and shorter 
distance races. This was 
Zack's first year participating 
on t he track team. He is 
looking forward to 
competing for Shawe in the 
spring for years to come. 
photo by Trent Scroggins 

Individual times not available. 

During some spare time at a track meet at Madison 
Hign School, Aczael Rios and Chase Heaton show 

off their guns for t he camera. Alt hough Shawe's 
track team was short on numbers, they were 

able to recruit people that were on other teams 
to run for them. Aczael was one of these 
athletes that played basebal l as his main sport, 
and also helped out by running in track meets 
as well. photo by Nadia Moore 

Junior, Laura Hesse, sprints 
off of the starting blocks. 
Laura was a leader on the 
track team as she was one 
of its only returning 
members. photo by Steve 
Hesse 

HIGH SCHOOL TRACK 



Taylor Kelly, Carson 
Hambrick and Megg 
Hensler discuss their 
upcoming golf match. 

Alt.hough there were only 
t hree students on the Shawe 

Memorial team, they were 
always focused on being the 

best they could be. photo by 
Erin Poyner 

Carson Hambrick finishes 
up her stellar hit during 

practice. Carson loves 
to play golf. photo by 

Erin Poyner 

Taylor Kelly prepares to strike the ball. He 
concentrates and plays seriously, but always 

remembers to also have fun, being too serious 
tends to make things frustrating. photo by Katie 

Hoyden 

Megg Hensler works on 
followir1g through with her 
swing. Th is was the first time 
for the seventh graders to 
compete competitively. 
photo by Erin Poyner 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- JUN IOR HIGH GOLF 



Junior High GolfTeam: Megg Hensler, Carson Hambrick. and Taylor Kelly. Photo by Erin Poyner 

l'f, vfh ~ up the tee in the world of golf, three young students work hard to improve their 
game and make their ~ k ''It takes positive attitude and hard work to make it to the top.'' said Taylor Kelly. 

It is an opportunity to watch the group grow and learn, with such determination they are bound to go 
places. "Practice makes perfect," said Carson Hambrick They worked hard to be the best they could be. Golf 
might not always be easy, but these three students are always up for a challenge. -Katie Hoyden 

Megg Hensler, 8th 
"/ love being with my friends ." 

Taylor Kelly, 8th 
"/ love being able to play the 

one spot and also being 
challenged by someone as 

good as me." 

Carson Hambrick, 8th 
"Golf is one of my favorite 

sports, and I love working hard 
to improve my game." 

JUNIOR HIGH GOLF 



High School Golf: Collin Hambrick, Chris Petersen, Spencer T orline, Eamon Fry, Joe Mingione and Alex Ruess. (Not pictured: 
Coach Matt Hal~ photo by Enn Poyner 

T k, Golf Team faced many struggles throughout the season. Although their goals of an ORVC 
title and a top three team finish in Sectionals were not met, the golfers were still able to see the bright 
side of the situation. Eamon Fry commented, "The best part of this season was having Joe advance to 
Regionals. We were all very happy for him." 

Alex Ruess was also able to pick out the positives in the season. "It would have been nice this year 
to go to Regionals and win Conference, but I was very proud of my team anyways. I was also thrilled to 
earn medalist honors at a few of our matches." - Liz Grote 

Chris Petersen, I I th 
'The most exciting port of this 
golf season was competing in 
Conference and sectionals and 
getting better throughout the 

year." 

~ 
0 
<:) 

Spencer Torline, I I th 
'Toking the golf clubs out of 

the bog and throwing them on 
the ground at practice was my 

favorite port of this season." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Michael Muessel, I 2th 
'The most exciting port about 
golf this year was that it was 

my lost It made moments 
bittersweeL" 



Senior, Michael Muessel, 
lines up his shot on the 

green. This was a 
technique many golfers 

used to ensure they 
would get the most 

suitable angle for their 
shot. photo by Liz Grote 

Junior, Alex Ruess, lines up 
for a drive.This was Alex's 
third year playing golf for the 
high school team and by the 
end of the season, it was 
also his most improved. He 
earned medalist titles at 
numerous meets, which was 
a pleasant to surprise to not 
only Alex's coach and 
teammates, but to A lex as 
well. It proved that hard 
work and dedication really 
do pay off. photo by Liz Grote 

During the Sectional Golf Meet at Sunrise Golf 
Course, Joe Mingione uses his umbrella to keep dry. 

It rained on and off the entire day but luckily, Joey 
came prepared for anything. Although he didn't 
shoot a preferable score, his performance at 
Sectionals earned him a berth to the Regional 
meet. photo by Liz Grote 

Eamon Fry practices his 
swing. A few practice strokes 
often proved to pay off for 
many of the golfers. photo by 
Liz Grote 

H IGH SCHOO L GOLF 



Shawe Scoreboard 

Shawe 3 Borden I 3 
Shawe O Jac-Cen-Del I 0 
Shawe O Southwestern 14 
Shawe O Rising Sun I 0 
Shawe O Trinity Lutheran 17 
Shawe I South Ripley I 3 
Shawe 4 Oldenburg I 3 
Shawe O Switzerland Co. I 0 
Shawe 5 Southwestern I 6 
Shawe I Rising Sun 17 
Shawe 3 South Decatur 15 
Shawe I South Ripley I 3 
Shawe 12 Milan I 3 
Shawe O Milan 21 
Shawe O Hauser 14 
Shawe O Switzerland Co. 8 
Shawe 25 Rock Creek 3 
Shawe I 5 Rock Creek I 5 

Shawe 2-18 

Ashley Josephsen waits for 
her opponent to hit the 
ball at first base. Ashley 
was the only senior on 

the team and had to 
really step up and be a 

leader for her teammates. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Allison Mruzeck winds up h~r pitch before ~hrowing ~e b~II to the batter. This was 
Allison's first time being a pitcher; and she did an amazing Job. photo by Bnttney 
Snodgrass 

Sliding into home, Amelia Koehler pulls in a run for the 
home team.This was the first softball game the girls 

had at home and nerves were at a high. They were 
down by eleven coming into the fourth inning, 
but came back and scored three runs in the 
end. photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

Signaling for t he pitcher to 
wait. Kayla Cieslinski takes 
her time preparing to bat. 
The girls were encouraged 
to take as much time as they 
needed before hitting the 
ball. photo by Brittney 
Snodgrass 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING- SPORTS 



High School Softball: Front- Kayla Cieslinski, Sarah Sanders, Meghan Scroggins, Amelia Koehler and Stephanie Snodgrass. Back
Allison Mruzek, Jal ynn Copeland, Sarelia Rios, Shelby Greene, Ashley Josephsen, Megan Goebel, Addie Davis, Emalee 
Copeland and DJ Scoggins. photo by Erin Poyner 

~€ttfh~ new uniforms was just one of the perks of the 20 12 softball season. Ashley Josephsen 
was the only senior and ~ st would've looked at this as a burden, but Ashley looked at it in a positive way. She 
commented, "Being the only senior was tough at times, but this group of girls was amazing. They all brought 
something to the team and helped lead in their own unique ways." 

Although the softball team didn't get as many wins as they had hoped, they still pulled out a few victories. 
When asked what it was like beating Rock Creek. DJ Scoggins said, "It was awesome. The girls were really nice and 
it made the game more enjoyable. It had been a long day and it was nice to accomplish the w in." -Coidin Kelly 

~ ~ ~ 
G -----~- G ------~ G 
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Shelby Greene, I 0th 
"The best part about this 

season was when Mr. 
VanWye got in a f,ght with 

the umpires at the Switzerland 
County game. That team 

definitely won't ever be able to 
forget us." 

Stephanie Snodgrass, 9th 
"Getting to be the catcher my 
f,rst year officially being on the 
team was the highlight of the 

season." 

/aLynn Copeland, I I th 
''The best part about the 

season was winning against 
Rock Creek in our double

header." 

HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL 



Boys Baseball Front - Raymond Fair, Kyle Wisman, Sam Huffman, Whit Grote and Franklin Belt. Back - Jordan Wentworth, 
Branden Callis, Kyle Darery, David Grote, Jesse Ball, Luke Higgins and Aczael Rios. 

~ .. ~ t ~ ) year of baseball, and a new head coach for Shawe, didn't seem to affect the players this 
year: Although with a few key players missing during the season, the boys really stepped up to the plate to make their 
season a home run! When it's spring time at Shawe, you can always see at least one player on the field either helping 
with the field maintenance or taking some extra fielding. 
Aczael Rios said, "I love working on the field on Saturdays, coach gets us pizza, the team is together working hard, 
having fun and bonding, plus there's nothing like seeing how amazing our field looks after we get done for the day!'' 

Franklin Belt the lone senior on the baseball team said,' 'It's pretty interesting being the lone senior, because I 
feel like I have bigger responsibilities looking after the team and giving the younger guys some advice I've learned over 
the years." -William Craig '°' 0 0 ~ ~ 

G ---- G V • (:) __ <:) 

Kyle Daughtery, I I th 
"My highlight of the year was 
the home run I hit at Shawe 

this season." 

Kyle Wisman, 9th 
"Being an outfielder isn't as 
easy as it seems, it can be 

difficult to judge how far back 
or forward the ball is going, 
and rou have to give It your 

al to make the catch." 

JUST KEEP SWIMM IN G - SPORTS 

Whit Grote, 9th 
"Being a freshman and 

starting varsity is a great 
feeling, because it lets me 

know all the hard work I've 
done actually made me better 

and able to start with the 
upperclassmen." 



Shawe Scoreboard 

Shawe 5 Crothersville 0 
Shawe O Charlestown I 0 
Shawe IO Jac-Cen-Del 6 
Shawe 2 Southwestern 8 
Shawe 3 Risi ng Sun 2 
Shawe I Soutn Decatur 18 
Shawe 5 Trinity Lutheran I I 
Shawe 4 Carrol County 8 
Shawe 2 Austin 4 
Shawe 2 South Ripley I 2 
Shawe 2 Austin 12 
Shawe 4 Milan 3 
Shawe I Oldenburg 7 

David Grote and his fellow infielders gather at the mound for a pow wow on how 
to handle the next batter. Oftentimes, one of the infielders would call timeout and 
talk to the other infielders and pitcher on how he thinks they should field the next 
batter. This seems to be a very effective method for the Toppers as it has gotten 
them many key outs to keep them 1n the game. photo By Taylor Davis 

Shawe IO Crothersville 8 
Shawe 8 Switzerland Co. 9 
Shawe 6 Jac-Cen-Del 2 
Shawe I f North Decatur I 0 
Shawe 14 Southwestern 8 
Shawe 5 Switzerland Co. 14 
Shawe O Rising Sun I I 
Shawe 4 South Ripley 8 
Shawe 4 Madison 9 
Shawe 3 Borden 8 
Shawe 7 Milan 5 
Shawe O Oldenburg 9 

Coach Bob Kring gives Jesse 
Ball some words of 

encouragement to help lift 
his sp irits after his we ll hit 

ball to right field was 
caught. Many of the 

baseball players look up 
to Coach Kring due to his 

knowledge of the game, 
kindness and his amazing 

personality. 
photo By Barb Daughtery 

Raymond Fair goes through his batting routine while 
staring down the pitcher to try and get in his head. 

Ray is a very skilled batter, and he seems like he 
can hit whatever the pitcher throws at him. Many 
of the players have their own routi ne before the 
pitch leaves the pitcher's hand. Whether they 
swing the bat a few times, clear off their cleats 
or spit on their batting gloves, our guys do 
what they have to do to feel comfortable in 
the batter's box. 
photo By Taylor 
Davis 

Being the voice of Shawe Baseball, 
Jordan Chandler focuses intently 
on the game at hand to give fans 
the latest updates on the game. 
Jordan also is know for being very 
enthusiastic when it came to 
announcing our players at bat. 
photo By Taylor Davis 

SPORTS 



Shawe Scoreboard 
Shawe I Christian Academy 4 

Shawe 5 Southwestern 0 
Shawe 3 Austin 2 

Shawe 4 Madison I 
Shawe 4 Southwestern I 

Readying herself at the net, 
Carson Hambrick prepares 
for a ball to come her way. 
This was most of the girls 

first time ever playing tennis, 
and it proved to be a little 

harder then anticipated. "The 
hardest part about playing 
tennis is loosing. Even if I 

lose, I know that I tried hard 
and had fun. Also playing 

doubles with my best friend 
makes tennis that much more 

fun ," she added. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

Preparing to serve, 
Megan Hill tosses the ball 
up, ready to slam it down 

in her opponents court. 
photo by Brittney Snodgrass 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Riley Boone returns the ball back ove~. th~ net 
during her match. She commented, This 1s 

my first time playing tennis compe~itively. I 
really enjoy tennis, and I like learning new 
things. This past year has been a really 
great exi:>erience for me.'' photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 

Claire Higgins follows 
through on her return 
during her singles match. 
Sucessfully returning the 
ball back over the net 
was not as easy as one 
might think. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 



JH Girls Tennis: front - Brittany Durham, Shelby Whitham, Mackenzie Lewis, McKay Burdette and Shannon Fry. back - Megan 
Hill, Claire Higgins, Lauren Cieslinski, Riley Boone, Carson Hambrick and Maddie Waller. photo by Erin Poyner 

IJf a new year unfolded, so did a new sport that was offered. Normally throughout the spring 
sport season, there wou ld only be one junior high sport that the girls could _participate in; however; this 
past year that was changed. Coach Steve Hesse and Assistant Coach Alex Reuss started up another 
tennis team for the school. Alex Reuss commented, " I enjoyed being an assiaitant coach because I was 
not only able to help the girls become better team players, but also work on my own personal skills." 
Mackenzie Lewis commented, "I like that thhey offered a tennis team for us this year; because it allowed 
us to be able to brush up on our skills before joining the high school team." 

Of course th is year had its ups and downs, as any other sport would have. "I think the hardest 
part of the season for us was having so many people on the team who were all trying to learn," added 
Lauren Cieslinski. -Brittney Snodgrass 

lo\ C) G ·}---------- 0 0 
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Shelby Whitham, 7th 
"My best memory is probably 
laughing at all the mistakes I 
hove mode, especially when I 
completely missed the boll." 

McKay Burdette, 8th 
"My favorite memory from 

tennis this season was 
probably winning my first 

match. It was really windy 
and we won 6-2. It was a 

huge accomplishment." 

Brittany Durham. 7th 
"/ enjoyed putting myself in a 

sport that I've never done 
before." 

JH TENNIS 
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At the Sectional Finals Swim Meet. Luke Higgins, Joey Mingione, Jesse Ball, Eamon Fry, David Grote, and Sam Boone pose for a 
picture in their spirited outfits with Shawe's lone swimmer. Liz Grote. Liz placed 6th and 9th in her events this year at 
Sectionals, which was good enough to place Shawe I 3th out of I 8 teams. photo by Mana Grote 

FI , some students, the sports offered at Shawe don't quite fit the mold, and they decide to 
look elsewhere to stay active. Sam Boone, for example, enjoys skiin& in his spare time. "I love skiing 
because it is a competition between yourself and your own abilities,' Sam explained. 

Other student ath let es, like Josie Grote, choose to participate in community teams, such as the 
H20 Swim Club. "Swimming itself is very relaxing to me, but I love doing it competitively, because of all the 
new people I'm able to meet swimming at the State and Zone levels," Josie stated. - Liz Grote 

~ ~ 
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Taylor Rhoten, I I th 
"Playing Basketball for a travel 
select team is very rewarding. 1 
get a lot of experience with a 
foster paced game, and I like 

meeting new people." 

Taylor Davis, I 2th 
"Doing Jillian Michael's 

workout every morning was 
tough, but it made me a lot 

more energetic throughout the 
day. I really enjoyed having 
Ashley Josephsen there to 
push me to keep going." 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING - SPORTS 

Ty_ler Canada, 12th 
"All of my hard work payed 
off when I ran in the Molly 
Dattilio Run and placed 3rd 

overall." 



Morgan Koehler smiles 
bright to end her 

cheerleading performance. 
Morgan is part of the 

Flyers dance team that is 
compiled of girls from 

Shawe and neighboring 
schools as well. photo by 

Anne Koehler 

Cassey Higdon steadies 
herself on one of her horses 
while taking a lap around the 
pen. Cassey participates in 
shows around the area and 
is very competitive in doing 
so. She has always had a love 
of horses growing up and 
spending time with them is 
now one of her favorite 
hobbies. photo by Kim Higdon 

During some spare time at Shawe Games, Jordan 
Chandler takes a ride on his skateboard. 

Skate~oarding is_ a sp~rt that Jord~ picked up all 
on h1~ own. It 1s a nice way for him to stay active 
outside of the sports he participates in for 
school. photo by Barb Daugherty 

While taking a stroll in Spain, 
David Grote and Michael 
Muessel use a cross bar to 
compete in a pull-up 
contest. Michael lifts weights 
in his spare time, and David 
does with the basketball 
team. photo by Liz Grote 

OTHER SPORTS 



Liz Grote makes the finishing 
touches on her advertising 
page fo r the yearbook. "I have 
a phobia of talking on the 
phone and being rejected, so 
selling ads was definitely a 
challenge for me at fi rst! Once 
I was able to overcome those 
fears, selling ads became much 
easie r for me," she added. 
photo by Carole 
Williams 

Katie Hayden works 
ahead to complete her 

advertising page. 
After students sold 

the ads, they had to 
create the company's 

design on their 
yearbook page. photo 

by Carole Williams 

THE ULTIMATE TREASURE CH EST - ADV ER Sf 

Scouring the internet for local businesses, 
William Craig looks for people to 

call for his advertisement sales. 
After many ads had been sold, 

finding new businesses to call 
became difficult. photo by 
Brittney Snodgrass 



Caitlin Kelly 
calls a local 
business she 
saw in the 
phone book, 
hoping to sell 
an ad space. 
Selling ads 
was the 
primary way 
of raising 
money for the 
journalism 
department. 

pfyoto by 
Brittney 

Snodgrass 

7 ~ be able to ensure an 
award winning yearbook 
year after year; the 
Journalism Department 
relied on the help of the 
entire community. Through 
selling advertisement spaces 
to fundraising, the 
department raised the 
required a nt of mo~y 
needed to p · their 

~ 
Selfing ads wam't as easy as 
one might thinl<. .. , definitely 
improved on being more 
comfortable talking to 
people on the ~lllld 
not getting down time 
someone said 'no'," d 
Taylor Davis. 
Other fll'K!raisers, from 
special at local 
restaurants, selling dre 
down pa!tes to students, 
mem s kept busy. Cart! 
Kelly commented, "My 
favorite fundraiser was 
Franco's N ight, because we 

to go eat with our 
fami · s. It was fun." 
-B · Snodgrass 

ADVERTIS ING DIVISION 



hannon Fry thinks that Katie McGee is tbe mo t upbeat. If December Miles could date anyone in the school who isn tin 
ber cla , she would date Taylor Kelly. Sam Boone think tbat Riley Boone ha the best smile . 

Patrons 
Mrs. Maria Armbrecht 
Mr. and Mrs. Ashbury 
Pat and Julie Berry 

Patty Bersch 
Mr. Jerry Bomholt 

Mr. and Mrs. Burdette 
Mr. John Callicotte 
Mr. Travis Cavert 

Carol 's Clean Sweep 
Mrs. Lou Ann Center 

Mr. and Mrs. Duane Cieslinski 
Mr. and Mrs. John Craig 

Christ Renews His Parish: Team 7 
Mrs. Frede 

Ann Furnish 
Deacon Mike Gardner 

Mrs. Gray 
Mr. Buzz Grote 

Mr. and Mrs. Dominic Grote 
Gretchen Grote 
Mr. Joe Grote 

Mrs. Maria Grote 
Mrs. Nancy Grote 

Mr. and Mrs. Rick Grote 
Terry and John Guarino 
Mr and Mrs. Matt Hall 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hesse 
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Higgins 

Mr. and Mrs. Mark and Kelly Hill 
Mrs. Mary Lou Hill 
The Hoying Family 
The Kahn Family 

Mr. John Kalb 
The Keith Family 

Georgellen Kelly '67 
Brenda Lauderbaugh 
Mrs. Tammy Martin 

THE ULTIMATE TREASURE CHEST - ADVERTISING 



ammie Tilley' dream pcl is a dino aur. Gillian Watkins' favorite couple is Katie Hayden and Jordan Chandler . Garrett 
Grimes spends mo t of hi money on army ·tu ff. ick Craig thinks that Garel .Blanchard has the best hair. 

Mrs. Karen Miles 
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Miller 

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Moore 
Minnick Woodworking , LLC 

Mrs. Sally Muessel 
The Murphy Family 

Ms. Jenny Nigg 
Mrs. Erin Poyner 

Dr. Pratt 
Mr. Jack Rampy 

The Ratcliff Family 
The Red Pepper Deli Cafe & Catering 

Mr. and Mrs. Rick Reuss 
The Rhoten Family 
Mrs. Marie Royalty 

St. Mary's Catholic Church 
Mrs. Christine Stormer 

Suntime Printing 
Mrs. Karen Terlinden 

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Torline 
Mr. Charlie Torline 
Mrs. Teresa Torline 

Mark and Nancy Totten 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Vanwye 

Mr. Whitney 
Mrs. Carole Williams 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wise 
Yancy Auto Parts 

'Thank You 'To ~((Wfio ri-[ave Suyyorted Our Year6ook! 
Your 'Kindness ~nd §enerosity 'ls 'lvlucfi ~yyreciated! 

ADVERTISING 



Jenna Armstrong aid if she could , she would date any of the Junior clas boys . Sammy Tilley thinks Joey Mingione has the 
best smile. Julia Wise would love to see The Script in conce11 . 

Con9ratu[ations 
C[ass of 2012! 

from J-f anover Macliine & Too{ 

INDUSTRIES, L LC 

The Employees of Grote Industries Inc. 
Congratulate the Class of 2012 at 

Shawe Memorial High School. 

THE ULTIMATE TREASURE CHEST- ADVERTISING 

Wishing 
You The 
Best ... 



If Jordan Wentworth could date anyone , he would choose Bailey Wolf. The only famous person Jesse Ball has ever met was 
Johnny Bench. Brittney Snodgrass thinks Franklin Belt has the best sm ile. 

Fit For The King 
FITN£55 C£NT£R t 

2617 North Wilson Ave. 
812-273-1543 

Go For It 
Class of 2012 ! 

Bill ·and Terry Grote 

8-o Toppers! 
8-ood Luck Class of 2012 

Jolut GtlYie 

124 East Main St. 
(812) 265-3836 

:Jefferson County 
~xtension office 

"'To 'MaJe tfie 'Best 'Better" 
265-8919 

FORD LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLY 

for all your building needs 
Located behind The Great Escape Theater 

273-4184 

Glass Unlimited 
807 Lanier Drive 

812-273-3622 

1986 Celebrating 25 years of success stories 2011 

Since our founding 25 years ago, through your generosity, over $2,000,000 has been invested in a 
professionally managed principal endowment helping to insure the future of Catholic education 
in Jefferson County. F.ach year, Friends has given a gift to our schools beginning in 1999 with 

$49,495 and building to over $100,000 in recent years. 

Since 2006 Friends has contributed over $1,000,000 to Prince of Peace Schools in all areas 

www.friendsofshawepj.org 812-273-4523 email: friends2@popeace.org 
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If ar on Hambrick could dat anyone in the school who i n' t in her etas , she 'd date Jesse Ball. 
Bailey Davi ' best talent i burping. Liz Grote's favorite ub from Subway i · turkey on wheat. 

Ann M. Suchocki 
Edward Jones 

Inv trnent Representative 

2328 . 'lichigan Road 
P.O. Box 343 
Madi-on, I 47250 
Bu 812-273-3654 Fa 877-222-0820 
Toll Frf'r 877-2 3-3654 
, W\\ .rdwardjone .corn 

MAKING SENSE OF INVESTING 

Torlin~ Court 'R~porting 
Patricia~- Torlin~, fnz~lanc~ 

Court 'R.~port~r 
180 W. Hutchinson Ln. 

Madison, IN 47250 
812-701-1774 

Hilltop Dairy Queen 
751 Jefferson Court 
Madison, Indiana 47250 
265-6307 

2906 CLIFTY DRIVE· MADISON, IN 812-265-2205 

It's not hard to make decisions when you know what 
your values are. Trust in God & find that your faith 
will allow you to climb the highest mountain! It has 
been a privilege to be "Aunt Bonnie" to the Class of 
2012! I love each of you & look forward to seeing all ,... 
of you attain your dreams! - Nathan & Bonnie 
Wentworth -

r TERMITE a 
St PEST CONTROL 

Control ~s-s- ,95$ 

812 / 273-3541 
2921 Clifty Drive 1 _800_854_7713 Formerly Arab Pest Control 
Madison, IN 47250 Fax : 812 1273_1607 Terry Taylor- Owner 

Meese Orbitron Dunne Company 
Division of Meese, INC 

I I I Robert E. Wall, DDS, PC 
753 West Main Street 
Madison, Indiana 
812-265-5962 

Cosmetic and Family Dentistry 
Hours by Appointment 

A Healthy Smile Can Last A Lifetime. 

~:..: , 

I I 
"' . . ' 

JAY F. KOEHLER (812) 265-8388 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - _1 
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Je e Ball think Taylor Grote is the biggest drama queen. If ick Craig had to ei ther kiss a monkey or a ride a bull , he wou ld 
do both at the same time. If Max McGee could date anyone in the school who isn' t in his clas , he'd date Kate Elliott. 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

MIDWEST GYM 
SUPPLY 

775 Scott Court Madison, IN 
Let us help you with all your gymnastics needs 

Looking For New Products? 
CAD System Gym Layouts 
Meet-Demo Equipment Always Available 
Cheerleading Floors Available In Red Or Blue 
(1 1/4" - 1 1/2" - 2" and 2 1/2") 
Power Tumbling Equipment 
Equipment Reconditioning 
Equipment Repair & Parts 

McCubbin Motors 
FORD 

MERCURY 
LINCOLN 

0 
Jeep 

301 Clifty Drive Madison, IN 812-273-5411 
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If Garrett Grime had one day to live, he would Ii e it up to it fullest. Julia Wise's favorite place Lo be i home. Josie Grote 
alway dips her chicken nuggets in Honey Mu tard . Max McGee prefer hopping at Target rather than Wal-Mart. 

HANOVER 
COLLEGE 

484 Ball Drive 
Hanover, Indiana 4 7243 

(812)866-7000 

www.hanover.edu 

Thank You For 
All Of Your 

Service to Our 
Schools 

Mr. Jerry Bomholt 
Mr. Travis Calvert 
Mrs. Carolyn Gray 

Mr. John Kalb 
Mrs. Jill Mires 

Mrs. Laura Ratcliff 
Ms. Jane Tekulve 

Congratulations 
Class of 2012! 

R & J Bait Tackle 

8!7:]~½J'? 
Madison's Hilltop Location 

Cruisin' ~uto Safes 
3713 Clifty Drive 
Madison, Indiana 

812-273-2665 

Courtesy of: 

Martha Barber 

Koehler Tire 
2350 Michigan Road 

Madison,tndiana 
812-265-3411 

Pope John 
Child Care Ministry 

1637 Michigan Rd. 
Madison, IN 

265-4422 
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ar on Hambrick dreams of meeting Ju tin Beiber omeday. Taylor Grote want to ee Red Hot hili Pepper~ in oncert. Jordan 

Wentworth's favorite thing to pack for lunch is Pizza Rolls . If Connor Deeg had one day to live , he would jump off a car. 

Prittcc of P cacc 
Parisl1 

ADVERTISING 



Bailey Davi ' favorite place to be i in bed . Elizabeth tucker doe n' t like anything at Taco Bell. Franklin Bell spends the 

majority of hi money on Brittney nodgrass. Sam Adam is who Josie Grote would love to ee in concert . 

Let our team help you get back that 
WINNING SMILE!! 

-OPEN-
8:30-5 M-F 
8:30-6 Tues. 

Convenient, easy 
to find location. 

Offering Quality Care 
-Ceaning -Teeth Whitening 
-Root Canals -Crowns 
-Implants -Cosmetic 
-Extractions -Dentures 

Collins' Tool and Die, LLC 

2902 Wilson Avenue 
Madison, Indiana 47250 

Ronnie G. Collins, Owner 
(812) 273-4765 FAX (812) 265-4183 

Madison Outdoors 

504 West State Street 

Madison, Indiana 47250 

(812) 26 -9306 

madisonoutdoor @yahoo.corn 

Care Credit 
Financing Available. 

Insurance Accepted. 

Most Credit Cards 
Accepted. 

Clifty Family Dental 
1105 Clifty Drive Madison Indiana 

(812)-273-0207 
Fax: (812)-273-3366 

E-Mail : reception@cliftyfamilydental.com 

Gon9rti+ulti+ions G\tiss 
of 2012! You did i+! 

from 0+ete, -A-m~, tind Jesse ~ti\\ 

C. : ;l p tu1<..· the..- M n 11, e 11 1 

l'hor oi,;ra pl 1 

f .- n•ll'lo ,., , ,.,., ( t .. ld•cn, -s.,.,,. t: , .... , ~-4• , ., .,,., 

,.,.\...,.,,,.,t,.. C, , •• , ,~ .. ~,-c, .. , '- lc,c._,......,., I'••• 

HHther Alklnson 
Pholog,

SludioLoca:,oo · 
604 Jel!erson Street 
Madison, IN 47250 

www.captumhemomftntsphotog,.phy.com 

BIGiJTIRES 
IRAKES • JHO<ICS • STllUTS • WHIEU • .UIC:.MMEKTS • TlllES 

(812) - 273 - 5463 
215 (LI FTY DRIVE, 

MADISON, IN 47250 

Larry's Truck and Trailer 
Service 

Madison, Indiana 
812-265-4335 
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Myle Hesse think pancake are the best food for breakfa t. Max McGee would rather eat a bug than a worm. Garrett Grime 
think that he has the be t eyes. If Nick Craig could date anyone in the school he would date any eventh grade girl. 

Conveniently Located to you 
on Madi on ' Hilltop 

258 Clifty Drive 
Madison, IN 47250 

812-273-3135 * 888-273-3135 

CRAIG ~ TOYOTA 
WWW.CRAIGTOYOTA.COM 

" Where Quality Counts" 
FULL SERVICE DEALERSHIP 

MON-FRI 8:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M. / SAT 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
Factor Certified Used Cars * HUGE Used Car Inventory 

HUGE Rebates, Low Interest Rates 

• SALES & LEASING * BODY SHOP 
• 2nd CHANCE FINANCING 
• AUTO PARTS DEPARTMENT 
• CERTIFIED SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
• RENTAL DEPT. INCLUDDING BUDGET TRUCKS 

PAST GRADUATES 

TONY CRAIG 
JOE CRAIG 
ANDY CRAIG 
TISSIT (RODGERS) CRAIG 
JUDY (CRAIG) STENF'TENAGEL 
JOHN CRAIG 
JENN F' R CRAIG 
ANDREW CRAIG 

SHAWE/INDIANA ACAD 

PATRICK CRAIG 

GRADUATES IN THE PR 

BENJAMIN CRAIG 
WILLIAM CRAIG 
AIDAN CRAIG 
GIA CRAIG 

y 

1969 
1972 
1975 
1977 
1978 
1988. 
19.9.Z 
2000 

2007 

2012 
2012 
202.l 
2024 
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Liz Grote' dream pet is a Gazelle. In ten year , McKa Burdette ees her elf digging in Egypt. Jordan Wentworth sp nds 
the majority of his money on shoes. Elizabeth Stucker hate eating at Subway. 

"You is smahr 
"You is kind" 

"You is impohtant" 
You is also beautiful and we have been blessed to have you in 

our lives since the day you were born. You are our other 
daughter; a sister; and a friend all wrapped up in one little 

package! Keep God in your pocket as ¥,OU take off into the next 
wonderful phase of your life. We II be with you too! 

We love you 
Scott, Chemaign, and the girls 

You've ome a fon3 way Sammy ana y u're j ust 
3ettfn3 started! 

'Don't Stana arounl. Jumy in witfi 6otfi f e t and 
enjoy tfie Journey/ 

Your W'HOL~ famify {ovesy u!! 11.na we thank 
§ad everyday fr the 3ijt y u have 6ee11! 

Nicholas, Academic 
Super Bowl , Tennis, 
Class Leader! We 
couldn't be more proud 
of all you 've 
accomplished. You 
shine when you're 
determined to get 
something done, we 
shine too at having a 
great son and student. 
We wish you continued 
success at IU. 
Love, Mom, Dad, 
Taylor 

/vi/cha.el Cra11ey Mae.S.Sel 

Gne man 
w,th 

C.ot:a·a.:3e ,'5 

a />1Cfjo:-,ty. 
-77-,omas 

:Je-1'-l'er.Son 

Dear Nick, 
It's been fifteen short 
years since we put 
the "COOL KID" in 
Pre-School. Since 
then we've seen you 
grow into a smart. 
responsible young 
man. The future is 
yours to make, and 
we will be behind you 
all the way. 
Good Luck at I.U. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad & Jessica 

Chloe, 
It just seems like 
yesterday we sent you to 
Kindergarten. It feels 
like that same day is 
back as we prepare to 
send you off again on a 
new journey to face the 
world on your own. And 
just like yesterday, we 
know that you will 
emerge as a winner. 
love, Dad, Mom, 
Hannah & Ryan 
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If Patric Scroggin ould date anyone in the chool who i. n't in his cla , he would date Sammie Tilley. Baile Davis think 

• that Taylor Davis ha the be t laugh. Jenna rmstrong' favorite pla e to be i Wal-Mart. 

Franklin, 
Some of your favorites to live by .. . 

I like you forever, I love you for always! 
Are you my mother? 

Goodnight moon, goodnight socks .. . 
Some days are like tha t, even in Australia . 
Remember, whatever you do, do it well! 

We ore so proud of the man you have become. 
Love, Mom. Dad. Alice. Joseph. ond Emma 

To Our Benjamin

"Ask, and it will be 
given to you; seek, 
and you shall find ; 
knock and it shall 

be opened to you: 
For every one that 
asks receives; and 
he that seeks finds, 

and to him that 
knocks. it shall be 

opened." 

Love You forever
Mom, Dad & Patrick 

James Wi(Uam Crai8 

Shoot for your 
§OUS 
'M . . 'H 

We fove you! 
'Momma & 

'Daa 

Con3ratu(ations Senior 
journaUsm Staff 

'Mem6ers! 
Wi((iam C raiB 
r:f ayCor 1Javis 
Cait(in 'Keffy 

We Love You! 'Best of Luck! 

MtRt, 
Co~ YcttulctHoV'vs ! 

we ctre so -proud 
of k:jOU. you ctre 

trnlk::j c;o~ 's 
blessL~ to IA.$. 

MIAk::j c;od 
coV1vHV1vue to 

IAlWCf,rjS ~ee-p k:jOU 
1,V\, Hts fctVOY 

tvirougviout r1our 
'1Lfe. 

we love k:1 ou, Dctd 
ct~ Mo~ 

Dearest Caitlin, 
The future has to look out, 
cause it has this lady named 
Caitlin headed straight for 
her, full of hope, dreams and 
a can do gentle love for life. 
You've given us a lot to be 
proud of Caitlin, you've 
worked hard, loved all your 
family and our God. 
Remember this from us, 
"Even if the sun refused to 
shine, you have been and 
always will be out sunshine." 
God Bless you, we dearly 
love you! 
Go Notre Dame! 
Mom and Dad 
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onnor Deeg would love to see Ringo Starr in concert. Myles He se's dream pet is a wolr. ick Craig' fa orite roll er coa ter 

i one that goe woosh. The last person that Taylor Grote couldn 't keep her eyes off of wa Matt Traylor. 

The 
Booster Club 

proudly 
supports 

All 
Shawe Sports 

,.f ,J_ ,, 
'I&.: ~. -t .. ~~ .... ~~::~ ~-,.,:-·t··~. ~."' 

-~~ 

217 East Main St. 
Madison, IN 47250 

812-265-2566 
Lucy Dattilo, owner (Class of 1986) 

Good Luck Class of 2012 
from the Faculty and Staff 

of 

Pope John XXIII 

Elementary Scho9I 

Compliments of 'John 

and Sharon Schafer 
Congratu.latiol18 Class of 2012! 

"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, gentleness, and self control.· 

Galations 5:22 

I pray that you may continue to grow in your Faith and that the fruit of the Spirit is 

evident in your lives. - Angela Miller 

Serving 1ho s-' Forgu,g Indus .... 

d RICHARD 0 . MILES 
General Manage, VMl PO Box 51 • Haydon. Indiana •72"5 

""°"" 912~t~:' Machine R•P~"f,2-3<4-7704 

Congratulations c lass ot 2012! You will 
be missed! 

Nicholas, K ra Kevin, Meghan nd A line 

Schafer 
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Shannon Fry's favorite Jersey Shore character is Pauly D. Frankin Belt's fir t concert wa NI ync . Jenna Armstrong thinks that 
Caitlin Kelly has the best hair. McKay Burdette thinks that Douglas Totten is the be t dressed . 

@_FIY C NGINEERING & TOOL co., INC . 

2949 Clifty Drive 
Madison, Indiana 
(812) 273-3272 

TM 

t'T1 
C) 

~ 

590 Ivy Tech Drive 
Madison, IN 
265-2580 

COLLINS, HENSLEY & WYNN 

Law Offices 

Lonnie Collins 
Michael Hensley 

Mark Wynn 

265-3616 

Clifty Animal 
Supply 

1121 Clifty Drive 
Madi on, IN 47250 

Andy Crabtree 
(812) 265-9373 · 

ELIZABETH?PAWLAK , DMD 

Specialist in Orthodontics 

Creating Beautiful Smiles 
For Adults and Children . 

160 Demaree Drive 
Madi on , Indiana 47250 

(8 12) 273-8744 

Congratulations Class of 2011 ! 
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Jesse Ball think Katie Hayden ha the be t eye . Bailey Davis' ong of the week i " My Hump ." 

Max McGee thinks ick Craig has the be t hair. David Grote thinks Je e Ball ha the be t mile. 

?J~d~ 
Marty and Denise Luiske 

Planning a surgery? 
Don't forget to indude 

Thom ton 'TemJce in your 
recovery plans! 

'four hon1dow11 h:am ur nJ1rrirnn·,I tlll:l:ifllsl •; .11111 
m11 ,1 .. ; art: hrfl' to a~si~t ,IS you h'l'0\'1:I C.-0111 yuur ,1111•<:1y. 

Call today to reserve your · · ~ "ComptJs&ionately 
accommodation& and schedule Committed to Ex~lence 
1. pr&-auriar co06uleatlon in Customer Service!" 
th•t Includes on explanation 
ot your Mlld!CM'O benefit. Happy, Hwthy and l:fo!M Aplnl 

i.88. Thornton Rd. • Hanover, IN . 
_-_(812") 8"66 -8396 • www.trilogyhs.com 

~HINKLE'S~ 
The Greatest Little Burgers In Town 

Monday & Tuesday 
6am-10pm 

Wednesday-S.turday 
OPEN 24hrs. 

CLOSED SUNDAY 
265-3919 

OVERS0 
FLAVORS OF 

SHAKES / 

Bill and Donna Dattilo Jackson- 1958 
Mary Beth Jackson Boone- 1989 
Phil ip Berry and Michael Waller- 2004 
Maria Berry and Kristin Waller- 2008 

Larry's Truck And 
Trailer 

Madison, Indiana 
812-265-4335 

Ma"DISON VISION CUNIC 
441 Green Road 

Madison IN 47250 
Phone Number 273-2020 

Trevor & Kim L tie 

Lytlefuneralhome.com 

265-4021 
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Car on Hambrick think Alex Rue i · the mo t upbeat Taylor Grote thin.ks am Boone i the co Iciest enior. 

Patrick Scroggins' dream pet i a dino aur. Garrett Grimes thinks Andrew Huff is the bigge t drama queen. 

North American Stainless 

6870 Highway 42 East 
Ghent, KY 41045 

1-800-499-7833 ext. 6166 

•--: >!. 

~be Jsnigbt~ of <!Columbu~ 

\ 

Kaelie Davis and Chloe Storm, along with other classmates, help to set up tents 
for the Shawe festival. The Knights of Columbus always supports Shawe and their 
school functions, teaching students the need and rewards of community service. 

,,, 
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Mr. Harold VandeWater 
pauses for a quick picture in 
front of a large rosary he 
con#structed across from St. 
Patrick's Church. Harold's son, 
Tom VandeWater, recalled, 
"Dad would always say that 
something was impossible to 
do and it couldn't be done, and 
then he would go and do 
it." photo by Tom 
VandeWater 

All bundled up during a 
cold winter day, Mr. 

VandeWater makes his 
rounds of the school 

campus in his 
remodeled golf cart. 

Because of his big job 
of being the handyman 

for the entire school 
campus, he needed an 

easy way to t ravel about. 
photo by Tom VandeWater 

UNDER THE SEA - CLOSING 

Not able to hold it in any longer; 
Kenn~ Rucker bursts out 

laughing during one of his 
dasses. Kennedy was always 

known for his big smile that 
he shared with everyone. 
photo by Molly McGary 



Chloe Storm 
receives 
assistance with 
her ribbon from 
one of her 
friends, Laura 
Hesse. At the 
Boy's Sectional 
game, fans wore 
back ribbons to 
show their 
supf?Ort of the 
famil ies affected 
by the recent 

storm. photo by 
Brittney 
Snodgrass 

~ ~~IVf Memorial 
lost several treasured 
members of our community 
this past year. This page is a 
memorial for all of those 
lives that were lost in this 
past year. 
Romans 14:8 says, "For if we 
live, we live to the Lord, and 
if we die, we die to the Lord. 
So then, whether we live or 
whether we e are the 
Lord's." 
We must remember what is 
so well put by William Penn, 
"For death is no more than a 
turning of us over from time 
to eternity." 
Every single person in our 
small community is 
treasured. W e miss you! 
-Brittney Snodgrass 

John Knox Poyner 
January 22, I 982 -
Morch 2, 20 I 2 

Kennedy Wells Rucker 
September I 2, 1994 -

ovember I 8, 20 I I 

Harold August VandeWater 
Janu 3 r, I 9 I 9 -
0 otle,- /8, 20/ I 

MEMORIAL 



Doug Totten ponders on a witty 
remark back to one of his fellow 
seniors, after a sarcasm fight 
broke out Franklin Belt lets a little 
smirk build across his face as he 
listens in.The senior class may 
come across as if they dislike each 
ot her; but once you get to know 
them, they actually show that they 
love each and every one of t heir 
classmates. photo By 
Taylor Davis 

Benjamin Craig fl ies and 
carves on his long 

board downtown at t he 
Heritage Trail. 

photo By Taylor Davis 

WE SEA SUCCESS-CLOSING 

Caitlin Kelly enjoys a refreshing popsicle 
after her last tennis match at Shawe. 

Caitlin and her doubles partner; 
Brittney Snodgrass, won their 

match, giving Caitlin a nice 
Senior Night W in. 

ph~to by Taylor 
Davis 



Jumping 
for joy and 
letting their hats 
fly, the graduating 
class of 2012 en
joyed the annual 
senior mass and 
luncheon. Along wrth 
a fun day with family 
and classmates, the 
seniors alsc:, enjoyed a 
lunch frov,ded by the 
schoo at the Knights 
of Columbus. If that 
didn't already make the 
day great the seniors 

.. are dismissed early 
· 'after their luncheon. 
The senior mass is 
one of many of the 
special privileges 

the students get 
as seniors. 

photo By Barb 
Daughtery 

~~1~,a~'.;" 
Shawe Memorial, whether rt 
be participating in the 
retreats, school festival, the 
bazaar; or just going to class; 
as 1he class of 20 12 steps o 
of the doors and into the 
real world, they are more 
than prepared for anythin 
Due to t 

· ycan 
their 

re 
are i 
will mis . Shawe. I wiU 
misstp 
t~ 
even 
However; the 
the most about S 

n and 

any things wi ll 
ut the school, 

Madi Drumm said, " I'm 
going to miss all my senior 
friends! It's exerting to see 

em graduate, but at the 
e time rt's really sad. I'm 

·ally going to miss 
ly." 

William Craig 

CLOSING 



INDEX 
A 
Aguilar, Karen 56, 72, 95,99 
Applegate, Casey 13,54, 
55, 73, 91,92, 99,102,123 
Applegate, Conner 2, 13, 
34, 35,41 , 58, 92, 112, 113, 
117, 134, 135 
Armbrecht, Maria 70 
Armstrong, Jenna 34, 58, 
111 , 124, 125, 155 
Ashbury, Kylee 34, 35, 
58,111,122 

B 
Ball, Jesse 2, 22, 23, 30, 
31 , 39, 44, 50, 90, 91 , 
130, 131 , 144, 145, 148 
156, 157, 160 
Ball, Steve and Amy 160 
Baundendistel, Rachael 
78, 79, 129 
Bear, Patrick 34, 35, 
58,95,116, 126, 127, 
Bear, Tom 126, 127 
Beddingham, David 118, 
119 
Belt, Franklin 15, 30, 37, 
43, 49, 64, 81 , 90, 91 , 96, 
97, 120, 121 , 130,131 , 144, 
155, 170 
Belt, Joseph 47, 60, 74, 78, 
116 
Bennet, Joey 11 O 
Berry, Maria 166 
Berry, Phillip 166 
Big O Tires 160 
Binzer, Jacob 60,99, 112 
Blanchard, Garel 41 ,54, 55, 
90, 131 , 136 
Boehm, Kaitlin 56, 73, 91, 
95, 99,129 
Boone, Connor 22, 23, 54, 
65, 73, 90, 91 , 102, 131 
Boone, Lilly 11 O 
Booster Club 164 

Bomholt, Jerome 37 
Boone, Mary Beth 166 
Boone, Riley 11,40, 60, 61 , 
110, 111 , 124, 125, 146, 147 
Boone, Sam 3, 11 , 13, 22, 
23, 38, 42, 44, 47, 49, 84, 
86 ,90, 96, 97, 102, 103,107, 
148, 154 
Bowman, Andrea 108, 109 
Burdette, McKay 34, 35, 
36, 58, 91 , 94, 95, 111 , 122, 
147, 154 

C 
Callis, Branden 14, 16, 50, 
53, 131 , 144 
Calvert, Travis 119 
Canada, Cody 30, 50,67, 
90 
Canada, Tyler 39, 47, 49, 
84, 85 90, 91 ,99, 148 
Capture the Moment 
Photography 160 
Carrillo, Jaime 34, 35, 58, 
95, 99,127, 134, 135 
Carrillo, Joel 60, 78, 91 , 
99,127, 134, 135 
Center, Lou Ann 60, 81 
Chandler, Jordan 2, 22, 38, 
50, 52, 72, 82, 90, 91 , 130, 
139, 145, 148, 149 
Cieslinski, Kayla 54, 55, 
73,84, 85,99, 114, 115, 
129,142, 143 
Cieslinski, Lauren 60, 
99,110, 143, 147 
Clifty Animal Supply 165 
Clifty Engineering 165 
Clifty Family Dental 160 

Cole, William 2, 54, 69,88, 
89, 92, 98, 99 
Collins, Hensley, & Wynn 
165 
Collins' Tool and Die, LLC 
160 
Cogper, Erin 125 
Copeland, Aaron 129 

WE SEA SUCCESS- INDEX 

Copeland, Emalee 17, 34, 
58, 70, 94, 95, 110, 111 , 
125, 143 
Copeland, JaLynn 50, 90, 
91 , 96, 97, 143 
Cox, Ryan 41, 50, 99 
Craig, Ben 12,30, 46, 47, 
49,66,84, 85, 90, 91 , 96, 97, 
102, 120, 192 
Craig, Fr. Chris 119 
Craig, William 2, 11 , 12, 22, 
38, 43, 46,47, 49,69, 86, 88, 
89, 93, 98,150, 155,170 
Craig, Nick 2, 37, 43, 
49,64,67,71 ,85, 86, 90, 96, 
97, 154, 157, 171 
Craig Toyota 161 

0 
Daughtery, Kyle 22, 23, 
50, 53, 80, 90,91, 114,130, 
131, 144 
Davis, Addie 10, 19, 23, 54, 
76, 143 
Davis, Bailey 14, 38, 50, 
90, 102, 132, 133, 155, 156 
Davis, Kaelie 2, 4, 14, 22, 
38, 42, 47, 49, 83, 86, 123 
Davis, Taylor 3, 22, 23, 37, 
42, 46, 47, 49, 93, 96, 97, 
99,102, 108, 133, 148, 151 
Deeg, Caleb 23, 54, 85, 98, 
127 
Deeg, Connor60 
Deeg, Tyler 2, 39, 50, 85,99 
Denton, Caleb 60, 116, 127 
Drumm, Madison 1 O, 15, 
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